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Abstract
Deconstruction in short story "I Want My Son to Become a Murderer"
shows a binary opposition which leads into an understanding that there is
no hierarchy opposition. Derrida deconstruction in literary work aims to
show logical and rhetorical non-equivalence between what explicitly written
and what is implicitly hidden in the text. The deconstruction study shows
how the contradictions should be uncovered from the text which called
dissemination. The result of the analysis shows the opposition found are: (1)
opposition between title and story; (2) opposition between the story and the
footnote; (3) opposition between intuitive comprehension and logical
reasoning; (4) opposition between fact and fiction; (5) opposition between
“I lyric” and many people; and (6) opposition between the writer and the
reader.
Keywords: deconstruction, dissemination, binary opposition
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Introduction
Whani Darmawan’s short story in anthology I Want My Son to Become a
Murderer (IWSBM) discussed by Marshall Alexander Clark seems different from
other works. In preface, Marshall states that Whani is a newcomer in Indonesian
literature field, yet, her reputation grows bigger. Whani was born in Yoggyakarta
at the beginning of new order. With the assistance and advice from other senior
writers in Jogjakarta, such as from poet and humanist Emha Ainun Nadjib, at the
early 1980 Whani started writing poem, essay, and short stories. Her debut
almost in the same period with young writer Agus Noor and Indra Tranggono. In
play, she followed her predecessor; Landung Simatupang and Butet
Kartaredjasa. In 1990, Whani learns and put more attentions to literature field and
become a writer. She also becomes a play scriptwriter and director from few
plays performance. One of them was performed in 1998. Among many of the
cultural performance to describe the resignation of Soeharto, is Karno Tanding
written by Whani which stood out over others. The plays that explore body power
as a speaking media and covered with tense atmosphere has attracted attention
from Indonesian and foreign critics. Whani’s implicitly uttered that her play does
not only tell a story about Ksatria Kurawa from Javanese puppet shows, Karno,
but also a story about Indonesian contemporary sociopolitical condition. Even
one of the Bernas reporter as “What does the director perform in this play?”
The curiosity is also faced by readers who read the first Whani’s short story
anthology, IWSBM. With typical Indonesian language, full of irony and poetic
nuance. Not all short stories have a usual plot as if it has its own life, free from the
authors' force. “I Want My Son to Become a Murderer” is a short story that also as
a book title that consists of 16 short stories (1999). They are Penggal Kodrat
Alam; Tenggara; Perjaka Tua; Air Cucuran Atap; Merpati Persi; Istriku yang
Terkasih; Waniti Naga; Lampor; Lelaki Pembakar Sampah; Burung – Burung
Putih (Bernas period 1989 – 2000). Penang Karang Binatang (Prosa Journal, Vol.
1. March, 2002), Larung; Setangkai Dahan Kering (Original 2000 – 2001); Mak
Gerabik (Suara Merdeka, 2001) Penyakit (Pikiran Rakyat, 1994), Kabesmen
(Basis, 1997). Other than IWSBM, other anthologies are Rembulan Padhang Ing
Ngayogyakarta (1992), Penglion (1994), Guru Tarno (1994), Embun Tajali (2000),
Shadow – Boxing = The Wayang and Modern Indonesia Literature (Dissertation
Marshall Clark, 1998), and many others Whani Darmawan works.
Thus, the short story “I Want My Son to Become a Murderer” (IWSBM) has a
very fundamental reason for writer to make it as the object of this research. Apart
from the title which invites readers’ curiosity and reaction, it will trigger more
reaction after reading it. Another thing of this short story is the plot, which follows
the post-mo tradition.
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Researcher chooses IWSBM out of other short stories in the antology book, to
be able to provide a detail and focus analysis, both of these aspects is a soles
rapture and become a major attention in deconstruction analysis (Eagleton,
1983:33).
IWSBM Synopsis.
A man named Karta, wants his son to become a murderer, he has determined
to achieved that, he will do whatever it takes to make it comes true. He thinks that
his son must become who always stand for his rights, never give up, and even
have to murder to meet his needs. Since birth, his son was named Tunggal
Pamenang Jagad, and has met his first wish where Tunggal’s mother passed
away during giving birth to Tunggal. Therefore, the first one Tunggal murdered is
his mother, and Tunggal was then raised based on his own way, forcefully raised.
Whenever Tunggal needed breastfeeding, he was given cow milk. Karta will push
Tunggal below the cow and dring the cow milk till it skinny. That’s how Karta
raises his son which according to people around, he is considered insane.
Tunggal then grows fast, his body is big twie as other boys on his age. Karta’s
expectation grows bigger to make his sin become a murderer. One day his son
murders his mother in law, which is Tunggal’s grandmother, just because a petty
reason, that the grandma suggest that Tunggal was given a sajen (traditional
offerings to the spirit) so he will grows normally. With that murderer, Karta is so
happy because his wish has come true, Tunggal becomes murderer. It also
means that two people has been murdered, the first is the mother and then the
grandmother.
But then unexpectedly his wish does not come true, when the boy murders
the father in law by beheading him, then suddenly he swings to him, as if the
meaning is clear that the next one to kill by Tunggal is his own father, who has
taught him to become a murderer.
How surprise Karta is, that his ambition to make his son as a murderer has
come true, but his son then have to murder him. At the end, Karta says “ I never
expect that he will murder me! Something stupid that should be taught by all
parents”. That is the last words form Karta before he is murdered by his own son.

Method
As an analysis method, deconstruction usually starts with the analysis to
identify the binary opposition in a text, then reversing it or show the contradictions
in a text that disguise the hierarchy or the boundary between the two, a general
method in deconstruction to see the rhetorical strategy in a text, and using it to
“interrogate” the text itself (Budianta, 2002).
The binary opposition conducted two different things which may appears to
explain each other. Such thing that can demonstrate an illustration of binary
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opposition are dark and light, up and down, day and night. Derrida in Tyson (2006)
stated that :
One must examine the ways in which the two members of the opposition are not
completely opposite, the ways in which they overlap or share some things in common
(Tyson, p. 254).

This quotation demonstrates that even though the contradiction appears as
two different things, it still may explain each other and correlate to each other
meaning. Derrida in Yegen & Abukan also argued that binary opposition or pair in
which one part of that pair is always more important than the other such as the
superior is “marked” as positive and the inferior as negative (Yegen & Abukan,
2014).
Derrida’s method in text reading is known as Metaphoric. This metaphor is
not an aspect of language expressive function, but as a essential condition about
an utterance (Sarup, 1993:47). Metaphor represents one way to arrange
discourse and strongly affect how we understand may things ( (Sarup, 1993:48).
Thus, the deconstructed text is a text written by writers which metaphor on it self.
Deconstructtion is a careful text reading, by interrogating text, destroy it towards it
defense, dan find the binary position written in the text (Samp, 1993:50). It also
states that deconstruction starts from metaphysical binary opposition (Choi,
1998:5).
The analysis through a deconstruction theory appear in many ways such as
using a binary opposition which conduct an antilogy, since analyzing a text or
meaning can overcome multiform contentions. Carter stated in his book about
Derrida’s theory that all texts, whether it is literary or not can be deconstructed. It
may appear as dismantling the texts or only part of them, reveal the
inconsistencies in them (the texts) and even though the texts seems to imply one
thing it can be imply the opposite of it (Carter, 2006, p.111). In this step,
writer/reader or reader/writer try to provide an opposition and/or a contradiction in
a text.
Deconstruction put more attention in metaphor and can not be broken down
into smaller part which become a different thing in a game of literal rules.
Deconstruction is not a reversing make up strategy, it is an activity of reading in a
new radical way. There must be an awareness of two opposites feeling, about
non-equivalence between meaning and writers explicit statement. (Sarup,
1993:51-52).
Barbara Johnson explains that the concept “ difference” appeared from a text
is not something that differentiates one identity to another, not the difference
among (several independent units) but “The internal difference” (Young via
Melani 2002). “Far from constituting the text’s unique identity, it is that which
subverts the very idea of identity, infinitely differing the possibility of adding up the
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sum of a text’s part or meaning and reaching a totalized, integrated whole (Young,
166)”
Furthermore, a text with deconstructive reading has passed beyond itself, the
referent at the end can be another text. As a sign eventually refers to other text,
the cause of the crossing and network than can be developed time after time,
intertextuality (Satrup, 1993:52).
On the practical level, deconstruction covers reversing and transferring
(Sarup, 1993:51). In order to destroy the reversing hierarchy opposition. In the
next phase, this reversing should be transferred, the particular terms is placed
under the deletion (sous rature). The text in border can be revealed.

Results & Discussion
Deconstructive Reading to IWSBM
First, in this deconstructive reading, “IWSBM” short stories are considered a
metaphor. Inside, the language works from one type of reality to another reality
(Sarup, 1993:47). This reality which uttered internally contradicts from one to
another. This contradiction is then called the binary opposition. Although in
deconstruction context, the binary opposition as always in hierarchy, but the
deconstructive reading tries to destroy the hierarchy and return is as writing, as it
is conducted in deconstructive reading of “IWSBM”
During deconstruction reading conducted by researcher to the “IWSBM”
short stories, researcher finds binary opposition (1) Opposition between title and
the story;(2) Opposition between the story and footnote; (3) opposition between
logical think and intuitive comprehension; (4) opposition between fact and fiction;
(5) Opposition between “I” lyric and them; (6) Opposition between writer and
reader
Opposition Between Title and the Story
Although the short story “IWSBM” seems has no plot as a post-mo tradition,
its title has been a deconstruction of a condition which contains a continuous
meaning. Not stop only at the title, it even invites variety of questions and will end
up an uncertain or ambiguous answer, for example: what is written in the story
IWSBM “Mereka menuduhku gila” [They think that I am insane] (p.14).
In another perspective, IWSBM is a structure, that seems has a center. The
title can be said as a center because : (1) The position is written with a particular
space and even can be seen separate from the story, with less number of letters;
(2) Written in a separate front page; (3) Written with a capital letter; (4) is a
primary point of the story.
Whereas for the story itself, the position different from the title, even in
“IWSBM” the position is separate from the pages, but it can ensure that in a
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hierarchy, it is a subordinate of the title. The story “IWSBM” is the description of
the title, even a broader development of the title. Therefore, clearly appears that it
is structurally correct. Nonetheless, post-structurally it is not correct, because the
relation between the two is not opposition but as a hierarchy. It can be stated that
the title is named title because there is a story, more precisely, if there is no story,
then the row of words will not be called as a title and vice versa.
Therefore, the story without a title can still become a story, then what is left is
a story; the title still exists but become sous rapture. Thus, it can be stated that in
this reading context, the story IWSBM is more dominant. Thus there is no center
to position the title.
There is only a condition that deconstructive reading does not mean to drop
one of them, but only to return that everything is only a text, even though the story
appears more dominant, but in reality, is not. Because the story needs to be
metaphorized to be able to comprehend easily, this is done by assigning a title.
With that point, the title is considered important, because the title contains a story
and vice versa. Because the interpretation of the two is interdependence.
Opposition Between the Story and Footnote
As discussed, that a title and a story can no longer be separated, because
both are also text, and the next step will use the word “story” to refer to above
which is a footnote. Similar to the relationship between title and story, relation
between ‘story’ and ‘footnote” appear structurally and also shows the opposition,
hierarchy relation.Story is the main description because it is written in the upper
part, with a bigger font. The story is things that the author wants to describe, thus,
the position is separate from the footnote.
As an additional note that describes a story for a particular point or unit in a
story, then the footnote is provided. Because it is only additional, then it is written
in the lower part with a smaller font. Thus, as an additional, the footnote can be
provided, but can also be omitted. It means that even the footnote is not provided,
the readers will still be able to understand the story. Readers can understand the
“IWSBM” without reading its footnote. From structuralism perspective, it is true,
but according to post-structuralism, it is not true.By answering the question, the
data and relation built in the story and the footnote should be stated. For example,
researcher quotes relation between the story and the footnote (1)
…Anak itu masih bayi. Ia belum bisa dimandikan dengan air dingin. Tubuhnya harus
digedong¹ agar kakinya lurus. Kalau magrib harus dipangku². Pipinya jangan kau cubiti,
karena itu milik pamongnya³…. Berikan padanya jenang abang, jenang putih, jenang berok4,
supaya tidurnya tenang. Kalau suatu saat ia cegukan, biarkan. Pertanda ia akan dewasa5.
(Hal 14)
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[..The boy is still a baby. Can not be bathed with cold water. His body should be swaddled so
he will have a straight leg. In the afternoon he must sit on lap. Don’t pinch his cheek,
because it belongs to his nanny. Give him red jenang, white jenang and jenang berok (a
Javanese traditional snack made of glutinous rice with brown sugar and coconut) …., so he
can sleep calmly. One day if he has hiccup, let him. It means he will grow up 5 (p. 14)]

The quotation above shows phrase, …. Triggers the footnote, and to clear the
explanation from footnote 1 the explanation is described as below :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Swaddle = To put a baby in a blanket, and cover him from leg to head, to keep him warm
Sit on lap = To put the baby on parents lap
Nanny= The one who babysits the baby
Breastfeeding = to give baby breastfeed
red jenang, white jenang and jenang berok = traditional Javanese porridge for ritual
Clove: a type of spices, (p.14).

Another quotation as described in the story “IWSBM” can be seen from the
next quotation :
…aku tahu secara teori bay harus diberi ASI, tapi karena dia telah membunuh ibu nya,
biarlah ia kukempongkan..(hal. 15)
[…I know theoretically a baby should be breastfed, but because he has murdered his mother,
let me give him pacifier 7 …(p. 15)]

…Mertuaku meminta kepadaku untuk member sesaji kepada anakku. Alasanya karena sejak
lahir Tunggal tidak diberi sesaji. Tidak ada sesaji mitung dinani8, tidak ada sesaji
nyelapanan9, karena hal itulah mertuaku untuk menyuruhku untuk meruwat10 anakku.
[My mother in law asked me to give offering to spirits for my son. The reason is since he was
born, Tunggal hasn’t been given any. There is no offering to spirits for seven days, there is
no for thirty days, that s why my mother in law asked me to hold traditional ritual for my
son’s blessings.]

From the quotation above, there are phrases to describe with a footnote,
which is….
8. seven days : ritual for baby after seven days of birth
9. 30 days: ritual for baby after 30 days of birth
10. Traditional ritual for blessings: to pray for his blessed life (hal. 17)

It is then continue with the next description as below :
…Kalau tidak diruwat, terus bagaimana aku ini? Aku kan tidak enak dengan tetangga kanan
kiri. Terus bagaimana dengan projoku? Coba pikie, projokuuu!” (Hal.10)
[..If you don’t hold any traditional ritual for his blessings, then what am I supposed to do? I
feel bad to the neighbours. Then how with my image? Think about that, my image!! (p. 10)]
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Image: self-image (p.18)

From the quotations above, it is clear that what written in a footnote – I and
the footnote is not to describe each other. Thus, between the footnote – I and its
description is not dependable to each other. It can stand on its own; even it can
be a writing that has a longer explanation. It is also true with footnote – I or the
story can still happen without a footnote. Thus, the relation between the two is not
in hierarchy opposition. The relation is like a story, describe that the short story
does not really depend on place, font size, and all the things that show the
relation of hierarchy opposition. The relation is equal, not hierarchial.
Opposition Between Logical Reasoning and Intuitive Comprehension.
In “IWSBM” as described earlier in this writing, apart from the title “ I Want my
Son become a Murderer”. Implicitly, the author has set an inner experience of the
‘ I “ character, which has deconstructed the logical explanation but indirectly has
destroyed the opposition by returning the action of the object to the subject. In
this case, there is no center, even it has altogether returned as a text which the
writer herself return the experience trough language. In the language there is no
hierarchical opposition; what exists is the meaning that appears from the disparity
and the meaning of a symbol that never perfect. It means as language
construction, between intuitive comprehension and reasoning are both texts. In
this case, can be seen from the example below :
“…Aku merindukan anakku menjadi pembunuh. Inilah cita – cita besar yang membanggakan
dalam hidupku. Biarlah aku dituduh menjadi sipir penjara emas bagi anakku. Biarlah aku
dituduh memboneka anakku” (hal.12)
[“…I wish my son become a murderer. This is my big ambition that can make my life proud.
Let them think that I am an inmate guard in a golden jail of my son. Let them think that I am
the muster of puppet of my son “ (p. 12)]

“…Aku rindu anakku jadi pembunuh! Apapun akan kulakukan demi cita – cita itu” (hal.15)
[“.. I wish my son become a murderer! I will do whatever it takes to achieve that” (p. 15)]

From quotation above, it appears that an internal experience which grows in
the “I” character which intuitively has the power to achieve an illogical wish.
Whereas what the author set as logical reasoning even needs that power, thus,
there is no hierarchical opposition occurs.
“…Aku tidak akan pernah mengizinkan ada guru dalam hidupku. Kalau kau menjadikan aku
sebagai pembunuh, maka aku merindukan membunuhmu. Aku harus memutuskan
pertalian darah dan batin ini dengan berani. Kalau yang prinsip ini tak aku lakukan, maka
kau tak akan dapat menyaksikan diriku seperti engkau harapkan. Maaf, dengan ikhlas dan
berani aku harus membuhmu.”
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[“.. I never let any teacher in my life. If you make me become a murderer, then I wish I could
murder you. I have to cut our family relationship bravely…If I don’t do this principal thing,
then you will never see me as the son you are expecting. Sorry, but bravely and sincerely I
have to kill you.”]

“… ia telah meleset menjadi pembunuh seperti harapan ku … tetapi aku tidak menyangka
kalau ia akan membunuhku! (hal. 19).
[“ ..he has not become a murderer as I expect…but I never imagine that he will murder me!
(P. 19).]

What is discussed above is a contradiction that seems to be represented by
one word “murderer” which has a specific ambiguous meaning that is put as a
difference which means that the difference comes from the meaning, whereas the
meaning itself is never perfect. Therefore, it returns to both things between logical
reasoning and intuitive comprehension both become text.
Opposition Between Fiction and Fact
The opposition between fiction and fact has appeared in relationship between
“Story and footnote (the 1st, 3rd, 8th, 9th, 10th). The first one, it similar but still given
words swaddle, whereas swaddle in a footnote as a fact, and the explanation that
it has a fiction and fact meaning (P. 14). The same is also true for the 5 th where
appears the word jenang (a Javanese traditional snack made of glutinous rice
with brown sugar and coconut) as a fact that all types of ritual porridge, whereas
in fiction, he is given those porridges to make him sleep calmly (p.14).
Furthermore, in the 8th, the seven days ritual is a fact to hold a seven days after
birth ceremony, whereas in the text “the reason is that since he was bornm he has
not been given any offering for spirits, there is no seven days rituals …(p.17).
Then in the 9th as a fact for 30 days rituals, means thirty, is same with the fiction
which is to conduct the 30 days after birth ceremony (p.17), and the 10 th as a fact
to hold a ritual for blessing, whereas, in the fiction, it must be done for a baby.
Otherwise he will feel inconvenient with the neighbors. (p.17).
Other from what discussed above, in “IWSBM” is also appears an opposition
between fact and fiction.
“Aku merindukan anakku menjadi pembunuh! Apapun akan kulakukan demi cita – cita itu.
Aku tahu! Menurut teori bayi harus mendapatkan ASI, tapi karena ibunya sudah
dibunuhnya, biarlah ia kukempongkan pada ASSI; Air Susu Sapi. (hal. 15)
[“.. I wish my son become a murderer! I will do whatever it takes to achieve that I know
theoretically a baby should be breastfed, but because he has murdered his mother, let me
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give him breastfed by a cow (p.15)]

The quotation above shows a fact in a story from the acronym ASI (Mother’s
breast milk) and is constructed become ASSI (cow’s breast milk) as a fact the
author sets that. At the same time also, behind the word ASSI is put in a fiction
condition, thus it becomes fact to what contains in the word ASSI, ASSI is merely
the text which has no hierarchical opposition between the two.
“…Maka kalau anakku berteriak haus, segera kusorongkan ia ke bawah perut sapi diantara
kangkangan empat kaki, bergantungan diantara puting susu dan glambir daging. Ia sedot……
Hingga sapi itu kempes….. Anakku tumbuh oleh ASSI.” (Hal 16)
[“..Then when my son shouts for thirsty, I will push him under the cow’s belly, between the
cow’s leg, hanging among the cow’s f;esh and nipple. He will suck the milk, till it dry..my son
is grown up with ASSI (cows’ breast milk) (p.16)]

It seems that the word ASI is then extended to the word ASSI, which stand for
cow’s breast milk. As a fact that this milk is commonly consumed by the baby
nowadays. Thus, what appears inside is a satire that nowadays what baby
consume is no longer mothers breast milk, but cow’s breast milk. What contains
in the “IWSBM” short story position the cows’ breast milk as an opposition of fact
and fiction, but because only that one word, it is a meaning from an imperfect
symbol, thus the hierarchical opposition is destroyed by it.
The Opposition Between the “I” lyric and the People.
In “IWSBM” , this opposition means someone who owns the story which is “ I”
lyric compared to many people. This opposition relates to the characters in the
story. In one hand, it is described that “ I” is the center whereas on the other side,
“People” is only a peripheral character.
“Aku merindukan anakku menjadi pembunuh……aku benci pada orang yang
menyembunyikan kebanggannya dalam sarung kemunafikan….kenapa orang takut
otoriter?.....
Aku tidak menginginkan kebesaran anakku lahir istimewa melalui mulut orang tua yang
narcis dan dungu….
Aku ingin menggembleng anakku sekeras baja….” (hal 12)
[“I wish my son to become a murderer… I hate people who hide their proud in the cover of
hypocrisy…why do people afraid of authoritarian?
I don’t want the great of my son who was born special trough the mouth of his dumb
parents…
I want to force my son to be as strong as steel” (p.12)]

Aku merindukan anakku menjadi pembunuh! Apapun akan kulakukan demi cita – citaku
itu……, Aku, tahu menurut teori bayi harus mendapatkan ASI…..” (hal 15)
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[“.. I wish my son become murderer! I will do whatever it takes to achieve that I know
theoretically a baby should be breastfeeded..” (p.15)]

… Aku bangga! Aku hidup!....., Aku tak ingin anakku menaruh kasihan kepada siapapun , …..,
Aku tak ingin mengajarkan anakku pada kemengalahan …….. pokoknya percuma ia menjadi
anakku ……. Kalau haruslah orang yang berkhasrat!!! (hal 17) Aku bisa menyaksikan cita –
citaku terkabul! (hal 18).
[… I am proud! I live! I don’t want my son to feel sorry for anyone…I don’t want to teach my
son to give up…The point is he is useless to be my son…if other people has what they want
from him!! (p.17). I can watch my wish comes true! (p.18)]

What described above shows the power of “I” on how he wants to control
others include his son whom he considers as a property, his property without
further consideration that one day his son will be grown up as him. It seems that
the author put him as a character who has control over everything, as “I” acts as
the center, knows everything without anyone can argue and stand on his way.
Nevertheless, on the other side, the author reverses the situation where the
people replace the “I” position.
“Para tetangga yang menyasikan caraku mengemban anakku tidak terima. Mereka
menuduhkan gila…..
“Kau tidak bisa begitu Karta!” seru salah satu antara mereka “Anak itu masih bayi! …….
Kalau maghrib harus ……, pipinya jangan kau cubiti ….., kalau suatu saat cegukan …..
biarkan ….. jangan keluar malam ……, ….., lll…. Ini malah kau celupkan ke air tebar keparat!
Bagaimana kamu ini, lelaki memang tak bisa momong bayi, lebih baik kau titipkan ke panti
asuhan, mertuamu, atau siapa saja perempuan yang mau ….. menjadi pengasuhnya …..
awas! Jangan lupa kau berserisir tiap hari kalau …..” (hal 13, 14, 15)
[The neighbours who see me raise my son do not accept it, They think I am insane…
“You cant do that Karta!”..says one of them..”The boy is still a baby!..during end of
day…don’t pinch his cheek..if he has a hiccup …let him…do not go out during night…you
even put him into a water, bastard!. How could you do that, as usual , a man ca not baby sit
a baby..you better put him in orphanage home, or to your parents in law or any other
woman who wants to raise him…watch out! You should brush him everyday if…(p. 13,14,15)

Quotations above is a contradiction which destroyed what is called as center
and peripheral. Because in this case, there is no hierarchical opposition, the
center even switches to become peripheral and vice versa, as seen where “the
people” turn to correct and order the “I” which is significantly has more control and
in turns, has become under control.
“Aku bisa menyaksikan cita – citaku terkabul! Tetapi belum lagi habis rasa banggaku, tiba –
tiba anakku berbalik menghadapi tubuhku. Dipandangnya aku seolah – olah bapaknya ini
cuma makanan kecil yang siap ia telan melintang …. Anakku berkata ….. “Aku tidak akan
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pernah mengijinkan ada guru dalam hidupku ….. kalau kau menjadikan aku sebagai
pembunuh, maka akan merindukan membunuhmu ….. aku harus memutuskan pertalian
darah dan batin ini dengan berani. Kalau yang prinsip ini tak aku lakukan, maka kau tak akan
dapat menyaksikan diriku seperti yang engakau harapkan. Maaf, dengan iklas dan berani
membunuhmu.” (hal 18, 19)
[“I can watch my wish comes true! But as my proud has not ended yet, suddenly my son
return to fight against me. He sees me as if I am only a little snack that ready to be
swallowed..my son says…” “.. I never let any teacher in my life. If you make me become a
murderer, then I wish I could murder you. I have to cut our family relationship bravely…If I
don’t do this principal thing, then you will never see me as the son you are expecting. Sorry,
but bravely and sincerely I have to kill you.”(p.18,19)]

Descriptions above provide a sufficient explanation that the author is
knowledgeable in arranging the firm binary opposition and then destroy it, and
reversing both oppositions, thus, we will easily capture the understanding of the
twisted meaning as previous one, where there is no center and peripheral, what
exist in both is text.
What is more important is the things that we uncover from inside is the trace
which can be seen as a left satire.
“Ia telah melesat menjadi pembunuh seperti harapanku. Tetapi aku tak menyangka kalau ia
akan mebunuhku! Sesuatu yang bodoh mustinya bisa, boleh dan harus di pikirkan oleh
setiap orang tua.” (hal 19).
[..he has not become a murderer as I expect…but I never imagine that he will murder
me!”(p.19)]

From the quotation above, we can precisely relate that with a saying that
commonly heard, become boomerang, that who throws away a bad thing will
return to him, it can also mean, the son exists because the parents do. The son
who was as “people” or part of it, has become the “I” that replaces the position of
his father, thus, it is very important the existence of the son and so is the parents
in capacity of the other.
Oppositon Between the Author and the Reader.
In “IWSBM”, a short story which is written by the author undoubtedly with an
intended purpose, whether to criticize a social condition or to express his
subjective experience, to express his idea trough the works or merely wants to
write. What is clear is after we read “IWSBM”, it comes with its unique story, even
from its title which makes us wonder and curious, how could things like that
happen? “ I want my son to become a murderer: but the appearance of the
“IWSBM” clearly comes from one party only, which is the author.
It starts from the writing process, then sending it to a media and then is
published to be a short story anthology by a publisher, then reach the readers,
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and has to accept the short story as it is, and can not change it. It seems that this
context, the author and the reader has a hierarchical opposition. Because the
author is the ordinate and the reader is the subordinate.
It does not go that way, only in a glance seems as it is, but with further
examination, it does not. In reading, reader has a unit of imagination experience,
past, life romanticism, and all other experiences that differ from the author’s
experience. With those experience factors, it affects the readers in reading the
short story “IWSBM”. Thus, it is possible that the reader understanding from one
to another will be different. In this context, what is a=true is she also writes. That
will appear clearly if the readers become a writer.
Then there will be a change of role from the reader to an author which shows
that the has been the process of elimination of center, initially, the center is the
author, but then, the readers also become the writer. Then what is left is only
writer. Then conclusion is drawn that in the writing process there is a reading
process. From the explanation above, it appears that hierarchical opposition is
only an illusion because the writings above are only the chain of signifiers. Where
the signified is basically a signifier, each signifier has never had a perfect
meaning because half of its meaning has embedded on the other signifiers, that
even in unlimited amount. The relation between those signifiers has resulted
what is called as text.
Then, as a text, the short story “IWSBM” is a chain of signifiers that form a
particular signifier unit. The unit is named as a short story in a broader coverage,
and also within one chain that has existed before, whether it is a short story, poem,
novel, songs lyrics, science, philosophy until it reaches an unlimited point. This
relationship is called intertextual.

Conclusion
From the description and analysis above, it shows that the “IWSBM” short
story is clearly able to guide us to understand a few things, such as the
oppositions found as a result of deconstructive reading, is: 1) Opposition between
title and story;(2) Opposition between the story and the footnote; (3) Opposition
between intuitive comprehension and logical reasoning;(4) opposition between
fact and fiction; (5) opposition between “ I lyric” and many people: and (6)
opposition between the writer and the reader.
With many arguments of deconstructive approach to the “IWSBM” short story,
then what appears as the binary opposition, has appeared from the
deconstructive approach to the “IWSBM” can lead us to an understanding that
there is no hierarchical opposition. This opposition is only an illusion, and only
what appears, not more and not less, short story is a discourse, the result of
construction. The short story is a text, text is known as a semantic meaning; we
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recognize one thing because of the difference.
Thus, the different, and the opposition that exists in this universe is not an
eternal thing. As a message that can be drawn from this research is every bad
thing will always return to who starts it as a boomerang.
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Abstract
Arabic poetry has long taken precedence over other literary forms. It is the
oldest form of literature known in the Arabic language, dating back to year
400 A.D. In the context of translation, poetry poses a few daunting hurdles in
attempting to reach equally metaphorical meanings in the target language.
This article seeks to illustrate the cultural problems witnessed in translating
culture-bound metaphor. For this purpose, poetry by prominent Arab poet
Nizar Qabbani is the main reference and the selected case study in the
article for the poet’s place and contribution in Arabic poetry. The theoretical
framework adopts two translation models— Newmark’s Semantic
Translation and Den Broeck’s literal, paraphrase and substitution. In
addition to illustrating difficulties emanating from translating culture-bound
metaphor, the article will present a comparative analysis of two translations
of one poetic text, thereby hopefully serving as a valuable contribution to the
area of cultural metaphor translation by providing a range of translation
possibilities starting from Dynamic Equivalence or idiomatic translation and
continuing through literal and semantic translations. In doing so, the article
has tackled strategies in the field of cultural metaphor translation, which will
hopefully lead to further research.
Keywords: translation, metaphor, Arabic poetry, Nizar Qabbani
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Introduction
The concept of translation is equivocal and can be tackled differently by
various translation scholars. The key to defining translation lies in “establishing
the boundaries of the translation text, which in semiotic analysis is one of the first
procedural moves towards understanding something in its wholeness or as a
whole” (Personen, Hellman Huttunen, Obatnin, 2007, p. 204). The concept can
be viewed from a restrictive or a non-restrictive point of view. Bassnet-McGuire
(1980) puts forward:
Translation involves the rendering of a source language SL text into the target language TL
so as to ensure that the surface meaning of the two will be approximately similar and the
structures of the SL will be preserved as closely as possible but not so closely that the TL
structures will be seriously distorted. (p. 2).

This definition appears to shed light on the strict rendering of meaning from
SL to TL, with the meaning prioritized over the structures. Nida’s (1964) less
restricted view of translation, on the other hand, encompasses two
ideas—formal and dynamic equivalences. In formal equivalence, it is posited
that “translation is basically source-oriented; that is, it is designed to reveal as
much as possible the form and content of the original message” (Nida, 1964, p.
134). In the case of dynamic equivalence, the focus is shifted towards the
receptor response instead of the source message, given that what is of key
importance is the rendering of SL text into TL text for a same response from both
readers of the source and target languages. The dynamic equivalence is defined
as “the closest natural equivalence to the source language message” (Nida,
1964, p. 166). These two translation strategies seem to focus on two different
variables—focus on SL meanings and reception thereof in TL. The article
embarks on the premise of whether the application of these concepts—formal
equivalence and dynamic equivalence—to poetry is possible and attempts to
shed light on the daunting challenges translators go through in translation.
Overcoming the cultural boundaries involves conveying the overarching
message and effect aspired by the poet. This requires thorough knowledge of SL
and TL languages and their associated cultures as well as guidance by the
theories on cultural untranslatability.
Poetry is characterized by the presence of rhyme and meter and poetic
devices such as assonance, alliteration, etc. and by the use of figures of speech
such as metonymy, synecdoche, and metaphor. One of the reasons behind the
use of metaphor in poetry is that it involves lexical deviation—a stylistic figure
that poets enjoy as compensation for the rigid poetical rules. Additionally,
metaphors used in poetry are more of a specific reflection of the poet’s cultural
heritage. This article aims at recognizing the essential relation between culture
and metaphor and seeks to tackle the problem of translating cultural metaphor in
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poetry. Arab poet Nizar Qabbani’s poem titled Bread, Hashish, and the moon is
used as a case study.
Theory of Translation
Translation theory draws upon a number of studies intended to provide
translators with methods, strategies, and principles, which help achieve
substantial results. Newmark (1981) states that “translation theory’s main
concern is to determine appropriate translation methods for the widest range of
text or text categories” (p. 19). It appears that translation theory is text-oriented
theory. Although mainly hybrid, texts are most commonly categorized into
expository, argumentative, and instructive (Hatim and Mason, 1990).
Literary translation is treated within the framework of a text, according to
Holmes (1988), who notes that literary translation is solely a question not of
translating a series of sentences but of translating text. In some typologies,
poetic texts are grouped within literary texts and in others they stand separately
as texts. There are several approaches to the translation of poetry, whether on
the text level or on lower levels—e.g. words, sentences, lines, etc.
Definition of Metaphor
There has been little consensus regarding the definition of metaphor in
current dictionaries. The Longman Modern English Dictionary (2019) defines
metaphor as “the use of a phrase which describes one thing by stating another
thing with which it can be compared without using the words (as) or (like)”—e.g.
the roses in her cheeks (p. 528). The Collins English Dictionary and thesaurus
(1993) define metaphor as “a figure of speech in which a word or a phrase is
applied to an object or an action that it does not literally denote in order to imply
resemblance”—e.g. he is a lion in battle (p. 717).
However, these definitions lack comprehensive insight into how to recognize
and understand metaphor in use. Kittay (1987) suggests that “language can only
be identified as metaphorical by virtue of contextual conditions that require that
we interpret it differently from its surrounding discourse” (p. 40). Therefore, the
utterance or sentence level may not be adequate to understand a metaphorical
expression.
Translation of Poetry
In light of what has been referred to earlier, Holmes (1988) provides a
riveting intake towards poetic translation, in which he suggests that texts are
both serial and structural. He states that translating texts occurs on two planes: a
serial plane where one translates sentence by sentence and a structural plane:
...after one has read a text in time, one retains an array of data about it in an instantaneous
form. On these grounds, it has more recently been suggested (though nowhere, as far as I
know, clearly set out in model form) that the translation of texts (or at least of extensive
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texts, or at least of complex texts) takes place on two planes: a serial plane, where one
translates sentence by sentence, and a structural plane, on which one abstracts a ‘mental
conception’ of the original text, then uses that mental conception as a kind of general
criterion against which to test each sentence during the formulation of the new, translated
text (Holmes, 1988, p. 82).

This model consists of two planes and two maps. It is worth noting that a
number of rules interfere in the whole process: 1) Derivation rules (DR), which
determine the abstract of the first map from the ST; 2) Equivalence rule (ER),
which determine the development of the target text map from the ST map and
finally, 3) Projection rules, which interfere in the shaping of the prospective TT.
Holmes (1988) points out that the ST map would normally be a
“conglomerate of highly separate bits of information” (p. 84); first as a map of
linguistic artifact (Contextual information), secondly, literary artifact (inter-textual
information), and thirdly, a socio-cultural artifact (situation information). Holmes
moves on to the problems confronting the translator of poetic texts, wherein
these problems fall in two areas, namely form and function, around which his
argument revolves. He maintains that for every feature in the ST map there are
at least two correspondences available in the TT map. One of these
correspondences may correspond in form but not in function while the other may
correspond in function but not in form. There are also features that correspond in
meaning but neither function nor form. The author believes that translators opt
for form rather than function when they deal with social-cultural problems while
they opt for function rather than form when they deal with linguistic problems.
Holmes (1988), however, argues that translators “seem to exercise a great deal
of freedom of choice as regards the various features of poetic form” (p. 85).
Additionally, he draws our attention to the “…interdependence among
correspondence in connection with one feature of the source-text map
determines the kind of correspondence available for another or others…”
(Holmes, 1988, p. 86).
Semantic Translation: (Newmark’s model)
Newmark (1988) puts forth the notion that semantic translation may often be
an effective way of bringing across the ‘flavor’ of a text. This method is applied
when an adequate semantic and ‘cultural functional terms’ of the SL text can be
obtained in the TL with slight adjustments on the part of the translator. The
readers will realize that they are reading a translation rather than the original text,
but this will add to the interest of the piece. An example of semantic translation
was introduced in the 3rd chapter:
و أحزاني عصافير تفتش بعد عن بيدر
Literal translation:
And my grieves are …sparrows still looking for a threshing-floor
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Semantic translation:
And my grieves are sparrows looking for a place to roost

The choice for the word roost instead of the literal translation threshing-floor
occurred because, 1) it fulfills the intended function of the SL text, 2) from a
lexical standpoint, it is more poetic and sounds natural to utter a place to roost, 3)
it is an adequate cultural equivalent for the original item.
Paraphrase (Free Translation)
When the literal or semantic rendering of the SL text cannot be
comprehended by the TL reader and no cultural equivalent exists in the TL, the
translator is then forced to paraphrase in the SL text. However, this method fails
to convey the effect to the original text as it involves explanations that spoil the
poetic impact of both the semantic and stylistic features. The cultural aspects of
texts in general and literary (poetic) texts in particular are dynamic and vital for
the communicative values of the text. Thus, the receptor’s response must be
taken into consideration when the translator decides on their translation
technique. Nida (1964) maintains that “the conformance of a translation to the
receptor language and culture as a whole is an essential ingredient in any
stylistically acceptable rendering” (p. 167). Faithfulness to the original cultural
message remains another challenging criterion the translator has to test their
work against.
The Translation of Metaphor
In translation, the translator plays the crucial role of “a mediator not only
between languages but also between cultures has been shown, and these
studies have concluded that the translation of metaphor is mainly influenced by
conceptual cultural similarities and/o differences” (Musolf, MacArthur, Pagani,
2014, p. 74). Several translation scholars have investigated the problems of
translating metaphor (Newmark, 1981; Dagut 1976; Den Broeck, 1981).
Metaphor translation schools have taken into account the cultural associations of
metaphor and how culture may affect its movement from one language to
another. Dagut (1976) notes that metaphors are predominantly cultural and
hence the problem is insoluble unless the language in question is culturally
related.
Before examining some various approaches to the translation of metaphor in
general and the culture-bound metaphor in particular, I would like to mention
types of metaphor, live metaphor and dead metaphor. Larson (1984) identifies
both types:
Dead metaphors are those which are a part of the idiomatic construction of
the lexicon of the language. Live metaphors on the other hand, are those which
are constructed on the spot by the author or speaker to teach or illustrate. (p.
249)
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Dead metaphors do not pose a problem in translation as they can be
translated directly into the TL like the rest of non-figurative language. Translation
of live metaphors is the subject of study and investigation as it is not always
possible to relay the figurative content of these metaphors. Larson (1984)
summarizes the difficulties of translating metaphor in the following way:
1. The image used in the metaphor may be unknown in the receptor language.
2. The topic (Newmark’s object) may not be clearly stated and hence pose a
problem for the readers.
3. The point of similarity could be implicit and hard to identify. The author
asserts: “one of the more serious problems is the fact that the point of
similarity may be understood differently in one culture than another” (Larson,
1984, p. 251).
4. The receptor language does not make comparisons of the type that occurs
in the source text metaphor.
However, translation studies are not limited to merely stating the problem.
Translation scholars have introduced several strategies to limit the translation
difficulties of metaphorical expressions.
Den Broeck (1981)
Den Broeck (1981) sheds light on other aspects of metaphor translation. He
notes that some outlines should be made of how “metaphors are to be translated
in order that optimal correspondence between SL text and TL text may be
established” (p. 77). The writer later reveals that such generalizations can hardly
be attained and hence he suggests three “possibilities” of translating metaphor.
1. Literal translating: a metaphor is translated literally when both the SL topic
and image are rendered into the TL.
2. Substitution: a metaphor is substituted for another when the SL image is
replaced by TL image.
3. “Paraphrase: a metaphor is paraphrased whenever it is rendered by a
non-metaphorical expression in the TL” (Den Broeck, 1981, p. 77).
Despite the solutions the writer has introduced, Den Broeck (1981) defines
three areas where the translation of metaphor can be seriously hindered:
1. “when a poetic metaphor is based on a grammatical peculiarity of the SL”
(p. 80).
2. “…the extra linguistic factor in metaphors, the so-called cultural context in
which they originate” (p. 80) may cause immense difficulties.
3. The third problem resides in the differences in “aesthetic convention and
tradition” (p. 81) Den Broeck continues to illustrate “translatability will thus be
high in the case of shared literary traditions or at least depend on the
availability in the target literary system of similar symbolical traditions which
can provide adequate substitutes” (p. 81)
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Again, the cultural element in the formation of metaphor stands as a major
difficulty in metaphor translation. It is noticed that it is a recurring subject in any
theoretical or empirical study of metaphor. There is a consensus among
translation scholars that the closer the cultural overlap in metaphor translation
the less problematic the translation. Consequently, in the case of Arabic and
English, the problem is more pressing.
Translation of Culture-Bound Metaphor
When the metaphor is culture-bound, the translator should consider the
difficulties of translating metaphors and translating cultural entities. Cultural
features are terms, words, or cultural presuppositions—social, religious, etc. In
the case of poet Nizar Qabbani, the metaphors employed are predominantly
original. Although Newmark (1981) states that original metaphors do not embody
many cultural features, Nizar Qabbani defies this rule as his metaphors are
original. In the course of the translations, literal translation will unfold as a
dominant strategy unless inappropriate, then other techniques will be adopted.
Literal rendering of metaphor, when possible, discloses both the writer and the
reader who is inclined to interpret it subjectively and according to personal
preferences. Therefore, keeping the metaphor preserves its multi-dimensional
features. Otherwise, the translator is forced to apply componential analysis in
order to reproduce the most appropriate point of similarity—sense.

Method
This article presents a comparative analysis of two translations of a few
verses of ‘bread, hashish, and the moon’. The first translation is my proposed
version; the second is collected from the anthology of modern Arabic poetry
(1974). The article attempts to analyze how culture-bound metaphors are
translated and whether they are rendered literally or semantically, which
discloses the translator’s preference.

Results
Proposed Translation
Bread, hashish, and the moon
(1) in the orient
when the moon is born

خبز و حشيش و قمر
عندما يولد في الشرق القمر

(2) white rooftops drift into sleep

فالسطوح البيض تغفو

(3) under mounds of flowers
people leave their shops
and walk in groups

تحت أكداس الزهر
يترك الناس الحوانيت
ويمضون زمر
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(4) to meet the moon
they carry bread, gramophones

المالقاة القمر
يحملون الخبز و الحاكي

(5) and other means of getting high

إلى رأس الجبال
ومعدات الخدر
و يبيعون و يشرون خيال
وصور
ما الذي يفعله قرص ضياء

(6) they buy and sell illusions
and images
what does that luminous disk
do to my country
the country of prophets
the country of the simple
(7) and they shake the tombs of saints
begging them for rice and children
they spread out elegant carpets
(8) they console themselves with an opium
called fate and destiny
in my country
the country of the simple
and they call on the crescent
(9) oh crescent, oh that spring
which showers diamonds
hashish and drowsiness
(10) oh that god of marble
oh that incredible being
long may it live for the orient
for us
(11) a cluster of diamonds
for the millions who
switched off their senses
in my country where the stupid cry
and die crying
whenever the crescent appears
and their crying increase
(12) whenever they are moved
by a wretched lute
in my country
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 ببالد األنبياء،ببالدي
وبالد البسطاء
و يهزون قبور األولياء
علها ترزقهم رزا و أطفاال
قبور األولياء
و يمدون السجاجيد األنيقات الطرز
يتسلون بأفيون نسميه قدر
وقضاء
في بالدي في بالد البسطاء
و ينادون الهالل
يا هالل
أيها النبع الذي يمطر ماس
و حشيشا و نعاس
أيها الرب الرخامي المعلق
أيها الشيء الذي ليس يصدق
دمت للشرق
لنا
عنقود ماس
للماليين التي قد عطلت فيها الحواس
في بالدي حيث يبكي األغبياء
و يموتون بكاء
كلما طالعهم وجه الهالل
و يزيدون بكاء
وليل...كلما حركهم عود دليل
 في بالد البسطاء،في بالدي
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the country of the simple
(13) where we recycle endless lyrics, history
lethargic dreams
and fairy tales
(14) our orient
which seeks heroism
in *Abu Zaid Al Hilali1

حيث نجتر التواشيح الطويلة
شرقنا المجتر تاريخا
و أحالما كسولة
و خرافات خوالي
أشرقنا الباحث عن كل بطوله
في أبي زيد الهاللي

Khouri & Algar’s (1974) Translation
(1) when the moon is born in the east
(2) and white rooftops drift asleep
(3) under the heaped up light
people leave their shops and march forth in groups
(4) to meet the moon
carrying bread, and a radio, to the mountain tops
(5) and their narcotics
(6) there they buy and sell fantasies
and images
what does that luminous disk
do to my land
the land of the prophets
the land of the simple.
(7) and shake the tombs of the saints
hoping to be granted some rice, some children
they spread out their fine elegant rugs
(8) and console themselves with an opium we call fate and destiny
in my land, the land of the simple
calling on the crescent moon
oh crescent moon…
(9) oh…spring raining forth diamonds.
hashish and apathy!
(10) oh suspended god of marble
oh unbelievable object
always you have been for the east, for us
(11) a cluster of diamonds
for the millions whose senses are numbed
in my land
A legendary character of (A Thousand and One Nights) who does heroic deeds that transcend the
conceivable and rational.
1
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where the stupid weep
and die weeping
whenever the crescent moon appears
and their tears increase
(12) whenever some wretched lute moves them…or the song
“tonight”
(13) where we slowly chew on our unending songs
our east chewing on its history
its lethargic dreams,
its empty legends
(14) our east that sees the sum of all heroism
in picaresque Abu Zaid al Hilali. (Khouri & Algar, 1974, p. 175)

Analysis of Translations
This part provides analysis of the two translation versions of the poem,
allowing insight into the translator’s preferences and used words for
culture-bound metaphors.
Analysis of My Translation
(1) In the orient when the moon is born

Literal translation, literal rendering of the original image.
(2) White roof tops drift into sleep

Literal rendering of the original image.
(3) Under mounds of flowers
To meet the moon

Literal rendering of the original image
(4) and other means of getting high

Reduction of the metaphor to its point of similarity.
(5) They buy and sell illusions and images

Literal rendering of the original image.
(6) And they shake the tombs of saints
Begging them for rice and children

Here I have kept the metaphor but I have embedded the Point of similarity by
writing the word (begging), Thus in this case, we have the metaphor plus the
Point of similarity.
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(7) They console themselves with an opium
Called fate and destiny

The literal translating of ( )يتسلونis (amuse themselves). By translating it as
(console) half the metaphor is actually reduced to its point of similarity while the
other half is rendered literally.
(8) Oh that god of marble
Oh that incredible being

Literal rendering of the image plus I have deleted the word (( )المعلقsuspended)
as it is not strictly necessary to understanding the text. It does not make the
metaphor more ambiguous. At the same time the line sounds more poetic.
(9) Oh crescent, oh that spring
Which showers diamonds, hashish
And drowsiness

Literal rendering of the original image.
(10) A cluster of diamonds

Literal meaning of the original image.
(11) Whenever they are moved
By a wretched lute

Literal rendering of the first part of the metaphor and deletion of the other part
( )ليالis a cultural word which indicates a types of song known in the Middle East
(slow, repeated, long). There is obviously no equivalent for this type of singing in
the TL culture. If the metaphor was rendered literally, it would be meaningless. I
feel that the function of this metaphor has been fulfilled in other parts of the text
(wretched lute, endless lyrics) and hence it can be deleted.
(12) Where we recycle endless lyrics, history lethargic dreams and fairy tales.

I hope that I have produced the image of the original metaphor. The method I
have applied is semantic translation.
(13) Our orient which seeks heroism
In “Abu Zaid Al Hilali”

The metaphor is preserved as a corresponding footnote is needed.
Analysis of Khouri & Algar’s (1974) Translation
1&2

when the moon is born in the east.
And white roof tops drift asleep

Literal rendering of the original image.
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3

under the heaped-up light

Reduction of metaphor to its point of similarity.
4, 5 & 6 to meet the moon
And their narcotics
There they buy and sell fantasies

Literal rendering of the original image.
7

and shake the tombs of saints
Hoping to be granted some rice, some children.

Again it is a literal rendering of the original image.
8

and console themselves with an opium called fate and destiny.

This is the same translation that is used before and the comments can be
applied here. (see earlier in the chapter).
9 , 10 & 11

oh crescent moon!
oh that spring raining
oh suspended god of marble
oh unbelievable object
a cluster of diamonds

Literal rendering of the original message.
12

whenever some wretched lute moves them or the song “tonight”.

Literal rendering of the original image, though I think that “the song tonight” is
ambiguous, even a long explanation may not be adequate to convey the
meaning or the effect. A deletion could be the appropriate technique which I
adopted in the first translation.
13

here we slowly chew on our unending songs.

Literal rendering of the first part of the metaphor. (songs) is a neutral term
(semantic translation) for the cultural term (ARABE). It may be associated by the
reader with the (song tonight) but in fact they are different and the translator
should take that into consideration.
14

our east that sees the sum of heroism
In picaresque Abu Zaid Al Hilali

The first line involves a paraphrase. The cultural metaphor in the second line is
almost meaningless despite the addition of (picaresque) as it is more related to
Spanish culture. The strategy here is a point of similarity and metaphor.
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Conclusion
This article has attempted to illustrate the cultural problems in translating
metaphor. For this purpose, Nizar Qabbani’s poetry was chosen, in particular, his
poem titled Bread, Hashish, and The Moon. Theoretical contributions to the
translation of cultural metaphors in poetry were referenced. Strategies and
methods directly related to the field of this study were also discussed. The article
subsequently presented a comparative analysis of the two translations of one
poetic text, thereby serving as a contribution to the area of translating
predominantly cultural metaphor. This is also an attempt to present a range of
translation possibilities starting from dynamic equivalence or idiomatic translation
and continuing through literal and semantic translations, wherein adjustments or
neutral cultural words can solve the problem, then ended with paraphrase. The
conclusion is characterized by with the idea that literal translation of cultural
metaphor does not always hold possible; if the translator’s inclination is more
towards using this method, then supplementary information in the form of a
footnote is indispensable. To conclude, this attempt has tackled the problem of
translating cultural metaphor with specific strategies that may render it useful and
which will lead to further research in this area.
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Abstract
This study investigates the current practices and challenges of alternative assessment for the teachers.
While oral competence remains a productive skill in learning language process, the concept of alternative
assessment or teacher-made assessment (classroom assessment) is another more authentic method of
assessments which is different from the traditional ones. This study involved two EFL teachers who had
more than five years teaching experience and used to give alternative assessment practice in the same
Islamic Boarding School (IBS). An in-depth semi-structured interview and class observation was conducted
with these two key aims: (1) to describe how English teachers are currently using alternative assessment
practices on EFL students’ oral competence; and (2) to describe the difficulties faced by English teachers in
implementing alternative assessment on EFL students’ oral competence. The results revealed that English
Teacher in IBS has widely employed several methods such as peer assessment in collaborative work, and
class students’ observation. In applying alternative assessment strategies, the teachers focused on oral
skills which used many group activities and gave authentic materials as topic. The teachers increased the
students’ involvement by giving activities such as role-play, assigning them to memorize short dialogue,
drama, conversation, and presentation. The teachers also collected students’ notebooks as additional
scores, raised students’ cases or problems to solve, and shared the components that would be assessed.
The teachers gave some recommendations in order to use oral presentation to stimulate students’ oral
competencies in their class and evaluate or control students to practice English outside of the classrooms as
well. English teachers also faced several difficulties in implementing alternative assessment on EFL
students’ oral competence, such as students’ lack of vocabulary, students’ weak of pronunciation and
grammar which makes the students less confidence and motivation, and some slow-learners. In addition,
teachers also had limited time to assess all student competencies.
Keywords: alternative assessment, classroom assessment, oral competence
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Introduction
Assessment is a significant factor in the process of education. It helps to
evaluate whether the students have studied the specific content of a course or, in
the case of students from a foreign language, whether they have obtained
linguistic elements from the teachers that will enable them to communicate
according to different levels of proficiency (Coombe et al, 2007). In other words,
the assessment needed by the teacher to know the extent of students' abilities. It
is also needed to evaluate teaching and learning process based on students’
proficiency level.
McNamara (as cited in Mendoza, 2009) stated that alternative assessment is
a kind of assessment which is different from traditional paper and pencil tests and
requires students to demonstrate skills and knowledge that cannot be assessed
using multiple choice tests. In addition, it uses methods that can assess both the
process and the results of language learning without any test. This kind of
assessment can be more easily integrated into the class than traditional
assessment. In addition to the easy information to understand, this assessment is
also more responsive to each student. It prompts learning and increase the
access and equality in education (Yildirim 2013).
Lizasoain (2014) stated that traditional testing usually assesses performance
rather than competence. However, people's performance in language does not
necessarily reflect the underlying knowledge. That view now reveals that better
competencies are assessed through alternative assessment than traditional one.
Speaking is one of the skills that must be assessed to determine the level of
foreign language proficiency (Pratolo, 2017; 2019). It is a production skill of a
language that serves as a mean to assess whether the learners are able to
understand and produce the foreign language they learned. Nunan (2009) stated
that beside writing, speaking is also productive skill in language learning. The
assessment of language proficiency becomes difficult as it involves many
aspects such as: pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, fluency, and
understanding, which are translated into communicative competence (Ur, 2010).
Islamic Boarding School (IBS) Yogyakarta was established in 2014. Based on
pre-interview with the English teachers in that school, IBS has two kinds of
language assessment; the first assessment focuses on conversation and had
already been implemented since IBS had daily program in its dormitory such as
checking English vocabulary which aims to encourage students to enhance their
vocabulary understanding in their conversation. Meanwhile, the second language
assessment is implemented during the teaching-learning activity in the
classroom.
Before further discussion about the topic, it is necessary to clarify what the
researcher means by alternative assessment in this article. According to Hughes
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(2003) alternative assessments or teacher-made assessments are also known
as classroom assessments. They refer to other methods that are different from
the traditional “pencil-and-paper tests”, including some activities such as project,
portfolio, poster, presentation, role play, self-assessment, self-record-keeping,
peer feedback and assessment, performance assessment, observations,
conference/interview, learning log, and journal (Brown, 2004; Greenstein, 2010).
Moreover, Mendoza (2009) argued that classroom assessments tried to explain
students’ critical thinking and evaluate the skills using open-ended tasks that
often take long time such as portfolio, demonstration, interview, oral presentation,
experiment, and project.
The study by Ercilia (2016) revealed that teachers can choose appropriate
alternative assessment to be applied in their classrooms by considering the steps
to apply, the way to use, and the different benefits and results that they can
achieve as part of everyday classroom learning. Yildirim and Orsedemir (2013)
have investigated performance tasks as alternative assessment for young
learners. Beside pen and paper tests, alternative assessment methods which
include the performance tasks such as project, portfolio, self-evaluation, and peer
evaluation in collaboration with teacher observation in classroom activities are
suggested to be given to young language learners.
Having reviewed on some relevant literatures, there is a necessity to
formulate a definition of the important terms as the subject of this research,
namely alternative assessment and oral competence. In this study, alternative
assessment refers to the assessment which is thought to be more authentic.
Alternative assessment is an effective way to address all curriculum objectives, to
make the connection between teaching and learning, and to enable students to
be responsible and aware of their own learning processes through the use of
self-assessment.
Meanwhile, Hymes (as cited in Jiménez, 2013) oral competence is defined as
a combination of linguistic knowledge and certain skills that allow the speaker to
use the target language Speaking competence does not only involve the ability to
understand grammar, but also the capacity to use linguistic knowledge in various
communicative situations. More importantly, regarding the speaking assessment,
Hughes (2003) stated that "measuring accurate oral abilities is not easy. It is time
and effort consuming, including training to get valid and reliable results" (p.134).
By assessing speaking skill as complex activity, teachers must remember that
they have to take some considerations before testing to get more objective
results such as by giving speaking assignments, and rubric for students’
performance evaluation.
Therefore, by knowing how to use alternative assessment to evaluate the
competency of students’ speaking ability in a class, the teachers need to
investigate the appropriate and good way for their students to minimize the
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difficulties that may hinder the teaching-learning process. This is an interesting
discussion that will be elaborated comprehensively in this study.
The research problem of this study is “how English teachers currently use
alternative assessment on EFL students’ oral competence, and the difficulties
faced by them in implementing the assessment?” The purpose of this study is to
describe how English teachers currently use alternative assessment on EFL
students’ oral competence and to identify the difficulties faced by the English
teachers in implementing the assessment. This study is expected to create
awareness among the language teachers about the importance of how
alternative assessment is used and interpreted, and how they can use it to
enhance teaching and learning process especially on oral competence. It is
indicated as the production process of systematic verbal or oral form of utterance
to convey meaning.
Theoretically, the result of this study can be used as a reference for English
teachers to update their professional alternative assessment practice in order to
increase the students’ motivation in learning. In addition, it can also increase the
quality of language education, and help other researchers to find sources about
alternative assessment on oral competence. Practically, this study can give more
knowledge to the teachers about how the current use of alternative assessment
practices especially for EFL students’ oral competence is. The researcher hopes
that this research will motivate students to learn more to achieve the instructional
goals which will help them in attaining higher achievement on oral competence.
Moreover, for the teachers, they will become more reflective ones. For the writer,
this research can increase the writer’s knowledge about alternative assessment
on oral competence and give experience in conducting research.

Method
This study is a case study involving two EFL teachers of IBS. The selection of
the participants in this study followed the criteria that the teachers should have
five to ten years of teaching experience as suggested by Kyriacou (2001).
Teacher 1 (T1) is an eligible EFL teacher who matches the selection criteria.
She has eleven-year teaching experience started in 2007 at an Elementary
School before moving to the Islamic Boarding School in 2017. Meanwhile,
Teacher 2 (T2) has seven years teaching experience started in 2011 and has five
years teaching experience in Islamic Boarding School.
The data collection in this study was done through teachers’ class
observation as supported data and a semi-structured interview as primary data.
The advantage of semi-structured interview is that the interviewer has structured
guidance although it is possible to go from this guidance if there are interesting
issues come up during the conversation. Datko (2015) added that a
semi-structured interview makes the researcher has more control over the
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content, and the participants have more freedom to express their views.
In order to achieve the objectives of the research, researcher modified the
interview guidance employed by Mussawy (2009) with a similar study in Australia.
Total 30 questions were posed to the participants. It comprised four main sections.
The first section covers alternative assessment practice by the teachers, while
the second part concerns about the form of alternative assessment. The third part
deals with the use of alternative assessment, and the fourth section focuses on
students’ involvement. For the last section, the participants are asked several
questions regarding general opinion of alternative assessment as additional
information before ending the conversation.
Class observation was taken by note taking and interview was recorded for
the purpose of data analysis. Before starting the interview, participants were
notified that any data generated from the interview would be stored safely in the
folder, and would be deleted as soon as the research ends. Researcher also
informed that their real name would not be used throughout the report to ensure
the privacy. Finally, as an effort to make participants feel comfortable, the
interview was conducted using Indonesian language.
Because primary data is in the form of audio, it must be transcribed for further
analysis transcript into written. The data first went through the transcription
process, and then the results of transcription were verified by the participants.
After that, writer brought the data to the coding process suggested by Creswell
(2012). The next process was to read the transcription repeatedly. Then the data
were grouped based on the categories to facilitate the identification process and
mark interesting information related to the topic. The next step was to classify
similar codes so that they formed several categories called themes.

Results
Based on the analysis of the result of the observation and interview
conducted to the English teachers on their alternative assessment practices, it
was found that English teachers had implemented various alternative
assessment, carried out activities to increase students’ involvement in teaching
and learning process, suggested some recommendations for other teachers, and
identified difficulties in assessing EFL students’ oral competence. In this section,
the main finding of this study which deals with the use of alternative assessment
by English teachers, and the difficulties in assessing EFL students’ oral
competence are discussed briefly.
Observation Result
From the result of the observation, the researcher found that English
teachers used direct instructions in which students become the center of learning.
With that instructions, teachers encouraged the students to speak English using
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authentic materials or real example as the topic. In implementing alternative
assessment in assessing students’ oral competence, teacher 1 (T1) assigned the
students to perform an act in front of the class as learning activity. First, the
teacher told the students that they would have project of making a conversation.
Then the students were divided into groups of four or five. In their groups they
discussed the idea of the story and the teacher asked them to make a dialog for
conversation. Having completed the dialog conversation, the students submitted
it to the teacher. Then, the teacher told them to act and speak in front of the class
based on what conversation they had written. After that, the teacher gave the
feedback and returned their scripts and made a short conversation with the
students.
Meanwhile, Teacher 2 (T2) made the class more communicative using
English with joyful learning to enhance their academic performance, task-based
language teaching, and oral approach/ situational language teaching. In
implementing alternative assessment in assessing students’ oral competence, T2
invited students to complete missions of game activity. First, the teacher gave
instructions to the students about how to play and learn based on the topic. Next,
the teacher divided the students into several groups for role play. Then, the
students following the game played on a special board with pictures of snakes
and ladders on it. Each player moved his or her pieces up the ladders to go
forward and down the snakes to go back and made oral report about what the
picture showed in English. In the whole class activity, the teacher always
observed the class to monitor how far the students had done with learning activity
and corrected students’ pronunciation as corrective feedback. Besides that, T2
often invited students to sing songs that have been memorized together to elicit
students’ enthusiasm as ice breaking activity.
Based on the result of observation the types of alternative assessment
activities used are varied. The teachers used observation to assess students’ oral
competence when students spoke in the class. In the whole class activity, the
teacher applied two activities, short questions and answers, and oral
report/presentation. The alternative strategy used by the English teachers were
group work, self-assessment, peer-assessment, game, and singing. Those
methods made the students have more practice with their friends giving comment
and feedback. The methods also made the learning process becomes more
interesting through innovative games.
Interview Result
From the interview with T1 and T2, there were three key aspects used by the
English teachers on their alternative assessment practices to answer first
research question. Those aspects are alternative assessment implementation,
students’ involvement in teaching learning activities, and also teachers’
inspiration of alternative assessment to the other teachers.
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In the first aspect, it is found out that before carrying out the test or giving oral
assignments, the teacher told the material to be studied and the competencies to
be achieved to the students. In applying alternative assessment strategies, the
teacher used a lot of group activities to motivate the students to speak English
while the teacher assessed the students’ activity based on the class observations
method and also collected students’ notebooks as additional score. The teacher
provided the material from the real life, so that students can use it in their daily
lives and make it easier to be memorized.
The second aspect explained the students’ involvement in teaching learning
activities. The teacher often asked the students to practice conversation and
memorize the vocabulary by speaking activities such as drama, role play,
conversation, and presentation. The type of alternative assessments that truly
measures students' oral competency is having students’ cases or problems to
solve to practice their English so the teacher can see the frequency of the
students in speaking. Peer-assessment in collaborative work method was also
implemented as additional score at the end of the class.
The suggested recommendation for teachers describes that presentation can
truly measure students 'oral competencies because it shows the students'
understanding. Teachers should make an alternative evaluation outside the
classroom so the they can assess the extent of students' memory and interest in
English speaking.
As the answers to the second research question, the writer found several
difficulties faced by T1 and T2 when conducting the assessment on students'
speaking abilities. Those difficulties included students’ lack of vocabulary,
pronunciation and grammar which made the students less confident and less
motivated especially among slow learners. The teacher also had limited time to
assess all competencies of the whole students in the class.

Discussion
Alternative Assessment Practice on EFL Students’ Oral Competence
Teachers’ Alternative Assessment Implementation
From the interview with T1, it is found out that before carrying out the test or
giving oral assignments, the teacher told the students about the material to be
studied and the competencies to be achieved. The assessment was carried out
after the students understood the material, to check their understanding and
competencies. The assessment was conducted in front of the class to build
students' confidence. The teacher used some methods of alternative
assessments such as evaluation between friends, self-assessment, presentation,
and role play. The role play activity is in line with class observation finding which
is more authentic. This is similar with Ur (2010) who stated that there is another
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kind of assessment known as alternative assessment which is considered to
be more authentic used in the classroom that pen-and-paper tests are usually
considered traditional.
Those kinds of methods are very necessary so that the students do not get
bored during the evaluation process. In addition, the methods indirectly increase
the students' vocabulary. This finding confirmed by Lizasoain (2014) stated that
self-assessment, portfolio, student designed test, student-centered assessment;
project, oral presentation, play, and diary are considered as other kinds of
alternative assessments.
From the interview with T2, the writer found that there are two types of
assessments of English language proficiency that are applied in IBS, namely oral
assessment and written assessment. For oral examination, the results focus on
the school report card, while the written assessment is for the official report cards.
Both types of assessments affect the students' achievement every semester. The
activity of the students in the class also become additional score for the students.
T2 argued that in students' oral competencies there are several important items
that are assessed, such as vocabulary, pronunciation, grammar, and fluency.
Before assessing the students' oral competencies, he had delivered to the
students the material and the vocabulary that must be learned and memorized
along with the components that would be assessed, so that when the students
are tested randomly, they can could answers correctly. Usually, oral test is directly
done with the teacher (face to face), or in the form of dialogue with friends in front
of the class. The assessment is adjusted with the duration of the written
examinations.
The teacher also provided opportunities and facilities for the students by
giving the information about English-language competitions, selecting them, and
guiding them to join the competition. In applying alternative assessment
strategies, the teacher focuses on oral assessment, using a lot of group activities
that encourage the students to speak English with other friends. Besides that, the
teacher also assessed the students’ activity based on the class observations.
Alternative assessment or classroom assessment provides more opportunities
for the teachers to directly observe linguistic performance through classroom
observation or direct testing (Brown, 2001). It is similar with observation finding
that the teacher divided the students into group for collaborative work and used
observation to assess students’ oral competence when students speak in the
classroom.
Another alternative assessment is the collection of student notebooks as
additional score. T2 delivered the material through LCD projector, simple songs,
and games in order to avoid the monotonous teaching learning process as well
as to make the students become more active in the class. It had positive impacts
because students felt happy and could accept the material easily. Classroom
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assessment can function as a strong motivational factor, and it may be useful for
reducing student nervousness in taking the test (Lee, 2010).
T2 argued that the type of alternative assessments which truly measures the
students' oral competency is repeating the sentence or new material by linking
the previous material, so that students do not easily forget the materials. T1
provided the material from the real life, so that students can use it in their daily
lives and make it easier to be memorized. The teacher argued that learning
English should be fun, then a new assessment is made after the students
understand. As mentioned earlier by Lee (2010), one of the advantages of class
assessment is to assess oral skill as a reference for the performance
assessments and communicative language tests. The grade of the assessment
can promote the testing authenticity. In addition, the students can carry out
academic exercises that simulate experience or real-life problems. It is similar
with observation finding that the students speak English using authentic materials
or real example as the topic of the discussion.
Students’ Involvement in Teaching Learning Activities
T1 often asked the students to practice conversation and memorize the
vocabulary to understand the meaning and master the given material. Other
speaking activities such as drama performance in the end of the class is used to
review the material that has been delivered. The teacher emphasized not only
grammar, but also other skills such as how the students can think about how to
use the materials that have been learned and practiced. Lizasoain (2014) pointed
out that the competency is measured from some important skills such as critical
thinking, collaborative work, and self-learning. It does not only focus on linguistic
competence.
T1 stated that the type of alternative assessments that truly measures
students' oral competency is providing cases or problems to be solved by the
students. By having direct dialogue in practicing, teacher can see the frequency
of the students in speaking. The activity can be used to determine how active the
students are in the class. If the environment supports the practice of English
every day, students will get used to speak English. Drama can be used as an
alternative type of assessment that is expected to make the students enhance
their vocabulary and improve their grammar that becomes the obstacle for
students to practice speaking. Drama also developed the creativity and
self-confidence of the students; it is an effort to motivate the students to speak
English.
Alternative form of assessment such as evaluation between friends is also
good as additional assessment at the end of the class, and this kind of
assessment does not require long time, however the official curriculum requires
the teachers to collect tasks according to the agreed time. McNamara (2000)
stated that the use of alternative assessment is an effective way to address all
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curriculum objectives, to make the connection between teaching and learning,
and make the students become responsible and aware of their own learning
processes through the use of self-assessment. In conclusion, alternative
assessment has a positive impact on teaching and learning process which allows
students to use language in different situations, feel motivated towards learning,
be responsible for their own judgment, and aware of their achievements. It is in
line with observation finding, which is used an elective method, a combination of
communicative language teaching to enhance their academic performance and
feel joy in learning.
Recommendations for Other Teachers
T1 recommended presentation as an alternative assessment that truly
measures students 'oral competencies. Beside presentation can show the
students' understanding of English language material as a whole, the students
can also learn how to use the technology such as LCD projector and other
facilities provided in the class.
T2 recommended the necessity to make an alternative evaluation outside the
classroom, out of what has been scheduled by the school. The most important
thing is how the teacher can assess the extent of students' memory and interest
in English speaking since usually students only learn when they will face an exam.
After the exam, students will then forget the material. Alternative assessment
should be an assessment that can build the culture of students in the classroom;
how the material has been taught can be practiced in Daily life such as having
dialogue with students outside the class. For example, when they have
something to do with the teachers, or if they forget the vocabulary, they are
allowed to ask questions with friends, and that is permissible in teaching learning.
What makes IBS different from other schools is that it emphasizes the
assessment of students' verbal abilities and does not only assess writing skills
like other public schools. In IBS, teachers have the responsibility to make the
students active to speak English both in the class and outside the school hours
such as in the dormitory. If the students can practice vocabulary or conversations
that have been learned, they will get additional score. What is expected as the
results of alternative assessment is that what has been conveyed by the teacher
can be remembered by the students. It will make the students familiar with the
vocabulary or expression that has been taught, even though every student has
his/her own aspirations or interests on each subject.
Difficulties in Implementing Alternative Assessment on Students’ Oral
Competence
Lack of Vocabulary
The lack of vocabulary is one reason that makes the students difficult to
speak English.
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“For English language, their main problem is vocabulary understanding, so
sometimes I have to target the students to memorize 20 vocabularies per day, and
submit the vocabulary to me, so that their vocabulary will increase.” (T1)
This statement indicates that T1 has difficulty in assessing the oral ability of
students who are lack of vocabulary, and to overcome the difficulty, the teacher
gives them target of vocabulary to memorize. This is a challenge for English
teachers since vocabulary is the basic knowledge for students to speak English.
Pronunciation and Grammar
Speaking is a productive skill of a language that serves as a mean to assess
whether the learners are able to understand and speak in the target language. Ur
(2010) stated that “What makes the assessment of language difficult is because it
involves many skills such as pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, fluency, and
understanding, which are translated into communicative competence” (p. 120) .
“In speaking English, students are constrained by vocabulary and the fear of making
errors in word structure. Drama is a method to encourage the students to speak
English since most of them are still afraid of making mistake in pronunciation and
structure.” (T1)
The statement of T1 indicates that most students afraid to speak English
because they are afraid to make mistake in grammar. Vocabulary is another
reason that makes the students difficult to speak English.
“Basically, they are capable to speak, it is only a matter of how they build their
self-confidence. Sometimes they are still afraid of grammar and vocabulary. Actually,
if they are confident, they can alleviate the problem.” (T2)
The teachers argued that basically students are able to speak English, but
they lack confidence for their grammar and vocabulary. The direct pointing and
questioning technique can make the students pay more attention, prepare their
understanding and confidence, and build communication and interaction with
other students. With this method, the teacher can recognize the details of the
students’ progress. The result of the interview indicates that the students worry
about grammar and pronunciation which makes them lack confidence and
motivation to speak English.
Slow Learners
Slow learners will have difficulties in learning. In this case, the teacher
continued to give questions until the students able to answer. The point of this
case is not only about the score, but also how students can practice speak
English.
“Yes, the students’ memory, because every student has his/her capacity. Especially
those with low level of understanding, they usually have poor memory when they
get burden. Therefore, direct test will be difficult. The questions given in the test
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should be adjusted to the students’ ability.” (T2)
The statement from T2 indicates that he has difficulties in assessing the oral
ability of the slow learners. Teachers should look for other ways so that students
can answer the questions or assignments given. Grierson, as cited in Lee (2010)
stated that the difficulty of the teachers is to prepare the assessment for slow
learners.
Limited Time
Insufficient time in conducting speaking assessments in the class also
influence the students’ motivation to speak and enjoy learning English. Besides
being constrained by insufficient time to measure all students 'abilities in oral,
students also have lack of motivation in learning.
“In my opinion, the difficult thing is that beside the limited time, which is more than
two hours, and if it takes longer time the student will forget the material. Another
problem is that students do not enjoy the homework that I give to motivate them. I
want to make them understand that English is important.” (T1)
Nevertheless, Hughes (2003) also pointed out that measuring accurate oral
abilities is not easy. It takes a lot of time and effort, including training to get valid
and reliable results. By assessing speaking skills as complex activities, teachers
must remember that they must prepare some considerations before testing such
as making speaking assignments and evaluating the students’ performance
fallowing the rubric to get more objective results.
This study also revealed that the teachers have difficulty in assessing
students’ oral competence in the class because of the limited time to measure
overall students’ competences. In addition, students also get difficulties to enjoy
and motivate themselves in speaking class.

Conclusion
Based on this study has shown that English teachers in IBS currently use
alternative assessment practices on oral competencies of EFL students by
applying several methods and strategies. The alternative assessment methods
are peer assessment in collaborative work, and students’ observation in the class.
In applying alternative assessment strategies, teachers focus on oral skills and
use a lot of group activities that encourage the students to speak English with
other friends. Teacher gave authentic materials or real example as the topic of
learning. The Activities include collecting students’ notebooks, having students’
cases or problems to solve, and telling the components that will be assessed.
The teachers used various activities to increase the students’ involvement in
teaching learning process by giving activities such as role play, memorizing the
short dialogue from in the textbook and demonstrate it to other students, drama,
conversation, and presentation. The teachers gave some recommendations to
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other teachers in order to use presentation to stimulate student involvement in
the implementation of alternative assessment to know the students’ oral
competencies in their class. The teachers also recommended the need to
evaluate students’ oral competencies outside the class, because, in IBS, the
teachers are able to control students to practice English inside and outside of the
class.
Based on the analyzed data, the teachers have several difficulties of
alternative assessment practice on EFL students’ competence because of
students’ lack of vocabulary, students’ weak of pronunciation and grammar which
makes the students less confidence and motivation and some slow learners. The
teacher also has limited time to assess all competencies of the whole students’ in
the class. This study indicates that English teachers need alternative assessment
tools for assessing students' oral competencies and good method to make
alternative assessment instruments can enhance the learning process,
especially on oral competence.
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Abstract
The understanding of group dynamics is a challenging field. It is quite often
that the interaction and energy between students in the group present in
negative pattern or less healthy. Lesson study is considered to be a
suitable way to cope with that group dynamics problem. The objectives of
this research are to describe the pattern of group dynamics in Theory of
Translation class and outline the efforts done for the betterment of group
dynamics through Lesson Study. The research was conducted in class 3A
of third semester of English Language Education Study Program. The data
of group dynamics were obtained from the observers’ sheets. While the
data of the efforts done for the betterment of group dynamics were
obtained from plan and reflection discussion notes, and a checklist of
application. In analyzing the data, the first data were presented
descriptively and made into inferences. The second data were grouped
and described; then their effectiveness was analyzed qualitatively. Based
on the result of the research, it is found that the group dynamics in Theory
of Translation class from open class 1 – 4 went through a betterment. The
efforts done for the betterment of group dynamics were distributing job and
responsibility within group, delivering the whole instruction of group
activities in the beginning and checking for students understanding, and
providing worksheet for group work and learning media for each group.
Keywords: group dynamics; theory of translation, lesson study
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Introduction
Group dynamics focuses on the scientific analysis of group behavior (Dornyei
& Malderez, 1997). Group dynamics is the dynamics of the learner group, its
characteristics, and evolution that determine the climate of the classroom
(Dornyei & Murphey, 2003). In a simple word, group dynamics means a change of
behavior through interaction in group. The interaction includes deriving, choosing,
negotiating, and executing result, and is patterned by rule, norm, interpersonal
relation of group members (Thomson, 2006). A group becomes a medium to
carry out the learning objective, gives support and direction during the learning
process, and offers fun way to acquire knowledge and skill (Langevin, 2014).
Thus, group dynamics develop in line with the history of the group or ‘the record
of the group pattern.’
According to Tuckman & Jensen (in Dornyei & Malderez, 1997), there are five
(5) stages of group development that are relevant to the context of classroom.
Stage 1 Forming: the beginning of group formation that characterized by the
awkward feeling of the group members to interact and they tend to be silent.
Stage 2 Storming: characterized by a conflict in which the group members
express individuality and disagreement in which idea is criticized and speaker is
interrupted. Stage 3 Norming: the group becomes more cohesive, the students
help one another to achieve the goal; they start to accept their norm and rule as a
group. Stage 4 Performing: characterized by emotion decrease and cooperation
increase that enable problem-solving and or solution executing. Stage 5
Adjourning: the end of group work.
A positive or healthy group dynamics is the characteristic of a successful
group (Heron in Galajda, 2012). A group should be oriented toward task and
process. Generally, it means that the students work together, but the group still
has to be oriented to individual work. In a successful group, the students know
how to get involved in joint work and also are able to concentrate on their
individual task. In fact, group dynamics in learning process sometimes has
negative pattern or in other word is less healthy. In group, there might be a
member who does not actively participate; conversely another member might
dominate the working of the task. The workload is not well distributed, so the
learner’s understanding is not developed by the group activities done. This
problem is usually missed from teacher’s notice.
The understanding of group dynamics is indeed a challenging field.
Enhancing a healthy group dynamics is beneficial for the success of the
teaching-learning process. A healthy group dynamics itself in collaborative
learning needs to be facilitated. Nazari & Willis (2014) has investigated what
constitute a good group dynamics from postgraduate students’ perspective.
Scholten & Verkroost (2016) exposed the activities to stimulate and support the
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group work of international students. Similarly, Quy (2017) offered bonding
activities to promote an atmosphere of group work in English as a Foreign
Language (EFL) classroom. While, Alikhani & Bagheridoust (2017) investigated
the effect of group-dynamics instruction on EFL learners. Theobald, et al. (2017)
explored how group dynamics impact university students’ learning.
This research of group dynamics in Theory of Translation class is done
through Lesson Study, which also sets out collaborative learning. Lesson Study is
a specified form of classroom action research focusing on the development of
teacher practice knowledge (Dudley, 2011). It has been in use in Japan since the
1870s. The importance in group dynamics which deals with the students’
involvement in a join work and their concentration on individual task accords with
one of the aspects emphasized in Lesson Study. The recommendation of
collaborative learning in Lesson Study enables mutual appreciation, grows
creativity and freedom for the learners to have self-understanding (Supriatna,
2014). The learning activities designed through Lesson Study boosted students
in both individual and group learning (Syam & Thayyib, 2015).
Specifically, the research questions investigated through this Lesson Study
program are 1) How is the pattern of the group dynamics that happened in the
learning of Theory of Translation?; 2) What are the efforts done for the betterment
of group dynamics in the learning of Theory of Translation? The elaboration for
these research question provides a new insight for group dynamics in teaching
and learning process because it was done through Lesson Study by involving
“group” of lecturers in all of its stages (plan, do, see) (Dudley, 2011). A Lesson
Study consists of a cycle of at least three ‘research lessons’ that are jointly
planned, taught/observed and analyzed by a Lesson Study group. In Lesson
Study, instructor teams shared experiences and ideas related to teaching and
learning (Coenders & Verhoef, 2018).

Method
Lesson Study was applied in Theory of Translation subject at class 3A of
English Education Study Program. There were 39 students who enrolled in the
subject that had been divided into eight (8) permanent groups at the beginning of
the course. The numbers of the members in each group were 6, 5, and 4. The
application of Lesson Study in Theory of Translation learning was done in 4
cycles successively in the 7th, 9th, 10th, and 11th meeting since the group
activities have been done intensively in those meetings.
Through that Lesson Study application, the data of the pattern of group
dynamics were obtained from the observation sheet of the observers while the
data of the efforts done for the betterment of group dynamics were obtained from
the notes of plan and see discussion and a checklist of the application of those
efforts in the learning process.
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Subsequently, the data of the pattern of group dynamics were presented
descriptively and made into inferences. While the data of the efforts done for the
betterment of the group dynamics were grouped and described; then the
effectiveness of those efforts was analyzed qualitatively.

Results
Cycle 1
Plan
The material of open class in cycle 1 was “translation of literary work.” The
steps of learning proposed by the (model) lecturer in lesson design were
considered good and agreed by other lecturers who attend the plan discussion.
One suggestion given by one observer was the proper setting of time allocation
so every step of learning could be carried out well, and the objective could be
obtained.
Do
The learning activity began with brainstorming of literary work theory which
consists of a definition, kinds, and aspects of literary work. It was followed by
interactive discussion about theories and steps in translating literary work. In the
next activity, the groups of students were directed to read, analyze, and translate
the given English poem into Indonesian.
Then, each group presented the result of their poem translation. The
representatives of each group read the English poem, explained the meaning,
and then read the Indonesian translation of the poem. While one group having
the presentation, the other students/groups listen. After that, they were given a
chance to comment on the translation of the poem. The lecturer also gave
general comment on each poem translation.
See
All observers stated that most of the students had learned well and there
were still few of them who were busy with their notebooks at the beginning of the
learning process. At the time of group discussion, almost all groups were active in
doing interaction; all of the students were active to deliver their ideas in their
group discussion. However, there were few groups that experience confusion
and the working of the task was dominated only by one member of the group.
Cycle 2
Plan
The material of open class in cycle 2 was “proposition and its translation”.
There was one learning step added in lesson design through plan discussion.
The step suggested by the observer was the presentation of the example of
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student individual translation to be analyzed together in class. That closing step
was expected to reinforce the learning material.
Do
The students’ activity began with an interactive discussion of “definition,
structure, and kinds of proposition.” The students, then, were directed to do
semi-jigsaw activity. In their origin (permanent) groups, the students analyzed
number of given propositions/sentences and translated them. Next, the students
formed new (expert) groups and discussed the result of the translation from the
original groups. After that, the students went back to their original groups and
re-discussed the discussion result from the new groups.
After the jigsaw activity finished, each group was given a chance to share the
sentences that they considered difficult to be translated. The last learning step
was actually translating friend’s paragraph but it was not done in the classroom
because of time limitation. That individual activity was given as homework.
See
In see phase, several weaknesses of group activity in the form semi-jigsaw
were discussed together. There was a group member who dominated the
discussion, there was a student who was active in his origin group but tended to
be passive in his new group. Other weaknesses were related to the limitation of
discussion time and the noise of group movements.
Cycle 3
Plan
The open class in cycle 3 dealt with the practical follow-up of “principles of
translation” material. The observers who attended the Plan phase suggested the
lecturer to clarify the assessment rubric that would be used by the students in
group activity and added a closing step of the learning. At the end of the learning,
the best group translation should be showed and discussed in the class. Those
two suggestions were accepted by the lecturer.
Do
The learning activity began with the review of “principles of translation”. Then,
the students translated a determined advertisement video in group. After finished,
the students (in group) moved from one group to another group (rotated) to
assess and write comments on other groups’ translations.
The groups of students, then, went back to their group position and revised
their translation based on the assessments and comments from other groups.
Last, the group that achieved higher translation score presented their
advertisement video translation. It was as the suggestion given by one of the
observers in Plan phase.
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See
Based on the comments of the observers, the learning process ran well. Few
technical obstacles that influenced the group activity were put forward by the
observers. When doing group rotation, some of the students were confused
because they did not understand the instruction. Using a laptop in each group to
show the advertisement video was constrained by low audio quality and
insufficient battery life.
Cycle 4
Plan
The material of open class in cycle 4 was the practice of “translation of literary
work.” The lesson design proposed in plan discussion by the lecturer was
considered good enough by the observers. The lecturer was only asked to
strengthen the connection between “translation of literary work” material that had
been presented in the previous meeting and the practice that would be done at
the beginning of the lesson.
Do
All of the learning stages that considered good in the plan discussion were
completed in do phase. The students were first asked to do brainstorming related
to the steps in translating literary work. It was done to connect the material with
the previous meeting’s material as suggested by the observers in plan discussion.
Next, the students in groups translated a song determined. They, then, sang the
translated song in front of the class.
When one group presented/sang the song, other groups had to listen and
gave a score on the assessment sheet given. After one group presentation is
done, one representative of another group who assesses the presentation was
given chance to comment.
See
In see discussion, the observers expressed that generally, the learning ran
well and very interesting. But there was a fact that, when one group sang their
translated song in front of the class, some of the members of the groups who did
not perform did not pay attention to the performer. They were busy with other
things like practice to sing their own song.

Discussion
The Pattern of Group Dynamics
From the data of the observers’ observation sheets, the patterns of group
dynamics happened in the learning process of each open class of Theory of
Translation are elaborated in the following table:
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Table 1. The Pattern of Group Dynamics
Open
Class

Group Activity

The Pattern of Group Dynamics *
1) The group interaction was good enough, active, and
collaborative.

1

Translating a poem
and presenting the
translated poem

2) Almost all groups interacted well; there was one group
which the discussion was dominated by one member
only.
3) All of the members of 8 groups were active in delivering
their ideas; giving appreciation by paying attention on
other groups’ presentation.
1) There was one group which the discussion ran well
because the leader of the group did good job; there
were groups that dominated by one or two member(s),
the others were passive; there was a group that finally
determined the ideal translation by voting because the
discussion was complicated.

2

Translating number of
sentences with various
propositions
2) There was a group that dominated by one or two
(semi-jigsaw activity)
member(s) only, the other members were passive;
there was a student who was not comfortable to join the
discussion in the new group.
3) All of the students actively did the task according to the
lecturer’s instruction.
1) There was one group that still confused with the
instruction given by the lecturer; there was one group
which the work was hampered by the small audio of the
notebook.

3

Translating
advertisement video
and assessing the
other groups’
translation

4

1) The students were very enthusiastic in following the
lesson; some students did not pay attention on other’s
Translating a song and
group performance.
singing the translated
version, assessing and 2) The students were very enthusiastic in following the
commenting on other
lesson because the material was very interesting; the
groups’ performance
member of the group did not focus on the other group
performance and did the assessment task.

2) There was one group that still confused with the
instruction given by the lecturer; there was one group
which the work was hampered by the notebook’s audio
but they did not complain it.

*based on the observers’ code: 1), 2), 3)

Based on the details in table 1, in open class 1, the group dynamics of most of
the groups observed were healthy enough. However, there was one group whose
discussion was still dominated by one member. It means that its group dynamics
were less healthy. Jaimini (2014) stated that group discussion should be carried
out by giving chance to all of the group members.
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Various patterns of group dynamics were observed in open class 2. There
was a group with a positive dynamics pattern because the leader of the group did
his function properly in managing the running of the discussion and he did not
boss the group. There were several groups with less healthy dynamics because
there was a domination of one or two member(s) of the group while other
members were passive in the discussion and task completion.
There was a slightly unique pattern of group dynamics in open class 2 in
which there was one group that did voting to finish their debate. This pattern can
be categorized as negative dynamics because, in an effective group, the decision
is made through a discussion/deliberation. It is in accord with Thomson’s (2006)
that the pattern of group interaction is a negotiation/deliberation, not voting.
In open class 2 also, there was a student who did feel comfortable in doing
discussion with his new group (in a semi-jigsaw model). This is considered a
natural thing by referring to the theory of Tuckman & Jensen’s stages (in Dornyei
& Malderez, 1997). In stage 1 (forming), the group members usually feel
awkward to interact in a newly-formed group.
The dynamics pattern of all groups in open class 3 was good enough though
at first it was constrained by the students’ confusion toward the lecturer’s
instruction. When the group activity was taking place, the students were also
hampered by technical problem due to the notebooks they used, but they did not
complain about it. The group of students in such state seemed to be in stage 3
(norming) of Tuckman & Jensen’s theory in which the students help each other to
attain the objective.
In open class 4, the students were too enthusiastic with their group
performance (singing translated song), so they tended to ignore another
associative task, assessing other groups’ translation and performance. The
students in groups seemed to complete one task optimally along with the
development of their group to stage 4 (performing) of Tuckman & Jensen’s theory.
The pattern of this group dynamics looked as if it was positive and negative at the
same time.
If a pattern line is drawn from open class 1 – 4, the group dynamics seemed
to change to a more positive way (betterment). Group interaction in the form of
discussion and task completion became better in open class 3 and 4. This is
related to group solidarity composed through frequency the students work
together in permanent group. In “a healthy group”, first bonding is periodically
replaced by an interpersonal relation which is deeper and firmer so-called
“acceptance” (Dornyei & Murphey, 2003).
The Efforts Done for the Betterment of Group Dynamics
The betterment of group dynamics from open class 1 – 4, as mentioned
before, for sure, was actualized by the significant efforts done both as process
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and result from all stages of Lesson Study. The data of the efforts done for the
betterment of group dynamics based on the notes in plan and see discussions
are presented in the table below:
Table 2. The Efforts for The Betterment of Group Dynamics
Efforts suggested*

See 1

See 2

Plan 3

See 3

Plan 4

See 4

1) There should be job and
responsibility distribution in
group.

Efforts done**
Open
class 2

1) Special approach should be
given to students who are
less active in group work.
2) Whole instructions of group
activity should be given in the
beginning.

√ Job distribution in group was
accomplished in the form of
semi-jigsaw interaction.
x There was no special approach
done because all students were
active in group.

Open
class 3

√ Whole instructions had been given
in the beginning but it still caused
confusion.

1) The rubric of assessment for
group assessment activity
should be clarified.

√ The rubric of assessment had
been prepared and given to the
groups of students.

1) The learning media should
be prepared.

√ Projector and notebook were
available.

2) The lecturer should check the
students’ understanding
toward the instruction of
group work given.

√

1) The text of original and
translated song should be
given for each student.
1) Group works should be
integrated and compendious.
2) Worksheet should be given
for each student in group.

Open
class 4

Explanation and check of
instruction understanding were
done before group work.

x The text of translated song was
only showed using projector.

for the next learning

*based on observers’ code: 1), 2), 3); ** √ = done, x = was not done

There were many learning suggestions proposed in both plan and see
discussions in each cycle. However, there were only numbers of them which
directly related to the betterment of group dynamics, as shown in the table above.
There were two things suggested due to the betterment of group dynamics
that were not completed in the next open class. In See 2, the lecturer was
suggested to do special approach to students who are not active in group activity.
In open class 3, the approach was not done because all students were active in
group working on advertisement video translation then moved from one group to
another group to assess other groups’ translation. The suggestion in plan 4 was
to prepare text of original song and translated version for each student. That
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suggestion was not done because it was replaced by showing the translated
song using projector that seemed helpful enough.
One effort that seemed not plans was the giving of whole instructions in open
class 3. The ineffectiveness probably happened because the instruction to move
(rotate from one group to another group) to assess other groups’ translation in a
new group activity for the students. Beyond that condition, ideally, the rules of
group activity that are given in the beginning and received by all the members of
the group make group dynamics more positive (Dornyei & Murphey, 2003).
For the rest, all efforts suggested through Plan and See were done in the
learning process and proven effective to fix the group dynamics. In See 1, job and
responsibility distribution was suggested then were actualized in the form of
semi-jigsaw group activity in open class 2. This effort was adequately effective
because, in the paradigm of collaborative learning, each of group members has
to have individual responsibility.
The suggestion in plan 3 to clarify the rubric of group assessment was done
in open class 3. The preparation of the rubric supported the group assessment
activity which was intentionally chosen as a part of the learning process. Peer
assessment activity can give understanding of socialization skill to group member
(Jaimini, 2014). The betterment of group dynamics, of course, can be done by
choosing the appropriate type of activity.
Two suggestions in See 3, discussions were also completed in open class 4
namely the preparation of learning media in each group and the check of
understanding of group instruction. Both suggestions were confirmed to
contribute to the betterment of students’ group dynamics in open class 4. While
two suggestions in See 4, discussions can be done in the next learning.
One thing that was done in the learning process to fix the group dynamics
was selecting exciting group activity. That selection, undeniably, was resulted
from plan and see discussion of Lesson Study. One of the activities that were
considered very interesting by the observers was the group competition of song
translation and singing performance (of the translated song) in the class. This
activity was enabled because in open class 3 and 4 the learning material was in
form of translation practice.

Conclusion
The group dynamics in Theory of Translation learning from open class 1 – 4
went through a betterment (a change to be more positive). The efforts done for
the betterment of group dynamics were: distributing job and responsibility within
the group, delivering the whole instruction of group work at the beginning of group
activity, checking for students’ understanding toward the instruction, providing
worksheet for group work, and preparing learning media for each group.
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The lecturer (or lecturer’s group discussion) is suggested to adopt Lesson
Study activity in solving a problem and improving the learning quality especially
the ones related to group dynamics. The lecturer should spend time to observe
the learning process happens in group in order to encourage healthy group
dynamics. The lecturer should always facilitate group activity done by students
from the forming until adjourning stage of the group. The lecturer (or lecturer’s
group discussion) should provide suitable, integrated, and exciting group
activities.
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Abstract
Nowadays, Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC) becomes the most
dominant mode of communication as computers, smartphones, and tablets
are worldwide used devices for communication especially with the internet
facilities through different platforms. However, despite the spread of
computer-mediated communication modes and devices, they were mainly
used for entertainment purposes. This research intends to investigate
Facebook use as an environment for learning vocabulary. In addition, it
aims at developing, within Facebook users, the possible vocabulary
learning strategies that would enhance their English vocabulary learning.
Therefore, two research tools were used with a group of Facebook users: a
questionnaire and an experiment where a facebook group named
“Vocabulary Acquisition” was created to be involved in certain vocabulary
learning strategies. A pretest and a posttest were used to evaluate the
effects of this experiment on English vocabulary learning. The obtained
results confirmed that the participants under investigation have
significantly improved their vocabulary learning via Facebook. In addition,
vocabulary learning has been greatly affected by certain training in some
strategies. Hence, Facebook proved to be not only a source of
entertainment but also a useful informal learning tool of English vocabulary.
Keywords: computer-mediated communication, Facebook, vocabulary
learning
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Introduction
English, as an international language, plays an increasingly crucial role in the
world today. Simultaneously, there is a growing spread of technology and internet
use among most people- young, adults, and even old. In recent years,
Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC) especially Facebook, has been
widely accepted as an alternative to face to face communications. According to
Herring (2014), Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC) was originally
designed in the United States in the late 1960's to facilitate the transfer of
computer programs and information between users via the networks. CMC
speared was facilitated by the commercial Internet service providers in the 1990's;
“Communication has become easier than ever with a high-speed internet
connection and other mobile technologies” (Şahin, 2009, p. 116). The internet
has overcome problems of distance communication by providing different types
of communication methods (Mehri & Izadpanah, 2017, p. 979). The mid to late
1990s was described as the “golden age” for CMC (Herring, 2014).
CMC is a type of communication which allows people to combine numerous
media in a single message when conversing, and it is an interactive channel
which allows users to be active and engage in two-way communication (Ean,
2011, p.3). Three main characteristics were attributed to computer mediated
communication. First, Highly Interactive Communication as Abd El-Basit&Auter
(2009, p. 3) argues that with the introduction of computer, internet, and digital
mobile devices, and with the interaction between these technological
advancement, communication evolved and became more interactive than old
forms of communication. Goran (2011, pp. 3-4) mentioned that CMC combines
the written form of communication with the speed of delivery.
Second, CMC is a multi-way communication as online communication will
include at least two participants, more precisely, at least two networking
computers. Third, Synchronous or Asynchronous Communication features are
related to the communication practice time. Synchronous learning refers to
situations where participants interact in learning tasks at an equivalent time using
CMC tools such as group chats in web, video or voice chats, instant text chat. In
contrast to synchronous learning, Asynchronous method refers to situations
where participants interact in learning activities at separate and freelance times
(Salloum, 2011 cited in Mehri &Izadpanah 2017, p. 978).CMC provides new
opportunities for language learning that cannot be found in traditional classrooms
(Mahdi 2014, p. 9).The users are more interactive and produce more new words
in synchronous communications than in asynchronous ones (Pérez, 2003, p.
415).
The task of vocabulary acquisition is related to see the distinction between
knowing a word and using it. Acquiring vocabulary should focus on the retention
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of words and their usage in the right contexts. Ellis (1994, p. 24) suggests that the
knowledge aspect requires the employment of conscious mechanisms of
learning while the skill aspect involves implicit learning. Besides, the learner must
establish relationships between form, meaning, and function, both in utterances
and intexts; they must establish the elaborate knowledge about individual words
so they can be used communicatively; and they must establish an associational
network of words (Easterbrook, 2013, p. 115). He adds that in the case of the
English language, it is necessary for the learner to know the meaning of the
isolated words (free morphemes) and bound ones.
In view of the literature on vocabulary acquisition, three important processes
may lead to a word being remembered. These comprise noticing, retrieval and
creative or generative use. First, as Nation (2001, p. 64) explains that in the
noticing process, attention is given to an item. This means that learners need to
notice the word and to be aware of it as a useful language item. This process also
occurs when learners look up a word in a dictionary, study a word, guess from
context, and been explained to them. Second, the retrieval process may lead a
word to be remembered. According to Baddeley (1990, p. 156), “A word may be
noticed and its meaning comprehended in the textual input to the task. If that
word is subsequently retrieved during the task, then, the memory of that word will
be strengthened”. He explains that retrieval can be receptive or productive.
Receptive retrieval involves perceiving the form and having to retrieve its
meaning when the word is met, in listening or reading. Productive retrieval
involves wishing to communicate the meaning of the word and having to retrieve
its spoken or written form. As far as repetition is concerned, Baddeley (1990, p.
156) clarifies that “It is not simply repetition which is important, but the repeated
opportunity to retrieve the item which is to be learned”. Then, Nation (2001) sees
generative use as the third major process in word remembering. Certain studies,
(Joe, 1995; Ellis, 1995) show that generative processing is an important factor in
language vocabulary learning. Nation (2001, p. 68) states that “Generative
processing occurs when previously met words are subsequently met or used in
ways that differ from the previous meeting with the word”. Then, the generative
uses of vocabulary are those where meeting the word in new context forces
learners to reconceptualize the meaning that they previously had for that word.
Zimmerman (1997, p. 5) emphasizes that learning vocabulary is central to
language learning as it gives a sense of command towards the language being
learnt. He claims that lack of vocabulary knowledge will result in lack of
meaningful communication. Schmitt (1997, p. 207-208) categorized vocabulary
learning strategies into six main groups with 58 individual strategies in total:
1. Discovery determination Strategies: analyze part of speech, affixes and roots,
check for L1 cognate, analyze pictures and gestures, guess from textual
context, bilingual dictionary, monolingual dictionary, word lists, flashcards.
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2. Discovery social Strategies: ask teacher for L1 translation, ask teacher for
paraphrase or synonym of new word, ask teacher for a sentence including
new word, ask classmates for meaning, discover new meaning through
group work activity.
3. Consolidating social strategies: study and practice meaning in a group,
teacher checks students’ flashcards or word lists for accuracy, interact with
native speakers.
4. Consolidating social strategies: study word with a pictorial representation of
its meaning, image word’s meaning, connect word to a personal experience,
associate the word with its coordinates, connect the word to its synonyms
and antonyms, use semantic maps, use ‘scales’ for gradable adjectives, peg
word method, loci method, group words together: to study them spatially on
page, use new word in sentences, group words together within a storyline,
study word spelling, study sound of word, say word aloud, image of word
form, underline initial letter, configuration, use keyword method, affixes and
roots/parts of speech, paraphrase word meaning, use cognates in study,
learn words of an idiom together, use physical action, use semantic feature
grids.
5. Consolidating cognitive strategies: verbal/written repetition, word lists, flash
cards, note-taking, use vocabulary section in textbooks, listen to tape of word
lists, put L2 labels on physical objects, keep vocabulary notebook.
6. Consolidating metacognitive strategies use L2 media, testing oneself with
word tests, use spaced word practice, skip/pass new word, and continue to
study word over time.
Espinosa (2015) sees that using Facebook to reinforce classroom study is
connected with the technological innovations and the new trends in
teaching/learning. Besides, this social networking site can be beneficial in
learning English. For instance, Facebook is “a social networking site and online
communication tool that allows users to construct a public or private profile in
order to connect and interact with people who are part of their extended social
network (Espinosa, 2015, p. 2206). In his article, he examined the limitations and
the benefits of using Facebook as a learning tool and provides strategies to
teachers for a better use of Facebook for academic purposes. Similarly, Bailey,
Park, Haji (2017, p.12- 13) clarify that integrating social network platforms like
Facebook with language learning programs can help in providing an affordable
and authentic environment to practice L2 communication as students are
provided new channels to use the target language outside the classroom. They
see that this is important especially in countries where English is a foreign
language. They explain that Social Network Services are persistent because
online communication is durable, thus allowing visibility by potential audiences,
regardless of the constraints of time or space.
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However, Kabilan & Zahar (2016, p. 217) explain that currently, not many
research have been done on the use of Facebook for teaching and learning of
languages. They add that in terms of empirical studies on Facebook and
language proficiency and competency, their literature review finds that no studies
have been conducted to determine to what extent Facebook contributes, or
otherwise, to learners’ actual improvement of language knowledge and skills. In
their study, the focus was given to vocabulary knowledge. Likewise, Bailey, Park,
Haji(2017, p.15) confirm that there is still a gap in our understanding of how
Facebook can be used in L2 education.
Statement of the Problem
Computer-mediated communication means are everywhere, and
approximately everyone is using them. For instance, Facebook is the most used
means of communication all over the world. Nowadays, English is an
international language; it is widely spread with technological innovations and
innovative ways of communication. However, in Algeria, people still do have
problems in speaking English because of its status as a foreign language; this
leads to the lack of vocabulary repertoire in using this language. Then, in the age
of computer mediated communication precisely the facebook that is used mainly
as a means of entertainment and communication, Can it have a role in learning
English vocabulary?
Research Questions
This study attempts to answer the following research questions:
1. Is it feasible to use facebook for learning English Vocabulary?
2. Would the training on certain strategies on the Facebook improve EFL
learners’ vocabulary acquisition?
Research Aims
This research aims at developing, within Facebook users, the possible
vocabulary learning strategies that would enhance their English vocabulary
learning. Furthermore, the research seeks to makeshift in Facebook use from
only an entertainment tool to an educational one.
Hypotheses
1. If EFL learners use Facebook as a tool for learning English, then they would
likely enhance their vocabulary acquisition in English.
2. If EFL learners are involved in acquiring new vocabulary through certain
selected strategies via Facebook, then they would improve their vocabulary
acquisition.
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Method
In order to answer the research inquiry, a questionnaire and an experimental
study will be used as research tools. The questionnaire was administered to
participants at the very beginning in order to collect information about their
Facebook use in relation to English vocabulary learning. While the experimental
study with pre and post-tests was designed to investigate the efficacy of certain
vocabulary learning strategies accounting for Schmitt’s taxonomy.
Participants
Twenty participants were involved in the study (9males and 11 female). Their
age ranges from 18 to 37 years old. Their native language is Arabic and all of
them had prior formal instruction in English, generally at the middle school,
secondary school and university. Further, they differ in occupations, social status,
and educational level. The participants were informed of the purpose and
procedures of the research. They also knew that their test scores and their
identity would remain confidential. They were asked to answer a questionnaire,
before being involved in the pre-test to check their vocabulary.
Research Methodology
The first step of this experimental study was creating an online
communication group, named “Vocabulary Acquisition,” on the Facebook site in
which the treatment procedure has taken place after the participants joined the
group. Moreover, we promised them that their identity, as well as, their scores will
remain confidential. Thus, we coded the participants’ names as follows (#1, #2,
#3 …). This experimental work consists of four parts: (a) a self-reported
questionnaire. (b) Take a pre-test. (c) Participate, or at least, take a look on the
posts daily. (d) Take a post-test (the post-test is devoted to participants who
would complete the entire study).
A questionnaire (Appendix 1) was administered before involving the
participants in the experiment. It aimed at providing an understanding of the
participants’ experiences of using Facebook in addition to their English
proficiency level. The participants received the questionnaire through a private
message, and they were asked to fill it in and send it back. Before distributing the
questionnaires, the participants were told that they should answer all the
questions as clearly as possible. It is divided into three sections. Section one,
personal information, includes four questions that center around the personal
information of the participants; age, level, the period of participating EFL, and the
need for using English in daily life. Moreover, section two, vocabulary acquisition,
deal with vocabulary learning, and the participants’ knowledge about the process
of acquisition, four questions are devoted to this section. Further, section three,
Facebook use, with four questions, likewise, aimed at collecting information
about the participants’ background within the platform of Facebook.
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A test was administered to obtain data about the learners’ use of given
strategies when facing new vocabulary. The type of test opted for is “the pre-test
+ the post-test.” They were identical, held at a given interval (10 days). The first
took place before the participants were exposed to some selected posts on
Facebook (X) and the second after they have encountered them. Twenty
participants have participated in both O1 and O2. These two equal tests were
meant to measure the degree of the impact of (X) on the participants’ acquisition
of new words, which were based on a free choice.
Pre-Test Description
The test was designed in an attempt to examine the subjects’ ability to use a
selected number of strategies when facing a new vocabulary. It compromises five
(05) tasks wherein each one assesses a given strategy according to Schmitt’s
taxonomy of vocabulary learning strategies. The elicitation and the responses
modes’ are generally through writing. However, one task takes the shape of a
visual material which is pictures.
The test was composed of five (05) tasks: translation to Arabic, identification
of words, putting the words in appropriate sentences, giving the definition of
words and finding out the keywords from the definitions ( Appendix 2). The tests
have been scored on 20 points wherein the first, and the fourth tasks receive 03
grades, the second and the third tasks are on 05 grades, and the last task takes
04 grades.
Experiment Design
The procedure of data collection within the main experiment was conducted
from the Facebook platform. Since the main objective of this study is to
investigate the impact of Computer-Mediated Communication on vocabulary
acquisition, a ten-day instructional material was designed with major emphasis
on vocabulary acquisition strategies. Each day was dedicated to acquire a certain
lexical item and develop a particular vocabulary learning strategy within the
participants involved in the experiment. Here is the design of the experiment:
Day 1:

The experiment started with mind mapping technique to develop the
cognitive strategy within the participants using the word ‘surfing’ as a
target item.

Day 2:

The cognitive strategies were still targeted through the technique of
written repetition of the word ‘portion.’

Day 3:

The determination strategy through the technique of the analysis of
affixes and roots for example “Orthodontist”, The post offered to the
learners were divided into two parts: 1) definition of prefixes as a part
of speech, and 2) a table containing some prefixes and their meanings
as: ‘mis’, ‘Ortho’, ‘over’, ‘co’, and ‘di’.
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Day 4:

The determination strategies through two Facebook posts focusing on
brainstorming technique.

Day 5:

The social strategy of vocabulary acquisition is presented through
group working technique through Facebook. To improve their sense of
teamwork, they were required to work in pairs and predict the
differences between two posted pictures.

Day 6:

The social strategies are still highlighted, and a Facebook post
covered the technique of interacting with a native speaker through an
audio-visual aid.

Day 7:

The metacognitive strategy was proposed referring to the technique of
using the English language media as a method to acquire new
vocabulary.

Day 8:

The metacognitive strategies are still covered. The participants were
asked to test themselves through a word matching list.

Day 9:

The memory strategies were proposed through the keyword technique
that requires creating a linkage between the target language (‘English)
and the first language (Arabic) For example the word “Algebra”

Day 10:

The memory strategies were still targeted through associating a word
with its synonyms and antonyms. For example, post on the word
‘wise’.

Results
Questionnaire Results
In the first section dealing with general information, 55% of the participants
are between 18-24 years old, 20% between 26-28 years old, and only 15% were
between 30-37 years old as shown in the following table.
Table 1. Participants’ Age Range
Age
18
19
20
24
26
27
28
30
32
37
Total

N
4
1
2
4
1
3
2
1
1
1
20

Percentage %
20 %
5%
10 %
20 %
5%
15 %
10 %
5%
5%
5%
100%
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Thus the means of the participants’ age is 19.5 years old. Sixty-five percent
have experience of using English from 7 to 12 years. The others 35% are
engaged with English as a foreign language for a period extending from 13 to 25
years as demonstrated in the following table.
Table 2. Participants’ Experience in Using English
Years
7
8
9
12
13
14
15
18
20
25
Total

N
5
1
2
5
1
1
1
2
1
1
20

Percentage %
25 %
5%
10 %
25 %
5%
5%
5%
10 %
5%
5%
100%

The mean of the English participating period is 10.3. In considering their level
in English, 40% of the participants see themselves have an intermediate level.
Whereas 35% believe that they are beginners, and 30% have an advanced level.
They use English for different reasons as 50% for personal entertainments, 40%
for academic purposes, and only 10% for occupational reasons.
The second section on vocabulary acquisition considers participants’
opinions towards the importance of acquiring new vocabulary in English, whether
they check new vocabulary meaning, which strategy they use and whether they
use the newly acquired vocabulary. 55% of the participants under investigation
believed that acquiring new vocabulary is important in developing their level in
English. 35% see that it is very important, and only 10% see it as unimportant
process. Besides, not all participants check the meaning of vocabulary whenever
they face a new word; only 75% do so while 25% do not. For those who check the
meaning of the vocabulary, the great majority of the participants (80%) use
“guessing from the context” as a strategy to check new vocabulary, 13,4% check
the dictionary, and only 6,6% ask the help of someone as shown in the following
table
Table 3. Strategies Used in Checking New Vocabulary Meaning
Strategy
Check dictionary
Translation to L1 or L2
Guess from context
Ask someone
Total

N
2
0
12
1
15

Percentage %
13,4%
0%
80%
6,6%
100%

In the third section on facebook use, considering the daily time spent on
Facebook by participants, 60% of them spend from 1 to 3 hours per day and 30%
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spent more than 3 hours daily, and 10% less than 1hour a day. All the participants
(100%) do join groups and like pages that are related to English language
learning. All participants use English when chatting on the Facebook platform to a
different degree. Moreover, 40% of participants always use English in chatting
with their friends while 30% said they sometimes use it in their chatting. Yet, 30%
rarely use it. When participants were asked about the extent of the effect of
English chatting on their improvements on the English language, 80% opt for
“very much”, and the other 20% for “to some extent.”
Pre-Test Results
The test has compromised different types of activities as explained in the
section of test description; the time allocated for the test was 45 minutes. The
vocabulary strategies used that were tested in acquiring certain items were: the
cognitive, metacognitive, determination, memory, and social strategies.
The total score of all the participants in the pre-test was 144/400, that
represented 36%. It further indicated that no participant was able to take the full
mark in any activity, their best performance was in the third activity, that employed
the memory strategy, their total score was 51/100 which represented 35,4% of all
the correct responses. However, their worst reply was in the fourth activity, that
employed the social strategy, with the score 15/60 that represented 10% of all the
correct responses. In the first activity that depends on the cognitive strategy,
namely the translation technique, only one participant (5%) got the best mark
(2.25/3), 11 of them (55%) get (1 – 1.5/3), and 8 (40%) of the participants scored
(0 – 0.5/3). The total scores of this first activity were 17, 25/60 (12%), and its
means was 0.9.
In the second activity that employs the determination strategy the best mark
was 2 out of 5 marks, only 3 participants (15%) were able to obtain this mark, and
9 of them (45%) scored either 2 or 2.25/5 and the rest three of them (15%)
obtained 1.5/5, the total score of the activity was 26.5/100 which represented
18.4% of all the correct answers with a means estimated by 1.3.
In the third activity that employed the memory strategy to increase the
learners’ acquisition was the excellent scored activity with 51 points out of 100
points. The total score of the participants was divided on their number to get the
means that was 2.55; in this activity, all the participants were able to get at least 2
marks out of 5. Thus 11 of them, i.e., 55% got 3/5, and the other 45% got 2/5.
Moreover, in the fourth activity focusing on the social strategy represented the
least scored activity with total of 15 marks out of 60 and a means considered by
0,75. The best mark in this activity was 1/3 obtained by 15 participants (75%)
while the rest five of them (25%) get 0/3. Finally, the fifth activity dealing with the
metacognitive activity had a total score of 34/80 that represented 23,6%
participants obtained either 1 or 2 /4. Thus, 14 (70%) of them got 2/4, and the
other 6 (30%) got only 1/4.
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Speaking about the vocabulary acquisition strategies, we can conclude from
the pre-test analysis that the most already developed strategy within the
participants in the memory strategy with means 2.55. However, the least
developed one is a social strategy with a means estimated by 0.75.
Post-Test Results
Helmensti (2017) explains that at the end of the treatment, the participants fill
in the post-test that measures their ability to apply knowledge or perform a
specific task learned in the treatment courses. Comparing participants’ post-test
results to their pre-test results enables researchers to see whether the treatment
was successful in increasing participant knowledge and skills of the training
content.
The same pre-test was used at the end of the study as a post-test to assess
the students' achievement in the acquisition of the new vocabulary items through
certain selected strategies. The objective of the post-test was to assess the
effects of the instructional methods (vocabulary acquisition strategies) on
learners' achievement.
The post-test was evaluated according to the same criteria and grading of the
pre-test. Each participant’s answer is evaluated separately (the best score was
20), and all the participants’ scores were added together to make the total score
of the group. Further, all the participants’ means were calculated through the total
means divided by the number of participants.
The results of the participants in the post-test, unlike the pre-test, were above
the average in total scores and means. The participants obtained 233.5 /400
scores which represent 58.38% of the results with 12.02 as a means. It
contrasted to the pre-test as many participants were able to get the full mark in
some activities, mainly the third one. Getting a full mark indicated that the
participant developed the adopted vocabulary acquisition strategy and also
acquired the lexical item used within that strategy.
The memory strategy employed in the third activity and after the treatment
procedure was still in the lead with the score 75/100, which represented 32% of
all the correct answers. Hence, 6 participants representing (30%) were able to
gain the full mark (3/3). Half of them (50%) get (2/3). However the other 4 (20%)
had no improvements at all and got the same mark of the pre-test (1 – 1.5 /3).
Another activity that presented evident and major improvements was the
fourth activity that dealt with the social strategy. Previously, in the pre-test,
participants obtained 15/60 marks which represented (10%). However, after the
treatment procedures they get total scores of 47/60 which represented (20%) of
all the correct answers. Thus, 15 participants (75%) were able to get the best
mark which is 3/3, 2 of them (10%) got 1/3 whereas the rest 3 participants (15%)
were not able to get any mark.
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The cognitive strategy, used in the first activity, had likewise shown slight
improvements as far as the total score (32.25/60) and the means (1.6), half of
them (50%) got marks restricted between 2 and 2.5/3 and the rest 50% got marks
placed between 0.25 and 1.25.
Activity five that dealt with the metacognitive strategy also secured some
developments within the participants. Thus four participants (20%) were able to
get the full mark 5/5, 15% get 4/5 marks, 25% get 3/5 marks, 30% get 2/5 marks,
and only 10% got 1 mark. However, not all the strategies were developed. The
determination strategy, illustrated in the second activity, did not grow within all the
participants only one of them (5%) got the best mark that was 3/5.
We can conclude from the post-test results that the treatment procedures had
a positive impact on most strategies adopted in the experiment, especially, the
memory strategy with a means estimated by 3,75. However, the undeveloped
strategy is the determination strategy with a means estimated by 1,4.

Discussion
Comparative Evaluation of Results
The results of the pre-test and post-test were analyzed and used to assess
the differences in word acquisition, through certain strategies, before and after
the treatment procedure. Both tests’ scores were calculated and compared to
examine which vocabulary acquisition strategies were best developed and to
determine the most acquired words and the least acquired ones. The following
table illustrates the differences between the pre-test and post-test means:
Table 4. The differences between the pre-test and post-test means
Activities

Strategy used

Activity 1
Activity 2
Activity 3
Activity 4
Activity 5
Total

Cognitive
Determination
Memory
Social
Metacognitive
_

The pre-test
mean
0.80
1.40
2.55
0.75
1.70
7.25

The post-test
mean
1.60
1.40
3.75
2.35
2.95
12.05

Dif
0.80
0.00
1.20
1.60
1.25
4.80

There are statistically significant differences between the performance of the
participants in the pre-test and post-test in most activities. As can be seen from
the above table, the use of “Memory strategy” for learning the new word’s
meaning is the most frequently developed one in both tests, the pre-test (2.55)
and the post-test(3.75), which means that the participants already use this
strategy. However, at the end of the treatment courses, it was not the most
developed strategy within the participants. Nevertheless, “Social Strategy,” which
ranked the lowest means in frequency of strategy use in the pre-test (0.75), was
the most developed strategy in the post-test results (2.35) with difference in
means estimated by (1.6). The table further demonstrates that there is a
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multiplied improvement as far as the “Cognitive strategy” concerned. This is
indicated by means of the pre-test that increased from (0.8) and doubled to
become (1.6). Though, no participant chooses translation as a cognitive strategy,
to check the meaning of new vocabulary. Moreover, the “Metacognitive strategy”
had considerable improvements likewise with development estimated by (1.25).
As already mentioned, all the strategies had differentiated improvement after the
analysis of the post-test. Yet, the “Determination strategy” was the only one that
had no improvements at all and its means kept steady in both tests (1.4). Though,
the questionnaire’s analysis has shown, in Q 7 that 80% of the participants use
guessing from the context, which is a determination strategy, whenever they face
a new lexical item. Thus, the treatment courses have no effects on the
participants as far as the “Determination strategy” concerned.
Previous studies have dealt with the relation between CMC, Facebook, and
learning. For instance, Mahdi (2014) concludes his article by highlighting that
further research is necessary to investigate how language teachers can integrate
CMC environments and organize suitable tasks; this was highly considered in our
study. The major limitation of his reviews is that he examined the uses of CMC in
general education, not language learning. Junco (2015) finds out that some
researches have shown a negative relation between Facebook use and
academic performance; whereas more recent researches suggest the opposite.
Indeed, the results of our study showed the positive effect of facebook on learning
whenever the experiment is preplanned and well organized with specific
purposes for every activity provided by the researcher. Similarly, Kabilan, Norlida
& Zainol Abidin ( 2010) conducted a study which proved that learning English in
facebook is feasible since facebook features facilitate and produce effectual and
meaningful learning of English within an online community of English language
learners.
Moreover, some studies focused on the use of Facebook as a learning tool of
English in general with no specific reference to vocabulary (Kabilan et al. 2010,
Araya & Espinoza, 2015), others focus on collaboration (Pour& Tahriri, 2016).
Some research focuses on the role of facebook in enhancing certain language
skills writing (Yunus and Salehi, 2012; Bani-Hani, Al-Sobh & Abu-Melhim, 2014),
reading (Kasuma and Tan, 2019), speaking (Dweikat. 2016). Nevertheless, in
their article “Enhancing students’ vocabulary knowledge using the facebook
environment,” Kabilan and Zahar ( 2016) highlight that only few research have
been conducted to investigate the use of Facebook for teaching and learning of
languages.
In accordance with the earlier studies, this study showed that Facebook can
be used as a learning tool with the facilities of synchronous and asynchronous
communication characteristics and the facility of downloading videos, chatting,
and permitting interaction among the participants and the researcher. Therefore,
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it supports previous research, but it surpasses them. This study contributed in
moving the research from investigating facebook role in learning vocabulary
solely through some general activities like reading and checking the dictionary to
precisely planned vocabulary strategies with specific techniques through daily
posts and further activities. Through our research, no study was found in relation
to Facebook use and vocabulary learning strategies with precision on the
techniques.
Furthermore, through the results of the experiment and the questionnaire we
confirmed the two hypotheses as 1)using the Facebook as a tool for learning
English enhanced learners’ vocabulary acquisition in English, and 2) involving
students in acquiring new vocabulary through certain selected strategies via
Facebook has proved their efficiency in improving their vocabulary acquisition.

Conclusion
The present study investigates the effect of Facebook on learning English
vocabulary mediated by vocabulary learning strategies (five are identified)
through the Facebook platform. In order to investigate the inquiry of the research
two tools were employed a questionnaire that gives the needed information to
prepare the experimental study with pre and post tests. According to the analysis
of questionnaire and tests, nearly all five strategies except the “Determination
strategy” are favored by the twenty participants. It further showed that
participants improved the vocabulary performance and acquisition after being
exposed to vocabulary via Facebook. As a result the two hypotheses were
confirmed. Hence, the facebook could be used as a suplumentary learning
environment.
However, this research shows some limitations. First, the number of the
participants was limited. Second, the duration of the experiment is short; the
longer the period, the better the retention of the vocabulary and the larger the
vocabulary list that would be memorized. Third, this research focused on five
vocabulary strategies cognitive, determination, social, metacognitive, and
memory strategies. Future research would include more vocabulary learning
strategies and techniques. Besides, this research focuses on the acquisition of
vocabulary; future research would address other aspects as the effect of facbook
on the psychology of the learners for a better retention and use of new vocabulary.
Besides, experiment could be conducted with a special focus on how to learn
vocabulary in English through the facebook with a special on specialized
vocabulary. Then the main contribution of this article lies on focusing on language
learning with a special interest in vocabulary learning strategies and techniques.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. The questionnaire
Section one: Personal Information
1. Age:…………….Years old.
2. How long have you been participating English?........................ Years.
3. How do you rate you English level?
a. Beginner.
b. Intermediate.
c. Advanced.
4. What do you need English for?
a. Your studies
b. Your occupation
c. Your personal entertainment
Section two: Vocabulary Acquisition
5. In your opinion how important is acquiring new vocabulary?
a. Very important.
b. Important.
c. Not important.
6. Whenever you face new English vocabulary, do you check its meaning?
a. Yes.
b. No.
7. If yes which strategy do you use?
a. Check dictionary.
b. Translate to Arabic or French.
c. Guess from context.
d. Ask someone.
8. Do you use the newly acquired vocabulary?
a. Yes.
b. No.
Section three: Facebook Use
9. How many hours do you spend on Facebook per day? ……………….Hours.
10. Do you join groups or like pages that are related to English language learning?
a. Yes.
b. No.
11. Have you ever used English in Facebook chatting with your friends?
a. A lot.
b. Somehow.
c. A little.
d. Not at all.
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12. To what extent do you think that chatting in English helps you improve your English?
a. Very much .
b. To some extent.
c. Not at all.

Appendix 2. The test
Activity one
Translate the following sentences in Arabic and leave the difficult words in English:
1. Most health departments throughout the world recommend that we consume five portions of
fruit and vegetables each day.
2. My daughter is studying the principles of Algebra.
3. Three tablespoons of olive oil daily can prevent cancer.
Activity two
Use the pictures illustrated to find the keywords (1 picture illustrates 1 word):

Activity Three
Use the following words in meaningful sentences employing your personal experiences
“gloomy, ailment, disgrace, avenue, brain-drain”
Activity Four
Working with another person, provide the appropriate definitions to the following
words.

: fog, curve, rhythm.
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Activity Five
From the lyrics of Bill Withers’ song “Lean on Me” provide the exact words that match the following
definitions:
1. Intransitive verb: to incline, deviate, or bend from a vertical position
2. Deep distress, sadness, or regret especially for the loss of someone or something loved.
3. The quantity that can be carried at one time by a specified means; especially, a measured
quantity of a commodity fixed for each type of carrier.
4. The ability to think and act using knowledge, experience, understanding, common sense,
and insight.
The Lyrics
Sometimes in our lives we all have pain

I'll help you carry on

We all have sorrow

For it won't be long

But if we are wise

'Til I'm gonna need

We know that there's always tomorrow

Somebody to lean on

Lean on me, when you're not strong

You just call on me brother, when you need a

And I'll be your friend

hand

I'll help you carry on

We all need somebody to lean on

For it won't be long

I just might have a problem that you'll

'Til I'm gonna need

understand

Somebody to lean on

We all need somebody to lean on

Please swallow your pride

If there is a load you have to bear

If I have things you need to borrow

That you can't carry

For no one can fill those of your needs

I'm right up the road

That you won't let show

I'll share your load

You just call on me brother, when you need a

If you just call me (call me)

hand

If you need a friend (call me) call me uh

We all need somebody to lean on

huh(call me) if you need a friend (call me)

I just might have a problem that you'll

If you ever need a friend (call me)

understand

Call me (call me) call me (call me) call me

We all need somebody to lean on

(Call me) call me (call me) if you need a friend

Lean on me, when you're not strong

(Call me) call me (call me) call me (call me)

And I'll be your friend

call me (call me) call me (call me
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Abstract
This study aims to describe the teacher's perception of the obstacles in the
implementation of e-learning in the learning process and the
recommendation to solve the problems. This research is a qualitative
descriptive study. The research subjects were two teachers who taught at a
University in Yogyakarta. The research data collected through in-depth
interviews, which were analyzed descriptively by using interactive
techniques. The Interactive analysis is done by collecting data, reducing
data, presenting data, and drawing conclusions. The results of the data
analysis show that two teachers were not too familiar with e-learning, so
they still have many obstacles in the teaching process by using e-learning.
There are several obstacles, such as obstacles in teaching by using
e-learning as devices, teachers' knowledge, time management, and
students ’motivation. In order to run e-learning entirely, then these
obstacles should be solved first. There are two teachers suggest
overcoming the obstacles, such as training for the teachers, and repairing
the facilities of the institution.
Keywords: teacher’s perception, e-learning, obstacles of e-learning
classes
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Introduction
These days, accepting the material is not only in the classroom that was
taught by the teacher but also in an online class. The development of technology
can help the teacher to explain the materials for the students. The Internet offers
a broad spectrum of content that is easily accessible to teachers and students’
fingertips (Joshi and Kaur: 2011). Currently, many universities that had applied
technology-based learning system in the world. The name of the technology is
e-learning. According to Epignosis (2014), the first e-learning programs were on
information sharing without enough interaction among the students.
Technology-based e-learning includes the use of the internet and other vital
technologies to create materials for learning, teach learners, and also regulate
courses in an organization (Fry, 2001). It means that the role of technology is
significant to support the learning process.
Feldman and Zucker (2002) explain that the online teaching-learning process
is one of the new percepts through the internet. They assumed that instruction
based online covered wherever and whenever communication. They believed
that the process should be taken the plane in online condition. In line with
Barbara Means (2007), online learning is complementary with the broader
classification of expanse learning, that encompasses earlier technologies such
as correspondence courses, educational television, and video conferencing.
Internet is a perfect device of learning that proposes flexibility and expediency to
students at the same time offering endless opportunities for innovate teaching
(Moos and Azevedo, 2009; Huddlestone and Pike, 2008; Zhang et al., 2004;
Wang and Wang, 2009; Hardaker and Singh, 2011; Macharia and Pelser, 2012).
It means that the process of learning and teaching can be delivered through
online learning in every situation. Online learning will become one of the ways to
share materials.
Related to approaches to online learning, Feldman and Zucker (2002)
determine types of approaches in learning-based online known as learning of
synchronous and learning of asynchronous. Learning of synchronous is defined
as the doctrine with the combination in real situation and condition through the
Internet. Its characteristics contain device like the direct message, shared
whiteboard, connecting data of audio and video, the media for distributing,
looking up the online presentations. Learning asynchronous is defined as the
learning process that can postpone the time. Possibly the best-known context of
this term is “Personal time management” referring to the set of habits, rules, and
recommendations on how to manage one’s time effectively and do as much work
as possible within the given amount of time (Covey, 1990).
Many researchers investigated the advantages of e-learning in the learning
process. The main advantage of the e-learning process is that students can learn
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where they want, when they want and at their own pace (Šolc et al., 2012). The
broad study superiority attended to what the students’ needs that should be
covered. There are many ways and the suggestion that can advance to increase
the students’ ability. Wlodkowski (2005) claims that “learners learn more using
computer-based instruction in comparison to traditional classroom methods.” The
students are more interested in the current method than the old method.
Macharia and Pelser’s (2012) stated that learning materials by using technology
in the high level complete extraordinary intuition about the causes which affect
students’ acknowledgment about e-learning. The study supplied much thinking
for the management of the high level for distribution and introduction of the goal
of technology in the learning process. In conclusion, computing technology
should be available and easy to access. Besides that, the conditions and aspect
of the chief in the learning place have a crucial role in the achievement in
electronic learning dispersion.
There are several factors that affect the success of e-learning goal. They are
e-learning system that would support the students in the higher level toward the
result of the learning that in line with (Hiltz, 1998; Hardaker & Singh, 2011; Wang
& Wang, 2009; Macharia & Pelser, 2012). The new method of learning (e-learning)
becomes more suitable than direct learning, the level of communication and the
time to comment is excellent, along the best planning of the course be able to
clarify the physical conditions to the development of knowledge (Chen and Yang.,
2006). It means that e-learning is beneficial to teach and to learn about
something. In a higher level of education, electronic learning is needed to
encourage the process of learning and will dispose of academic formation around
the kingdom. Tinio (2002) stated that the educational effectiveness of ICTs
depends on how they are used and for what purpose. Investigators had made
much intensity on its purpose, but just a little considered on the prejudices of
electronic learning.
Using technology in the learning and teaching process need some devices to
support the success of the study. Ovide (2013) citied that the role of e-learning as
an important tool for preserving the culture, language, and history of indigenous
people. Some obstacles involve with device for e-learning. The students and the
teachers should prepare the device. It is as the primary point to implement
electronic learning method. Some equipment that should be there, they are
Smartphone, laptop, and network connection. Wong and Looi (2011) investigated
the influence of mobile devices on seamless learning. Seamless learning refers
to a learning model that students can learn whenever they want to learn in a
variety of scenarios and that they can switch from one scenario or one context to
another easily and quickly (Chan et al., 2006, Wong & Looi, 2011). Scientific
backing of the performer is an imperfection in the distinction of the learning
ambition to get the achievement and the use of e-learning technology genuinely.
The enormous ambition is dealt with by incomplete asset in the foundation and
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technical support (Reeder et al., 2004, p. 91-92). All these applications should be
combined and connected by one electronic learning situation so that they can be
accessed. However, the needs are the combination and the network in of different
tools.
One of the private universities in Yogyakarta had implemented e-learning by
the teachers in the learning process. Not all of the teachers had applied electronic
learning to their teaching process and learning process. Electronic learning
becomes a new thing for the teachers who do not know it before. Although the
implementation of e-learning has begun, in reality, it is tough to be implemented
by the teachers. The teachers will find the hindrance in implementing it. Akhdar
(2006) explained that obstacle is any physical or nonphysical barrier that
prevents the use of a computer in teaching. Hindrance has the same meaning as
an obstacle. In achieving the purpose, the hindrance should settle first. It is
needed to introduce e-learning to some teachers. Some teachers will confuse
how to apply it. Some teachers will find the obstacle to apply electronic learning to
the process of teaching and learning.
Every teacher has their perception of implementing e-learning. Perceptions
are to spark off similar behavior (Bargh et al. 1996). Perception is the thought
about something that has been done, and it can be expressed by attitude.
Teachers’ perceptions form a significant component to describe the environment
of the learning process (Lee & Tsai, 2005). It means that the role of teachers’
perception can give influence to the student’s behavior. A primary reason for
teachers’ perception study is that a learner’s behavior is known as a result of
his/her beliefs (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Cooney, 2001). Teachers’ perception will
be part of learning evaluation to get successful learning. Wilson and Cooney
(2002) investigated that as the 1980s context has been increasingly known as
suitable to learn the teaching process and learning process and that the teacher’s
perceptions in fact from where the activity happened.
Based on the explanation above, the authors are interested in describing the
teachers’ perception of the obstacles of e-learning classes. The research
questions of this study are (1) what are the teachers’ obstacles in e-learning
classes? (2) what are the suggestions can be supposed to overcome the
obstacles of e-learning classes?

Method
The method used in this research is a descriptive qualitative method. This
research focuses on obtaining data through interview. Besides the interview,
literature study also was done in order to compile the research previously done to
university teachers. In using this method, the researchers tried to reveal the
behavior and perception of the participants towards a particular topic.
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Participant
The participants of this research were e-learning teachers in the one private
university in Yogyakarta, Indonesia. There were two e-learning teachers in
University. The researcher meets them there. They were chosen because they
have taught English for about ten years. The researcher recognized the two
e-learning teachers. The researcher used random sampling technique to choose
the participant. They will be interviewed by the researcher to know their obstacles
and their suggestion in applying e-learning for teaching.
Instrument
The researcher used interview guidelines to interview e-learning teachers.
The interview guidelines contain semi-structured questions. The researcher
interviewed the teachers based on the interview guidelines and some questions
that can appear in the interview process.

Results
The Teachers’ Obstacles in E-Learning Classes
Several themes emerged from the data analysis of interviews. The teachers’
obstacles in e-learning classes and how to increase the teachers’ knowledge to
solve the obstacles can be shown from the transcript of interviews. There are
some questions that have been asked by the researcher to the interviewee. The
questions are semi-structured. Several themes will be shown below.
Table 1. Teachers’ obstacles in e-learning classes
Teachers’ obstacles
1. Device for learning
a. Internet connection

b.

Software availability

c. Students’ ability to
operate the device

2. Teachers’ Knowledge
a. How to apply e-learning
application

Interview 1

Interview 2

T1: “…when we open
internet, sometimes it can’t
be accessed, switch off
suddenly,…”
T1: “ …the features of
handphone and laptop are
still not optimal…”

T2: “… Miss, this can’t work,
the sound can’t be played… “

T1: “… there are still many
difficulties in online
classes…”

T1: “…for the teacher,
e-learning as the new thing
and it make us to learn
more…”

T2: “applying e-learning is
complicated, not all of the
students have supporting
device…”
-

T2: “… the teacher are still
have difficulties in applying
e-learning, when the students
ask to the teacher, the teacher
is confused…”
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Teachers’ obstacles
3. Time Management

Interview 1

Interview 2

T1: “… with e-learning is
helpful, when the students
are learning during 100
minutes, it is very limit, so that
the learning process need
adding time…”

T2:“...maybe the time, in the
class, the time is limit to
practice because they are
busy yo overcome their
problem in e-learning…”

4. Students’ motivation

T1: “… as the student
sometimes they feel “ah it is
not important”. So, many
students claim that it is not
important…”

T2: “…when we open the
internet, we need the
connection together,
sometimes it can shut down
suddenly, it can not be
accessed…”
T1: Teacher 1, T2: Teacher 2

Table 1 shows that the teachers’ obstacles in e-learning classes have four
themes. The first, device for learning that contains three sub-themes. The second,
teachers’ knowledge that contains one sub-theme. The teachers’ said that
teachers’ knowledge of e-learning application is the key to achieve the goal of the
study. E-learning is a new thing for them. The third, time management is still
difficult to apply in the e-learning class. The fourth, the teachers said that the
students’ motivation is not stable.
Suggestions to Overcome the Teachers’ Obstacles
Table 2. Suggestions to Overcome the Teachers’ Obstacles
Suggestions

Interview 1

Interview 2

1. The teachers need the
training to train their skill

T1:“…the teacher should
study more…”

T2: “there should be a training
for the teacher…”

2. The teachers need
guidance from an expert

-

3. The teachers should be
aware of the technology

-

4. The teachers should have
good attitude toward the
students’ response

T1:“…the teacher should be
patient toward the students’
response the students in
the learning process..”

T2: “…when the teacher feel
confused, they need to
consult to the teacher who
are more understand…”
T2: “…the teacher should be
aware with the technology in
this era…”
-

T1: Teacher 1, T2: Teacher 2

Table 2 shows several themes of recommendation to overcome the teachers’
obstacle. E-learning method is still new for the students and the teachers. In
applying it, the teachers need the training to train their skill. They still found some
difficulties, and they still need to guide by the expert. The interviewee
recommended the other teachers. As e-learning teachers, they should be aware
of the technology. Before applying e-learning, they should be given training. It will
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affect to achieve the learning goal. Then, the teachers should have good attitude
toward the students’ response in learning English by e-learning.

Discussion
As many results, the teachers’ perception of the obstacles of e-learning
stated that e-learning is still a new thing for them. The researcher had collected
the data from interviews and literature study. Some findings found by the
researcher. They are the teachers’ obstacle of e-learning classes and the
recommendations to overcome the teachers ‘obstacles. The findings will be
discussed below:
The Teachers’ Obstacle of E-Learning Classes
E-learning becomes something new in the classroom. The teachers should
be able to implement it into the classroom. Tinio (2002) stated that the
educational effectiveness of ICTs depends on how they are used and for what
purpose. It is not easy to be applied because the teachers still learn about
e-learning. They faced some obstacles when they implemented it. According to
Akhdar (2006), an obstacle is any physical or nonphysical barrier that prevents
the use of a computer in teaching. They feel challenging to apply it while they
hope the learning process can run effectively.
Device for E-Learning
In implementing e-learning needs a device to encourage the process of
learning can run effectively. The appearance of the device was vital because it
could not run without a device for e-learning classes. Ovide (2013) citied that the
role of e-learning as an important tool for preserving the culture, language, and
history of indigenous people. Some obstacles involve with device for e-learning.
Internet Connection
The main advantage of the e-learning process is that students can learn
where they want, when they want and at their own pace (Solc et al., 2012).
E-learning does not require investments in infrastructure on the user’s side if a
computer and internet access is available. One of the problems in the device is
an internet connection. Every place has different strength of internet connection.
It can be from the facilities in the campus. On the other hands, it can be from their
connection in their device. Feldman and Zucker (2002) explain that online
teaching and online learning as a new program sent doctrine through the internet
network.
It related to the findings that two teachers said that the learning process
needs a secure connection. If there are some problems with an internet
connection, the students were busy to handle their device. Internet connection
has an essential role, and it will give effect to the learning process. If the
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connection can run effectively, the teacher and the students do not have a
problem with the internet connection.
Software Availability
Software availability is a kind of software that should be provided in the
device. The software will be used to apply the material from the teachers. The
enormous ambition is dealt with by incomplete asset in the foundation and
technical support (Reeder et al., 2004: 91-92).
It can be summarized that the device should have software available to
support the learning process. If the software unavailable, the application cannot
be downloaded. It will influence the learning process cannot be run.
Students’ Ability to Operate the Device
The ability to operate the device is needed to know by the teacher. It can
show how far the students can operate the device. Wong and Looi (2011)
investigated the influence of mobile devices on seamless learning. Seamless
learning refers to a learning model that students can learn whenever they want to
learn in a variety of scenarios and that they can switch from one scenario or one
context to another easily and quickly (Chan et al., 2006, Wong and Looi, 2011).
They are still having difficulties in operating the device. Macharia and Pelser’s
(2012) that learning materials by using technology in the high level complete
extraordinary intuition about the causes which affect students’ acknowledgment
about e-learning. The teachers still found the difficulties of students in operating
the device.
As a result, the students still feel confused about e-learning. There is a
feature that is not provided in the laptop and handphone. It is because every
device should provide the application. So, the students and the teachers are still
having difficulties in operating the device. Both of them still need to learn more
about the technology of e-learning classes. The device should be appropriate
with the standard of the software that used to download application in e-learning.
Teachers’ Knowledge
Every teacher should have good knowledge and good understanding. It is
because of the understanding of the students based on the teachers’
understanding of the materials and applying them into the class.
Teachers’ perceptions form a significant component to describe the
environment of the learning process (Lee and Tsai, 2005). It means that the
assumption of the teachers toward the e-learning is fundamental. Moreover, in
order to success, higher educational institutions must accept, implement, and
adopt technological advancements, including e-learning. The teachers should
know how to apply e-learning application. In fact, the teachers still have a
problem with it.
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Based on the findings, the teacher thought that e-learning is still something
new, and they still have low awareness of the technology. Technology is essential
to be learned. The teachers should have awareness toward the technology
because if the teachers do not know about it, they will be confused with an
e-learning application. So, the teachers should study technology to make it
accessible in the teaching process.
Time Management
Time management is one of the teachers’ obstacles that should be overcome.
Possibly the best-known context of this term is “Personal time management”
referring to the set of habits, rules, and recommendations on how to manage
one’s personal time effectively and do as much work as possible within the given
amount of time (Covey S, 1990). The teachers should be able to divide time
based on students need. The new method of learning (e-learning) becomes more
suitable than direct learning, the level of communication and the time to comment
is excellent, along the best planning of the course be able to clarify the physical
conditions to the development of knowledge (Chen et al., 2006). It means that the
time of learning can be gained by online learning and offline learning.
Based on the finding, the teachers said that learning English need more
practice while the time for one meeting is 100 minutes. The students should learn
English by using e-learning, but they still have some problems to run the
application. They should be able to divide the time both of studying English and
operating e-learning application. So, the teachers need to manage the time in
order to make the students learn English effectively. Not only learn how to apply
e-learning but also learn to practice English. The learning process can be done
by face to face and online learning. It depends on the teachers in dividing the
time.
Students’ Motivation
Wlodkowski (2005) claims that “learners learn more using computer-based
instruction in comparison to traditional classroom methods.” The motivation of the
students can appear from the way of the learning process. Macharia and Pelser
(2012) stated that learning materials by using technology in the high level
complete extraordinary intuition about the causes which affect students’
acknowledgment about e-learning. The way of teaching by technology can
increase the students’ motivation and decrease the students’ motivation.
Another finding of the study, the students operated the application, and they
faced some problems. When they tried to solve the problems, they could not face
it. They felt that it is not essential. So, students’ motivation can be influenced by
where they study and the tools that they used. The teachers are just facilitators to
guide the students in using the tools. The ability of the students also can influence
in operating the tools. In the beginning, the students would feel interested, but if
they have some problems, their motivation will decrease.
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Suggestions to Overcome the Teachers’ Obstacles
Teachers have many obstacles in e-learning classes. They did not want other
teachers to have the same problems. So, they gave some suggestion to other
teachers at the university. Wilson and Cooney (2002) investigated that as the
1980s context has been increasingly known as suitable to learn the teaching
process and learning process and that the teacher’s perceptions in fact from
where the activity happened.
The teachers said that training is essential to support the teacher in teaching
by using e-learning. It can help the teachers to know more about e-learning.
Training is not only learning about how to apply e-learning but also learn about
the technique or teaching method. The students need a fast response of the
solution from the teacher. So, training is needed by the teachers who will teach by
using e-learning. They should understand first about the technology of e-learning.
It can help them to explain the materials if the students feel confused. Training
also can make the teachers keep their attitude and encourage them to study
more.

Conclusion
The study revealed that e-learning still not familiar with the teachers and the
students. The teachers faced several obstacles in the implementation of
e-learning. The obstacles come from the device of learning. The quality of
internet connection and software availability is needed to support the learning
process. If the device has good quality, the students will easier to operate the
device. The other obstacles are teachers’ knowledge and time management. The
teachers are still not familiar with e-learning. They still need to learn how to
implement e-learning in teaching and learning process. Therefore, they still
difficult to manage the time. This condition can affect the students to control their
motivation. In overcoming the obstacles, the e-learning teachers give some
suggestions. The teachers should be aware of the development of technology.
Training from the experts of e-learning is needed to train the teachers to
implement e-learning in the classroom and online classroom. The teachers are
not only learning how to implement e-learning but also the teachers should know
the attitude in using e-learning. It can be used to face the students’ response.
This study has certain implications for future research. The teachers should
aware of the development of technology by joining a training of e-learning. By
following the training, the teachers will have a broad knowledge. However, it can
be used as an evaluation in implementing e-learning for online class and offline
class. Besides, the students and the teachers should have appropriate device in
following e-learning classes.
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Abstract
This study presents a corpus-based study of reformulation markers as a
common metadiscourse device in research articles of applied linguistics by
native and Iranian non-native writers. Toward this end, qualitative and
quantitative analyses of reformulation devices were conducted. The
corpora were compiled by downloading articles from academic journals
which were selected via convenience sampling. Each corpus included
approximately one million words. All the analyses were conducted through
employing Murillo’s (2004, 2007) classification which consists of three
broad categories: explicit meaning functions (identification, specification,
and explanation), conceptual meaning functions (definition and
denomination), and implicit meaning functions (conclusion and
mathematical operation). After analyzing the data, Chi-square tests were
performed to determine whether the results found in the analysis were
statistically significant. The results revealed that there were differences
between the functions of reformulation markers (RMs) across research
articles written by native and non-native writers. In particular, they differ in
terms of their types and functions, where non-native writers of applied
linguistics research articles (RAs) use RMs much more frequently than
native writers of applied linguistics. In light of the findings,
recommendations are made for EAP classes as well.
Keywords: reformulation markers, frequency, function, native, non-native,
applied linguistics, research articles
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Introduction
Academic discourse communities are related to discussion, criticism and
academic competition with regard to knowledge creation, without being free of
power constellations. We can consider academic research communities as
'specific interest groups' whose main purpose is to produce knowledge in a
specific subject area. They have certain mechanisms and media by which they
can exchange data and shared by their members, they have specific
terminologies and genres, which both include official texts (e.g. articles,
conference papers, working papers) and unofficial texts (e.g. submission letters)
(Swales, 1998). In the official discourse, the focus is often on argumentative texts
which are based on well-documented proof.
Writers accompany social practices of problem-solving for writing in academic
discourse communities, which is often an integral part of it. Besides the shared
language and discourse, academic discourse communities, therefore, also share
practices of thinking, research, and learning. Those are in line with processes of
changing, producing, disseminating and sharing knowledge in departments,
institutes, universities, research associations, scientific disciplines, and on
conferences. Not all "social practices" (Fairclough, 1992, pp. 86-96) of research,
information management, knowledge sharing, and learning are discursive, but
these "discursive practices" (Fairclough, 1992, pp. 73-86) are the starting point
for the concept of the discourse community. Nowadays many of these discursive
practices take place in electronic newspapers, on electronic conferences, in
electronic discussion lists, or weblogs.
Researchers belonging to all academic discourse communities are portrayed
by the wish to impart new information to alternate parts of the academic
community, and the principle method for transmitting scientiﬁc examination is by
means of publication. Consequently, it is vital for these scholastics to have a good
command of the discourse conventions which portray scientiﬁc composing. In
this respect, Widdowson (1979) has propounded the thought of an all-inclusive
scientiﬁc discourse which is procured through instruction. Then again, following
Kaplan's (1966) starting deal with contrastive rhetoric, a few different studies in
this ﬁeld have uncovered that textual organization of academic discourse is
legislated by socio-social components which represent rhetorical variety.
Contrastive rhetoricians keep up that different discourse communities’ desires
are the essential reason for cross-cultural diﬀerences in composing styles, and
that authors of second languages may exchange their L1 textual and rhetorical
methodologies to the new circumstance of the second language before they have
completely consumed the desires of their second language audience (Connor,
1996).
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Academic discourse is the normal object of examination for different subfields
of English studies. In a large portion of the conventional studies academic
discourse has been seen as indifferent and goal. An incredible a large number of
these studies are educationally arranged, focusing on student needs and
competences. But this perspective has gradually been supplanted by a view of
academic writing as social engagement, involving interactions between writers
and readers (Hyland, 2004).
One of the most significant and revealing instances of institutional discourse
features including academic writing discourse is the speakers' utilization of
metadiscourse, a term used to demonstrate a movement in discourse levels, by
method for which the speaker's messages are continuously passed on
simultaneously with the continuous discourse. A considerable measure of
language specialists has characterized the term metadiscourse; among them
Vande Copple (2002), Halliday (1973), and Hylland (1998) are the most critical
ones. According to Vande Copple (2002), metadiscourse refers to components in
messages that convey meanings other than those that are essential referential.
The word metadiscourse was coined by Harris in 1959 to refer to text
segments "that hold data of only secondary importance" (Beauvais, 1989, p. 11).
Vande Kopple (1985) characterizes metadiscourse as "discourse about
discourse or communication about communication" (p. 83). By this, he implies
that metadiscourse helps readers in their endeavors to organize, classify,
interpret, evaluate, and respond to the propositional substance of the content.
Essentially, Crismore and Farnsworth (1990) describe metadiscourse as the
"writer's overt and non-overt presence in the discourse in order to direct rather
than to inform readers "(p. 119). Based on a perspective of writing as a social and
open engagement, metadiscourse centers our consideration on the way writers
project themselves into their work to indicate their informative plans (Hyland,
1998). The term metadiscourse can serve what Halliday (1978) calls the
text-based and interpersonal capacities of language. It can, thus, be considered
as a significant characteristic of a text which helps its textuality by serving as the
glue which bonds the propositions together and develops both cohesion and
coherence (Jalilifar & Alipour, 2007)
Given the significance of metadiscourse in academic disciplines, from among
eleven academic discipline classifications provided by Braxton and Hargens
(1975), five have the most empirical attention: the Hagstrom Model (1964) on the
basis of the idea of disciplinary agreements, the Lodahl and Gordon Model (1972)
based on levels of paradigm development, and the Biglan Model (1973) based on
the hard/soft, pure/applied, and life/non-life distinction, the Hargens Model (1975)
based on normative and functional integration, the Zuckerman and Merton Model
(1986) based on disciplinary codification, (Braxton & Hargens, 1996). Each of
these classification schemes is rooted in the idea that every field of study has
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different levels of paradigmatic development according to their level of agreement.
Fields with high paradigmatic development enjoy high levels of agreement with
regard to issues such as appropriate research topics and methods (Braxton &
Hargens, 1996). Fields with low paradigmatic development, however, have less
agreement with regard to the appropriate research questions for their field and
even less agreement on the appropriate methodology for addressing these
questions (Alise, 2007; Kuhn, 1970).
Considering the salience of academic language, linguists and discourse
analysts have paid increasing attention to academic disciplines. Rhetorical
structure (Swales, 1993, 2004) and metadiscursive features (Alipour & Matouri,
2017; Hyland, 2005; Hyland & Tse, 2004; Jalilifar & Alipour, 2007; Kahkesh &
Alipour, 2017) have been studied in order to examine disciplinary and generic
differences (Hyland 1999, 2000, 2004, 2005) in academic texts written in English,
mainly in research articles, book reviews, and textbooks. To work in a discipline,
linguists need to be able to engage in these practices and, in particular in its
discourses. Hence, disciplines structure the work within wider frameworks of
beliefs and provide the conventions and expectations that make texts meaningful.
For example, it is believed that applied linguistics as a discipline in humanities, is
explicitly interpretive, has a more varied readership and a more fluid discourse,
and guides the readers to make their own meaning (Creswell, 2009). Physics and
computer engineering research articles, as quantitative research articles, have
their own ways to provide conventions and put forth their claims, and they aim to
create explicit, coherent, systematically principled organization of knowledge
(Bernstein, 1996, 1999).
Essentially, we can see disciplines as language using communities and the
term helps us join writers, texts, and readers together. Communities provide the
context within which we learn to communicate and to interpret each other’s talk;
therefore, we can see different disciplines as particular ways of doing things,
particularly of using language to engage with others in certain familiar ways.
Wells (1992) believes that:
Each subject discipline constitutes [different] ways of making sense of human experience
that has evolved over generations and each is dependent on its own particular practices: its
instrumental procedures, its criteria for judging relevance and validity, and its conventions of
acceptable forms of argument. In a word each has developed its own modes of discourse (p.
290).

Nonetheless, this deterministic view has been challenged by Carter (2003).
He believes that a text does not exist in a vacuum but naturally refers to other
texts that are essential for its understanding, thus, to increase language
awareness within the parameters of form and function, learners should be
encouraged to view language as a system and to examine what language does in
the given context. This was a shift from a schemata-view to a
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language-awareness-view defined as “the of an enhanced consciousness of and
sensitivity to the forms and functions of language” (Carter, 2003, p.64).
As a subcategory of metadiscourse markers, one of the most important
examples of institutional discourse features is the speakers’ use of reformulation
markers which are a significant discourse phenomenon in academic discourse
(Thoiron & Bejoint, 1991). Reformulation is a discourse function that the speakers
use to re-elaborate an idea in order to be more speciﬁc and "facilitate the hearer’s
understanding of the original or to develop the previous information" (Blakemore,
1993, p. 125). Reformulation is based on an equivalence act that two expressions
are used to express a single idea in which the second utterance is an
interpretation of the ﬁrst one. Some researchers consider reformulation as an
equivalence act at the metatextual level (Bach, 1996; Cabre, 1995; Fuentes,
1993).
Reformulation becomes possibly the most important factor when somebody
says something that has been paraphrased beforehand or said in an alternative
way (e.g. in other words) and accepts that the two formulations could be likened
either from the semantic or the pragmatic point of view. Reformulation, however,
is not a simple discourse function. It ought to be viewed as a complex semantic
classification that ranges from paraphrase to other values such as speciﬁcation,
explanation, summary, or denomination, and even to non-paraphrastic meanings
such as implication, conclusion, and contrast (Cuenca, 2003).
Reformulation is a discourse phenomenon in academic discourse (Thoiron &
Bejoint, 1991). Reformulation techniques go hand in hand with communication:
writers regularly feel the need to go back to what they have composed formerly,
keeping in mind the end goal to expand, specify, clarify, or define it, and they may
utilize reformulation markers for that reason (Gulich & Kotschi, 1983). In English,
some of these markers can include that is, that is to say, in other words, i.e., and
namely, together with different less grammaticalized markers such as to put it
another way, to put it simply, to put it differently, in plain words, etc.
Reformulation markers are a sort of discourse markers which function to
upgrade integration in discourse (Schourup, 1999). Murillo (2004) calls them
"markers of the explicit" as these discourse markers "aid, to shifting degrees, in
the inferential process by making explicit reference assignment, disambiguation,
further improvement and elliptic material regarding the recuperation of the
propositional structure” (p. 2066). Murillo (2004) sees, from the perspective of
Relevance Theory that reformulation markers not only function to recover the
propositional form of an expression, but they also operate in connection to its
explicatures and implicatures “by explicating implicated premises and
conclusions” (p. 2066).
The glossing and explicating functions of reformulation markers render them
especially relevant to the explicitation theory in translation universal research.
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For example, Baker (2004) finds that reformulation markers, for example, that is,
that is to say, and in other words, are more frequent in fiction and biography
components of the Translational English Corpus than in the fiction sub-corpus of
the British National Corpus. Mutesayire (2005) views the higher frequency of
reformulation markers in translated English as confirmation of explicitation.
Blakemore (1993) examined all instances of reformulation in a range of both
literary and non-literary samples and demonstrated that reformulation serves a
variety of aims, such as making relevance. In a technical content, a reformulation
may oblige the understanding of the original with the end goal of guaranteeing a
more correct understanding of a specific idea, and thus a greater understanding
of the surrounding text.
In another study, Cuenca (2003) dissected the reformulation markers in
English, Spanish, and Catalan. The study was focused around a corpus of
expository composition, mainly academic writing. The examination demonstrated
the frequency of the markers and diﬀerences in the variety of forms expressing
reformulation and also in their recurrence of utilization. It was shown that those
markers prompting the making of connectives have their roots in discourse,
parallel diﬀerences are required to be found in content development. He
contended that the divergences identiﬁed in the linguistic use of English versus
those of Spanish and Catalan could be connected with two different styles for
building academic texts.
Bach and Cuenca (2007) investigated the structure and utilization of
reformulation markers in examination papers composed in English, Spanish, and
Catalan. Considering the form and frequency of the markers, English papers had
a tendency to incline toward basic altered markers and included less
reformulators than Spanish and Catalan. Unexpectedly, formal Catalan and
Spanish papers included more markers, some of which were intricate and
considered some structural variability. Concerning utilization, reformulation
markers secured element connections between shares of discourse which could
be recognized in our corpus with expansion, reduction and permutation The
examination of the corpus demonstrated that English authors normally
reformulated to add more data to the idea (expansion), while Catalan and
Spanish authors reduced the substance or the implicatures of the previous
formulation more frequently than English.
Xiao (2011) conducted a contrastive investigation of word clusters and
reformulation markers in Chinese and English and discussed the implications of
discoveries for interpretation of Universal theories. The study was focused
around three adjusted practically identical corpora which Represented British
English, native Chinese and translational Chinese. There was also an
English-Chinese parallel corpus which gave a premise to contrasting native and
translated English and researching explicitation in translation. The results
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illustrated that word clusters were more regular in translated Chinese. Chinese
and English tended to use reformulation markers of diverse styles, while
reformulation markers were by and large more basic in both translated English
and translated Chinese than in their native counterparts.
Murillo (2012) explored the utilization of reformulation markers as a typical
metadiscourse device in L1 English and Spanish and in L2 English research
articles of a specific discipline, namely, Business Management. These markers
are viewed as procedural items, i.e. they encode data on how to process lexical
meaning (Murillo, 2012). The general recurrence of utilization of the markers, the
types of markers utilized, the functions most commonly performed, and their
(non-)parenthetical utilization were compared in order to detect the degree of
transference in their use by the L1 Spanish academics writing L2 English articles.
The results were contrasted with comparable studies on reformulation markers in
general English and Spanish in addition to studies in other disciplines. The
results uncovered that some general rhetorical L1 features are more likely to be
adjusted in the L2 texts written by L1 Spanish academics than other more specific
grammatical features.
Moreover, the review of the literature in reformulation markers shows that
there is a need for disciplinary RMs research in native and non-native corpora.
While cross-cultural RMs research has been conducted in a few languages, with
the comparative language often being English, Spanish and Catalan (Murillo,
2012, Cuenca, 2003 & Bach & Cuenca, 2007), it appears that to date no study
has been conducted on disciplinary research that examines the use of RMs and
their functions in different academic disciplines between native and non-native
RAs written by English natives and Iranian non-native researchers. The current
investigation can be of significance in that it can shed light on how reformulation
is employed in academic language to specify, elucidate, and summarize
propositions. It can also demonstrate the variation in the types and functions of
RMs in RAs written by native and non-native writers. The current study, thus,
aims to conduct an analysis of the frequency, types, and functions of RMs to find
out the differences which might exist in research articles of applied linguistics
written by both native and non-native writers. In order to conduct a
comprehensive analysis, this study attempts to explore two research questions,
(1) Do the frequency and types of reformulation markers differ significantly in the
English RAs of applied linguistics written by native and non-native writers?;
(2) Do the functions of reformulation markers differ significantly in the English
RAs of applied linguistics written by native and non-native writers?
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Method
Corpora
The data for this study comprised of a total of more than two million words
from both native and non-native RAs of applied linguistics each comprising
approximately one million words. The compilation of all corpora included the main
text, general title, titles of sections and subsections, and footnotes/endnotes. The
RAs were selected from well-established journals of applied linguistics written by
native and non-native writers. Their selection was informed by their inclusion in
Web of Science and was based on convenience sampling and the accessibility of
their articles to the researchers. That is why there were five journals for native
applied linguistics and four journals for the non-native ones. The period of their
publication ranged from 2004 to 2017. It should be pointed out that Writers’
names, affiliations, and biographies were checked in each article and some
emails were sent to writers in order to make sure all the articles were authored by
British natives.
The native and non-native applied linguistics articles were selected from
these journals: Applied Linguistics (AP), System, Journal of Pragmatics (JP),
English for Specific Purposes (ESP), and Discourse and Society (DS), Asian ESP
Journal (AESPJ), Asian EFL Journal (AEFLJ), Journal of Teaching Language
Skills (JTLS), and Iranian Journal of Applied Linguistics (IJAL).The following table
shows the number of articles included in the corpus from each group.
Table 1. Number of Articles in Each Group
Disciplines

Number of Articles

Native Applied Linguistics

180

Non-Native Applied Linguistics

121

As can be seen, the numbers are different on the ground that the length of
articles was different for each group to make a corpus of nearly one million words.
For example, while nonnative applied linguistics articles comprise approximately
5000 words on average, the average length for native articles is roughly 3000
words.
Instrumentation
Two instruments were employed in the present study. The first one was
AntConc freeware available at https://laurenceanthony.net, and the second one
was the classification of functions of reformulation markers proposed by Murillo
(2004, 2007).
AntConc is a freeware, multiplatform tool for carrying out corpus linguistics
research and data-driven learning. It contains seven tools: Concordance,
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Concordance Plot, File, View, Clusters, Collocates, Word List, and Keyword List.
We used the Word List tool for counting the total number of words in all the
articles and used Concordance tool for counting the number of RMs in all the
articles.
The analysis was carried out according to the classification proposed in
Murillo (2004, 2007) which integrates the typologies proposed by Fluttum (1994),
Gulich and Kotschi (1995), and Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech and Svartvik (1985).
This classification takes as a basis the process of utterance interpretation as
explained by Relevance Theory (Blakemore 1987; Wilson & Sperber 2004) and
considers reformulation discourse markers as procedural items that contribute to
the different stages in this process, by guiding the inferences that the
hearers/readers make when they interpret utterances.
Given the nature of reformulation markers, the typology of functions in this
framework is closely associated with the contextual and co-textual presentation
of information and content, and consists of three broad categories or
macro-functions: first, functions related to the interpretation of explicit content,
including coreference/identification and specification, i.e. where the markers
assist in reference assignment, introducing the referents, and explanation where
the whole explicit import of an utterance is restated or clarified; second, functions
related to conceptual or encyclopedic knowledge, with definition and
denomination markers, to generate the necessary background for interpretation;
and third, functions in which the markers introduce implicated conclusions, thus
helping
in
the
recovery
of
implicit
content:
conclusion
and
quantification/mathematical operation. The following table summarizes the
functions of RMs.
Table 2. Functions of RMs
Function
Explicit meaning functions

Identification
Specification
Explanation

Conceptual Knowledge Function

Definition
Denomination

Implicit Meaning Function

Math.
Conclusion

On the basis of the above framework, the functions of reformulation markers
were analyzed and classified by two raters separately in a pilot study. Toward this
aim, the two researchers, who were the raters, first studied and discussed the
framework closely and attempted to reach agreement over the best definition for
each category of functions and tried to find examples for them. After this step,
each of the raters separately analyzed 20 percent of the corpus based on the
agreed-upon framework. Finally, to ensure the inter-rater reliability of the analysis,
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Phi correlation was run. The obtained coefficient was 0.87 which manifested that
the method adopted to analyze the functions of RMs across the research articles
of each discipline was reliable.
Procedure
Before conducting the main analysis of the corpora, a pilot study, elaborated
on above, was carried out in which two raters crosschecked the reliability of RMs
classification which was employed. The reliability index was 0.86 calculated by
Cohen’s Kappa. A bottom-up text analysis method was employed. After reading
all the RAs carefully, the articles were searched for RMs, the words which
function as these devices were marked and put in their proper categories
regarding their function in the context they were embedded. It is worth mentioning
that, apart from the reformulation markers scrutinized in the present study, there
were some others such as to put it differently, to say the same thing differently, in
plain words, to put it simply, and to put it bluntly which were excluded from the
analysis simply on the ground that they occurred very infrequently in the data so
much so that they could not lend themselves to the analysis. In our corpora, only
one of them, to put it simply, occurred twice so that they were excluded from the
analysis. The type of each marker was detected and then the frequencies of all of
them were counted in all the RAs.

Results
In this section, the frequencies and percentages of the types of all the RMs in the
corpora are presented and compared through Chi-square.
Table 3. Types of RMs
Types
That is

That is to say

20
(3.71%)

10
(1.18%)

Namely

82
(15.24%)

110
(13.06%)

In other words

58
(10.78%)

146
(17.33%)

i.e.

218
(40.52%)

370
(43.94%)

538
(100%)
0.0

842
(100%)
0.0

Total
Chi-Square
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Table 3 illustrates that in native applied linguistics RAs the most repeated RM
was i.e. (40.52%), while the least repeated one was that is to say (3.71%). As for
non- native applied linguistics RAs, i.e. with 43.93% and that is to say with 10%
were the most and the least recurrent markers respectively.
According to table 3, Chi-square (0.0) indicates significant differences in the
frequency rates of RMs and their functions between native and non-native RAs. It
means that the non-native writers used reformulation markers in their RAs
differently from the native writers.
In table 3, figures strongly manifest that non-native writers on English
overused the RMs in their RAs. It also shows that the marker i.e. was the most
frequent one in both native (218 times) and non-native (370 times) applied
linguistic RAs, while that is to say was the least frequent one in both of them
which is (20 times) in native and (10 times) in non-native RAs.
According to the above table, Chi-square value (0.0), which is substantially
below 0.05, indicates significant differences in the frequency rates of RMs in
native and non-native applied linguistics research articles. It means that native
and non-native writers of different academic disciplines apply reformulation
markers in their research articles in different ways.
In table 3, figures strongly manifest that non-native writers on English
overused the RMs in their RAs. It also shows that the marker i.e. was the most
frequent one in both native (218 times) and non-native (370 times) applied
linguistic RAs, while that is to say was the least frequent one in both of them
which is (20 times) in native and (10 times) in non-native RAs.
Some examples of RMs in native and non-native applied linguistics discipline
are given below:
Native
1.

“His may be due to the fact that the first article is extracted from the newspaper supporting
the winner team, i.e., Persepolis, who has been the superior team and attacking its rival
most of the match time.” (Discourse and Society, 2005, Introduction).

2.

“Following Van Ek’s (1976) dichotomy of -distance/+distance, the social distance perceived
between the interlocutors in our study was also a binary valued variable. That is to say, the
interlocutors either had a close relationship (-distance) or hardly knew each other
(+distance).” (Applied Linguistics, 2007, Results).

3.

“combine with second level instructions (Luscher, 1994), namely, denomination,
designation, exemplification, correction, conclusion, argumentation, level change and
degree of specialization Finally, these specific meanings or moves.” (Journal of Pragmatics,
2007, Methodology).
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Non-Native
4.

“Characterizing a complaint as expectable from the complainant, i.e. as dispositional, can
be a way of undermining its factual basis or seriousness.” (Journal of Teaching Language
Skills, 2008, Result).

5.

“Ultimately, despite Ellie’s claim, the ‘whole story’ is an amalgamation of Ellie’s and Meg’s
tales. That is to say, there may be a hierarchy of narrators, but both narrators are entitled
tellers.” (Asian ESP Journal, 2010, Methodology).

6.

“According to Van Dijk (1993), words such as accuse or charge are discrediting devices. In
other words, it appears as though the newspapers perceive what Iran says as just
accusation and claim.” (Asian EFL Journal, 2011, Introduction).

Regarding the functions of the RMs, the frequencies and percentages of all
the RMs in native and non-native applied linguistics research articles are
presented and compared through Chi-square in the following table.
Table 4. Functions of RMs
Functions
Identification
Specification
Explanation
Definition
Denomination
Conclusion
Math
Total
Chi-Square

Applied Linguistics
Discipline
Native
Non-native
32
178
(5.94%)
(21.14%)
190
194
(35.31%)
(23.04%)
260
335
(48.32%)
(39.78%)
36
60
(6.69%)
(7.12%)
4
22
(0.74%)
(2.61%)
16
27
(2.97%)
(3.20%)
0
26
(3.08%)
538
842
(100%)
(100%)
0.0
0.0

According to this table among all the functions in native applied linguistics
RAs, the most frequent function is explanation (48.32%) and the least frequent
one is denomination (4%). The overall results of analyzing broad category of RMs,
which are explicit meaning functions, conceptual knowledge functions, and
implicit meaning functions, are as follows: explicit meaning functions were the
most frequently used type of RMs as 89.57 percent, followed by conceptual
meaning functions (7.43%) and implicit meaning functions (2.97%).
As for non- native applied linguistics RAs 39.78% of all functions were
explanation, whereas merely 2.61% was denomination, rendering them the most
and the least persistent functions in non-native applied linguistics RAs. Analyzing
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the broad categories of functions indicated that explicit meaning functions,
conceptual meaning functions, and implicit meaning function were used as
83.96%, 9.73% and 6.28% respectively of functions which explicit meaning
functions were the most repeated function than the others.
According to table 4, Chi-square (0.0) indicates significant differences in the
functions of RMs between native and non-native RAs. It means that the
non-native writers used reformulation markers in their RAs differently from the
native writers.
As can be observed, there are some differences between the frequency and
percentage of different functions of RMs in native and non-native applied
linguistics RAs. The most recurrent function in both native and non-native applied
linguistics RAs was explanation which accounted for 39.7% of RMs in non-native
and 48% in native RAs. The least frequent function in both corpora was math
which is 0% in native and 3% in non-native RAs.
According to the table 4 the functions related to the interpretation of explicit
meaning including identification, specification, and explanation are more
common than the other functions and the functions that are related to implicit
meaning consisting math and conclusion, which help in the recovery of implicit
content, are the least frequent functions.Some examples of this function in the
native and non-native RAs of applied linguistics are provided below.
Explanation Function/ Native
7.

“What influences the trajectory of the parent-child interaction, however, i.e. whether there
will be choice offers by parents or whether there will be protracted negotiations between
parents and children, is whether the participants, themselves, interpret the event as moral,
social or personal.” (English for Specific Purposes, 2008, Abstract).

Explanation Function/ Non-Native
8.

“Prepositional GM is so pervasive that it governs other types of GM in this genre, forcing
them to merge. That is, not only does it give rise to a fundamental structure for adverbials
in MPF in its own right, but it also merges and creeps into other types of GM, particularly
with double barreled GM and S/T Presentation when they are Prepositional GM at the
same time.” (Journal of Teaching Language Skills, 2009, Conclusion).

Following explicit meaning functions, conceptual meaning functions,
including definition and denomination, were the most frequent functions in both
native and non-native RAs of applied linguistics. However, it is worth mentioning
that they were more frequent in non-native RAs than in native ones. This can be
due to the fact that writers use these functions to define the specific terms well to
the readers, and this may be caused by a few cultural factors; perhaps making a
good understanding of readers is necessary for non-native writers, and they may
feel their duty is not just to convey their knowledge. This suggests that in native
applied linguistics RAs, conveying knowledge is more important than improving
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the understanding of the readers. As a consequence, it seems that native writes
are not as reader-involved and reader responsible as Iranian non-native writers.
The followings are some of these functions in the native and non-native RAs:
Definition/ Native
9.

“This article will consider one of these factors in particular – the increasing demands placed
on candidates in British job interviews for specific kinds of ‘discursive skill’ (Iedema, 2003),
namely the synthesizing of personal and institutional discourses to produce an acceptable
identity.” (Discourse and Society, 2007, Introduction)

Denomination/ Native
10. “In studies of ESP, i.e. English foe Special Purposes, the term ethnographic research is
sometimes used to refer to the observation and description of naturally occurring
language” (System, 2009, Discussion)

Definition/ Non-Native
11. “In this dimension, Wilkinson, et al. (ibid) views the moral development as cumulative, that
is, the earlier sub-scales are - not necessarily preceded by mature judgments.” (Asian EFL
Journal ,2012, Result)

Denomination/ Non-Native
12. “In keeping with Henning’s definition, there could be a variety of gender pairings in an OPI
namely Oral Proficiency Interview, between interviewers and candidates the gender effects
of each of which could potentially be a major source of difference between interviews.”
(Asian ESP Journal,2007, Introduction)

Functions of implicit meaning functions including conclusion and
mathematical operations were the least frequent functions in the native and
non-native RAs of applied linguistics. Some examples of these functions in the
native and non-native RAs are provided here:
Conclusion/ Native
13. “Probability with which that term is chosen’ (Halliday, 2005: 65) and that is why lexical and
grammatical choices may mean different things in different genres, where probabilistic
profiles may be found to vary.” (Journal of Pragmatics, 2009, Intoduction)

Mathematical Operation/ Native
14. “The most frequent marker in English is the abbreviation i.e. (25 instances out of 54,
46.3%).” (Applied Linguistics, 2010, Result)

Conclusion / Non-Native
15. “The intention to produce related pictures during a reading task seems to have the effect of
keeping readers on task and pushing them toward deeper processing in comparison with
when there is not a picture production task. In other words, because readers have to
produce pictures on paper, they cannot “just memorize” or ignore essential
information.”( Iranian Journal of Applied Linguistics, 2013, Introduction)
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Mathematical Operation/ Non-Native
16. “As for the internal intensifier’s sub-formulas, the adverbial and the emotional intensifiers
in the participants’ apology utterances made up the highest frequency of the internal
intensifiers, namely, 38.12% and 22.7% respectively.” (Asian ESP Journal,2009, Result)

Discussion
In the view of first question, which asked for any differences in the types of
RMs in RAs of applied linguistics in both native and non-native corpora data
analysis confirmed that there were statistically significant differences between
these two corpora. Regarding the examination between the native and
non-native applied linguistics corpora and frequencies of RMs, results
demonstrated that non-native writers utilized RMs more than native writers. This
means that the total number of RM was more in the non-native corpus, and the
two corpora were different in terms of frequencies of RM. This result is in line with
the study by Alipour and Zare (2013), in which they analyzed the use of lexical
bundles in native and non-native RAs, and it was found that non-native writers
made a greater use of lexical bundles. Here, it is worth mentioning that the
non-native writers’ more frequent use of RMs could be due to the fact that they
have already been exposed to them several times in their previous readings of
various kinds of English literature (Biber & Barbieri, 2007). In other words,
non-native writers have a desire to produce something which is like the works of
native writers they were previously exposed to. Subsequently, they attempted to
make use of the RMs which were used by the native writers, but sometimes they
may overuse them to demonstrate that they are capable enough to be considered
as writers in that discipline. However, it is possible that they may also have a
lower range of such markers at their works.
Another reason for the non-native authors' greater use of the RMs may refer
to the fact that when they use them frequently, they can help them to achieve
naturalness in language use, and markers that are different from native speaker
norms need more time and consideration when reading. The more writers use
RMs, the more they may be considered as apprentice writers, who tend to use
RMs in a misguided attempt to imitate experienced writers' use of a wide range of
explanation, hoping this will help them to achieve naturalness in their language
use. Thus, non-native authors attempt to use the RMs excessively, and this might
cause them to over-use them in their papers.
Regarding the second question, there was a difference between native and
non-native RAs concerns the use of different functions of RMs. The analysis
showed that native and non-native writers of applied linguistics use explicit
meaning functions very frequently, and it is noticeable that these functions are
more frequent in non-native RAs than native ones. As we know, writers try to help
readers’ understanding the content by using explicit meaning functions; they
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include functions as identification, specification, and explanation. Explanation
function was the most recurrent one in both the native and non-native applied
linguistics RAs, and it is due to the nature of RAs of applied linguistics as
qualitative RAs that aim to produce ‘‘qualitative/subjective description,
empathetic understanding, and exploration’’ of human thoughts, behaviors, and
experiences as ‘‘situational, social, contextual, personal, and unpredictable’’
(Johnson & Christensen, 2012, p.34) and the writers need to explain everything
very clearly to arrive at this goal.
Regarding other functions, implicit meaning functions including conclusion
and mathematical operations were the least frequent functions in the native and
non-native RAs of applied linguistics, which might be due to the fact that these
functions tend to be used less in humanities or social sciences such as applied
linguistics. Notwithstanding this similarity, both conclusion and mathematical
operation functions were used more frequently by non-native writers. This was
possibly caused by cultural factors; non-native writers perhaps try more to show
the conclusion and results, and they insist to ensure that everything is clear to the
reader. It is necessary for these writers to mention the results with a high degree
of certainty. It seems that it is a good characteristic for writers to express their
self-assurance and certainty about the subject matter they discuss in their articles.
This might be a “stylistic feature” (Khodabandeh, 2007, p.71) of non-native
writers who show more certainty.
It can be concluded that these differences stem from a number of cultural,
political, and psychological factors which are effective in the writing style of native
and non-native writers. The discrepancies may also root in the existing
differences to the background and personal characteristics of these two groups of
writers.
The results of this study are consistent with Xiao (2011) who compared native
and translated corpora, and showed that native speakers used significantly fewer
RMs than non-native speakers in their translations. A number of cultural, social,
and psychological factors might help justify such differences. These differences
may show the specific nature and writing style of native and non-native English
writers. Aijmer (2007) argues that reformulation markers have the matalinguistic
function of clarifying, specifying, expanding or elaborating without changing the
semantic content. One possible reason for non-native writer's tendency toward
the heavier use of comparing to native writers could be that they might opt for
more precision in their writings at the cost of appropriateness. In other words,
they use more RMs in order to protect themselves against being criticized. Using
the RMs, they can clarify, specify, expand, or elaborate and convey their meaning
completely clear, and they can be sure that the readers get their meaning
correctly, and then they ensure that no one can criticize that there is vagueness in
their writing. Hyland (2002) believes that writers support their study and express
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their ideas based on a variety of social and psychological factors. However,
“ rhetorical identity” is influenced by the writer`s background (p.1111).
As Liantade (2008) mentions applied linguistics is more interested in
theoretical studies and is more concerned with theories, so the discipline of
applied linguistics exercises more caution. It means that the writers should be
more objective in their writing because in the applied linguistics, they are dealing
with theories and the writers must be sure that the readers can get the concept of
theories correctly because theories have an interpretative, abstracting, and
generalizing nature and they provides an explanatory framework for some
observation and possible hypotheses that can be tested in order to provide
support for the theory. As a result, the theory should be understood correctly.

Conclusion
This study compared the reformulation markers in English research articles
of applied linguistics written by native and Iranian non-native writers. Results of
this study indicated native and also non-native writers of applied linguistics RAs
applied RMs in considerably different ways.
It was found that functions related to the interpretation of explicit meaning are
the most frequent functions; in contrast, implicit meaning functions are the least
frequent ones in this discipline. Another conclusion that was reached is that there
are significant differences between the frequency of RMs in native and non-native
RAs of applied linguistics since Iranian non-native writers employ RMs much
more than native writers. It can be concluded that these differences stem from a
number of cultural, political, and psychological factors which are effective in the
writing style of native and non-native writers. The discrepancies may also root in
the existing differences to the background and personal characteristics of these
two groups of writers.
Results of the current study can have implications for non-native writers; if
these writers, who write in English as their foreign language, become aware of
the differences and similarities of the use of reformulation markers in the target
language, they will be able to apply them more effectively and appropriately.
Having a better understanding of RMs and their similarities and differences,
English for Academic/Special Purposes (EA/SP) students and researcher can
develop a good command of RMs in English and write more authentic texts. As
Martin (2003) suggests, contrastive studies of this type can be especially helpful
to novice academics who wish to publish their works in international and national
journals and, therefore, need to know the conventions which are favored by the
English-speaking discourse community. To achieve their goals, they are required
to be aware of disciplinary and cultural conventions of their discourse community.
If Iranian researchers have a good understanding of RMs, they can communicate
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more efficiently in the target language and be more successful members of their
discourse community.
One of the limitations of this study was the low number of studies, disciplinary
ones in particular, which directly consider reformulation markers. This made our
work difficult so that we could not compare the findings of the current study with
them to gain more insight and depict a better picture of reformulation and its use
across different disciplines. Another limitation that we faced is related to the fact
that there were not any studies on the application of RMs in Persian in the Iranian
context. The majority of the previous studies compared RMs in English, Spanish,
and, Catalan.
In this study, the researchers did not make a distinction between
single-authored and two- or more-authored RAs. Therefore, a comparison of the
use of RMs in just single-authored or two- or more-authored RAs with different
topics can be the subject of future research. Future researchers may also
consider studying reformulation across different genres, for instance, introduction
and discussion sections of articles, or across more formal and informal or written
and spoken registers. It seems that reformulation in ESP students’ writings has
sunken in oblivion by researchers. This line of research can cast light on some of
the learners’ writing problems. It can also inform ESP classes and materials.
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Abstract
The preliminary study showed that the students at English as a Foreign
Language (EFL) in the vocational higher education context found the
speaking skills as the most difficult ones to learn. The students also
declared that unsupportive English learning atmosphere in the class used
to make the students reluctant to speak. This phenomenon also leads the
students to have lack of confidence to speak English in the class. Thus, the
researcher conducted experimental research using Peer Scaffolding
approach using Vygotsky’s theory to check whether it improves the
students’ speaking skills. The research involves 156 vocational college
students in the second semester of Multimedia Study Program at Politeknik
Negeri Media Kreatif Jakarta. After analyzing the data taking from the
assessments, interviews, and observation field notes during the study; the
findings confirm that the peer scaffolding enhances the speaking skill
performances. As the results expose that the peer scaffolding builds the
more supportive learning conditions in which the students can give mutual
help to improve the speaking exposures, the peer scaffolding is
recommended as one of the alternatives to improve the students’ speaking
skills.
Keywords: peer scaffolding, speaking, EFL, vocational
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Introduction
English speaking skill, without a doubt, has been compulsory for those who
want to be leading in certain areas (Al-Sibai, 2004). In addition, Richard (2008)
put the mastery of English speaking as a priority, and Nunan (1995) put it as an
essential feature for the English as a Foreign Language (EFL) students.
Aungwatanakun (1994) also declared that the speaking skill is the most crucial
competency that the students need to master as it is the key to communication.
Despite the importance, the students encounter many problems in learning and
practicing communication. Tuan & Mai (2015) found the students’ problems in
speaking are inhibition, topical knowledge insufficiency, not high participation,
and the effect of mother tongue. Leong & Ahmadi (2017) identified inhibition as
the biggest challenge for the students to be competent in English speaking. EFL
students are sometimes inhibited as they are afraid to make mistakes and neither
ready to be criticized nor ashamed of the classmates’ attention. Moreover,
Littlewood (2007) added that the language class constructs the hindrances and
anxiety of the learners. Those lead to very low participation in the classroom
because almost every student is reluctant to speak. In addition, Haidara (2016)
identified the psychological problems encountered by the students in speaking
practice namely the confidence lack, anxiety, nervousness, worry, shame, and
frustration.
That is why teaching speaking has been a big concern for many EFL teachers
as the teaching strategies contributing to the speaking skill outcomes. As the
successful indicator of the students’ competence in communicating in the target
well (Nunan, 1995), the English teachers must create any method to improve the
students’ verbal communication skills. Haidara (2016) also emphasizes that the
teachers not only comprehend the students’ problems in English speaking but
also motivate as well as accommodate them to solve their speaking obstacles.
Particularly in the context of Indonesian vocational education, the English
teachers are demanded by the Government of Indonesia to emphasize the
English teaching on speaking skill as stated in the 2005-2025 Blueprint (Ministry
of National Education, 2005). It is also said by Lie (2007) and Di Grapello, Kruse,
& Tandon (2011) that the employers highly require not only the technical skill but
also the communicative English-speaking skill. Thus, the English learning for
vocational context gives priority on developing functional language skills through
students’ participation in communicative performances (Rido, Ibrahim, & Nambiar,
2015). The learning method also should not make the students be the focus of
the learning process (Savignon, 2007). Therefore, it should be focused more on
the speaking fluency than the language accuracy, led to be more on the functions
of the language than structures, and oral competence should be more
emphasized than literary competence (Griffiths, 2011).
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As it previously stated that teaching speaking in EFL vocational context is
demanded by the government, this research proposes the new method using the
Vygotsky’s (1978) peer scaffolding theory in teaching speaking to find answers
for the research questions: 1) Can the peer scaffolding method improve the EFL
vocational students’ speaking skills? 2) To what extent does the peer scaffolding
method enhance the EFL vocational students’ speaking skills?
In answering these questions, the researcher conducted this experimental
study using the Vygotsky’s (1978) peer scaffolding theory because this has been
identified as one of the socio-constructivist teaching technique which is very
recommended because it is resourceful and powerful (Clark and Graves, 2004).
To optimize the successful results of scaffolding, Vygotsky (1978) use the term
Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) as “the distance between the actual
development level as determined by independent problem solving and the level
of potential development as determined through problem-solving under adult
guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers.” Simply, it is the knowledge
and skill improvement changing from one level to a higher degree. There are six
indicators of successful application of scaffolding outlined by Bransford et al
(2000): student engagements in being interested to the task; capability to make
the task complexity be simplified; the focus and motivation of the students on
achieving the target; the differences between the solution from the students and
the desired resolution; the decrease amount of students’ frustrated feeling and
risks; and the representation of the task ideal definition and solution.
In some previous research, Peer scaffolding is mostly studied in the EFL
writing context (Laksmi, 2006; Santoso, 2010; Rezaei & Shokrpour, 2011) rather
than in other English skills. The study on emphasizing the speaking skills in the
EFL Vocational Higher Education (VHE) context has not been conducted. This
study seems to be one of the learning sources to fill in the gap in speaking skill
research as well as to inform the best practices in the classroom.

Method
The researcher involved 156 vocational college students from five classes in
the second semester of Multimedia Study Program at Politeknik Negeri Media
Kreatif as the subject of the research. The method used in this study is
experimental study as Moleong (1989) states that it is the best method to find out
the effects of the applied condition into individual or groups. As all of the classes
in this research are applied the peer scaffolding method, the researcher used the
single group pattern as this study does not have the controlled group and the
experiments are focused on the pre-test and post-test results (Bungin, 2005).
The quantitative data taken from assessments (pre/post- tests) results and
observations during one study term were analyzed using descriptive statistics to
describe the improvements of students’ speaking skills after applying peer
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scaffolding learning method. Then the qualitative data from the interviews will be
analyzed through the content analysis method to strengthen the quantitative
findings.
Preliminary
Research
The implementation

of the research procedures can be seen in this figure:

The Students’ Performance on Speaking: Introducing Themselves and Self-Evaluations on the English
classes previously.

Meeting 4–6 (Speech)

Meeting 1–3 (Story Telling)
Meeting 1: Individual Story Telling (Pre-Test)

Meeting 1: Individual Speech (Pre-Test)

Meeting 2: Peer Scaffolding

Meeting 2: Peer Scaffolding

Meeting 3: Individual Story Telling (Post-Test)

Meeting 3: Group Speech (Post-Test)

Interview session with some selected students

Interview session with some selected

on last meeting after post-test

students on last meeting after post-test

Observation on each meeting

Observation on each meeting

Meeting 9–12 (Business Presentation)

Meeting 7–9 (Role Play)

Meeting 1: Individual Business Presentation

Meeting 1: Individual Role Play (Pre-Test)

(Pre-Test)

Meeting 2: Peer Scaffolding

Meeting 2: Peer Scaffolding

Meeting 3: Role-Play in Drama (Post-Test)

Meeting 3: Individual Business Presentation

Interview session with some selected

(Post-Test)

students on last meeting after post-test

Interview session with some selected students

Observation on each meeting

on last meeting after post-test
Observation on each meeting

Figure 1. Research Procedure

The twelve meetings are grouped into four different speaking tasks of
implementing the peer scaffolding in the English speaking-based classrooms.
Each meeting uses the differently communicative English-speaking tasks: Story
Telling, Speech, Role Play, and Business Presentation. Every meeting comprises
three meetings where the teachers conduct the individual task as the pre-test on
the first meeting. Then, the teacher grouped the students to have peer scaffolding
before the student has the individual performance on the next meeting. On each
meeting, the teacher as the observer took some notes to be evaluated and to be
put on the questions of interviews. The researcher also conducted the
semi-structured interview at the last meeting after post-test. The interviews were
conducted with the selected students from the highest and the lowest
performance score from each class to give feedbacks and self-evaluations.
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Results and Discussion
Vygotsky (1978) made the term Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) to
optimize the successful results of scaffoldings. Applying the peer scaffolding in
this study shows that the learners achieve the optimal ZPD by being less
speaking into more communicative teaching with some improvements not only on
the English-speaking skills but also on the soft skills related to being more
confident, more cooperative, and more motivated to practice the
English-speaking skills. The successful application of peer scaffolding in
improving al the students’ performance scores is not only indicated by the
significantly improved scores on post-tests but also the other indicators proposed
by Bransford et al. (2000). Four biggest of six indicators of successful application
of scaffolding outlined by Bransford et al. (2000) revealed by the students during
the study: higher student engagements and interests to the task, simplification of
the complex tasks, increased focus and motivation to achieve the target and the
declines of the students’ frustrated feeling.
The results of applying the peer scaffolding in this study confirmed that the
students’ speaking skills enhanced. The improvement could be shown in the
mean scores of the pre-test and post-test described in this table:
Table 1. The Mean Score
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Speaking Skills
Story Telling
Speech
Role Play
Business Presentation

Pre-Test
70
75
80
83

Post-Test
78
85.5
90
92

On the average, the improvement of the mean score at first task speaking
skill performance: Story Telling was from 70 on pre-test to 78 on post-test. The
students revealed in the interview sessions that their performances on pre-test
are not as good as the post-test performances because of some reasons. The
biggest three reasons were nerves, no inspiration ideas, and lack of confidence
during the pre-test. These big problems were reduced by peer scaffolding on the
second meeting because they could provide help and motivation for each other to
focus on better performances at the last meeting of the meeting. Peer scaffolding
was able to decrease the number of frustrated feelings which made the nervous
feeling when their ideas were stuck what to tell. Therefore, at last meeting of the
Story Telling task, the students show more engaged and interested in their story
than before. To sum up, the students agree that peer scaffolding helps them a lot
to have better English-speaking skill performance in storytelling.
On the next speaking task, the researcher used the Speech as one of the
communicative skills. The mean score was in the 5.5 differences between the
pre-test (75) and post-test (85.5). Although there are some improvements in the
speech performances after applying the peer scaffolding method, the students
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admitted that speech is more complicated than the previous English-speaking
task. Thus, during the peer scaffolding, every student has more increasing focus
on simplifying the complex task in speech components. The students claimed
that they have improving skills on speech after their interests are concentrated on
understanding the speech structures to make the ideas more organizable and
systematic. Peer scaffolding lifts the students’ confidences and creativity up.
The third speaking task was to conduct the Role Play task in the classroom.
At the first meeting, the students created the character with its description to be
presented individually in front of the class. The mean score for the pre-tests is 80
as the students are basically interested in making their imaginative and fictional
characters. Then, they were surprised when the peer scaffolding techniques
applied to do the role play in a group of five to six members. The challenge was to
connect each character into logical story construction from individual role to the
group story of other roles. After getting the peer scaffolding, the students had
higher motivation and interests to make all the characters connected each other
into one logical story. They revealed that this task target was challenging that lift
their creativity up. Some genres found on the group presentations ranging from
funny story to horror myth with all the character roles in the group. The students’
performances on this third task were significantly improved from 80 on pre-test
mean score to 90 on post-test mean score. The students mentioned that the
raising score because peer scaffolding on this task creates more fun learning that
the students do not feel any frustrated feeling at all.
The last speaking task is the Business Presentation in which the students
need to formulate their own business plans to have greater business presentation
in the classroom. The business presentation uses the persuasive languages
because the classroom was set into the business pitching competition where the
students must present the business ideas to convince the listeners as the
investors to take part in their business. At pre-test of this cycle, the students
reached the mean score 83. The students find the challenges on how to create
persuasive languages to the listeners, so at their first performance in pre-test
almost all the students were afraid and worried that their business ideas were not
interesting. As peer scaffolding creates a more supportive learning atmosphere,
all business ideas were accepted that made the students motivated to develop
their ideas to be more persuasive. The students expressed that after the peer
scaffolding learning method applied in the second meeting of the last task, they
can expand their business ideas using more persuasive languages. Like all the
previous findings in other tasks, this last performance surely improves the
speaking skill in business presentation performance as shown in mean scores
from 83 up to 92.
Overall, the results of applying peer scaffolding enhance the mean scores of
speaking skill performance in the vocational higher education classrooms. The
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students claimed that peer scaffolding is basically about creating more supportive
learning conditions where students can help each other to achieve the target. The
study also reflected the indicators of successful application of scaffolding outlined
by Bransford et al. (2000): higher student engagements and interests to the task,
simplification of the complex tasks, increased focus and motivation to achieve the
target, and the declines of the students’ frustrated feeling.

Conclusion
The results of applying the peer scaffolding in speaking improved the
students’ speaking skills in the vocational higher education context. Thus, the
peer scaffolding application in the study achieves the optimal Zone Proximal
Development (ZPD) shown by 2 points of being into becoming. First, the students
are moved from being less communicative into more communicative in speaking
performance. Another point is that the results of the test, from being 70 – 83 into
becoming higher around 78 – 92. All the students got higher scores in English
speaking post-test significantly. Therefore, the application of the peer scaffolding
can be considered as an alternative way to improve the EFL vocational higher
education students’ context because it provides the interactions between
students to give mutual help to progress.
There are two important implications for the speaking skills enhancement,
notably in the vocational higher education context which focuses on speak
communicatively. The first implication derived from this study is that the peer
scaffolding potentially benefits the students to have greater speaking exposures
in learning and teaching speaking to each other. This approves the peer
scaffolding theory of Vygotsky (1978) that the more guidance from more capable
peers, the more students perform excellently beyond their ZPD. The second
implication is that integrating the peer scaffolding into English speaking lesson
plans should be recommended to strengthen the students’ confidence and better
performance in speaking classes. This is because peer scaffolding can create
more supportive learning for students, so the students are no longer reluctant to
speak English in the classroom.
Even though this research proves that peer scaffolding significantly increases
the students’ speaking skills performance, rigorous research is highly needed,
especially in the vocational higher education classrooms. For further research,
this study is hoped that there will be more peer scaffolding techniques applied to
other English skills as well as informing the best practices of peer scaffolding with
different settings.
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Abstract
The article is based on research done with the descriptive-qualitative
approach and is an embedded-case study meant the result could not be
generalized. The primary data are Javanese cultural terms of Lontar
YusupBanyuwangi and the English translation found in the book of Bernard
Arps (a Dutch anthropologist) entitled Tembang in Two Traditions:
Performances and Interpretation of Javanese Literature. LontarYusup is
the only manuscript in Banyuwangi still read routinely in rituals conducted
by Osing ethnic group considered as the natives of Banyuwangi. The
research aims at unveiling the cultural terms used based on the category
and the translation strategies applied. The technique used to collect the
data is documentation and the collected data are, then, analyzed by
applying content analysis technique. The research results that there are
141 cultural terms classified in 10 cultural categories: food (4), cultural
materials (23), arts (2), buildings (5), socio-culture (48), religion (36),
gesture (10), ecology (7), habit (7), and clothing (3). Those Javanese
cultural terms are then translated into English by utilizing 8 translation
strategies: synonym (62.07%), pure borrowing (16.55%), transposition
(0.69%), structural addition (4.83%), descriptive equivalent (11.03%),
subtraction (0.69%), componential analysis (1.38%), and cultural
equivalent.
Keywords: translation strategies, Javanese cultural terms, Lontar Yusup
Banyuwangi
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Introduction
Considering the sui generis nature of every language (Sun, 2011, p.160), then
translation provides a complex problem for translators in seeking for equivalents.
The challenge turns out to be in a higher level of difficulties when they have to
render (deep-rooted) cultural terms. Peter Newmark in his book entitled A
Textbook of Translation (1988in Fernandez-Guerra, 2012) defines culture as a
way of life and its unique manifestation of a community using certain language as
‘expression’ tool, that regarding every language group as having its features of a
certain culture. Admittedly, it is not an easy task to translate cultural terms since
there will always both “linguistic and cultural untranslatability” (Catford 1965 in
Indiarti, 2015).
The omnipresent complexity of translating cultural terms then becomes the
main reason which bases the research on translation strategies applied in
rewording cultural terms of Lontar Yusup Banyuwangi from Javanese into English
found in a book of Bernard Arps entitled Tembang in Two Traditions: Performance
and Interpretation of Javanese Literature. A study of the ancient manuscripts is
called philology. (Andriani, 2015).The book which provides an in-depth study on
the reading traditions (tembang) of Javanese literature in Central Java
(Yogyakarta) and East Java (Banyuwangi) contains some stanzas of Lontar
Yusup Banyuwangi, the only one of old manuscripts in Banyuwangi still read
today in rituals done by Osing community considered as the indigenous people of
Banyuwangi.(Indiarti, 2018).
So far, there is no research done to unveil the way Arps did the translation.
Until now Arps’ book is truly the only comprehensive book centered the focus on
the-so-called mocoan as the reading tradition of Lontar Yusup Banyuwangi that it
is often cited by researchers doing ethnographic researches or cultural agents
discussing Lontar Yusup Banyuwangi. No one ever doubts Arps’ translation
quality or questioning the way he presented the English version of Lontar Yusup
Banyuwangi in the book. Therefore, the research which bases the article is the
first focusing the attention on the translation aspect.
The fact that previous research on the translation aspects of the book cannot
be found does not mean that it is not an important issue to discuss. The
translation is a tool bridging difference across languages and cultures. Also,
Harliani (2019) states that translation is a process of translating or copying
different languages. However, “differences between cultures cause more severe
complications for the translator than do differences in language structure” (Nida,
1964 in Guerra, 2005). Revealing the way, a translator helps the target readers to
understand a book discussing different cultures becomes central in cross-cultural
communication.
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In short, the research which bases the article has the following objectives.
Firstly, it identifies the Javanese cultural terms of Lontar Yusup Banyuwangi
found in Arps’ book and classifies them. Secondly, it identifies the translation
strategies applied in rendering the terms.

Method
This is an embedded case study in translation studies with descriptive
qualitative approach. Javanese cultural terms of Lontar Yusup Banyuwangi found
in Arps’ book will be the primary data collected by using documentation technique.
The same way is used to identify the translation strategies applied to render the
terms from Javanese into English. The collected data then are analyzed by using
interactive analysis which comprises data reduction, data verification, and data
presentation. In short, the analysis is conducted in the following procedure:
1. Determining data source;
2. Formulating research questions and objectives;
3. Identifying Javanese cultural terms found based on the category; and
4. Comparing cultural terms in source and target texts to identify the translation
strategies applied.

Results
As it has been stated previously, Arps’ book did not contain the full text of
Lontar Yusup Banyuwangi. The original text consists of 12 cantos, 593 stanzas
and 4.366 verses (Indiarti, 2018), but Arps only cited ten stanzas and gave the
English translation.
Of those ten stanzas, there are 141 Javanese cultural terms found. Based on
the concept of culture categories by Newmark (in Ahmad, 2011), it was identified
that among those terms, 4 data belongs to food category, 23 data to cultural
material category, 36 data to religion category, 48 data to socio-culture category,
5 data to building category, 10 data to gesture category, 7 data to ecology
category, 3 data to habit category, 3 data to clothing category, and 2 data to art
category.
Table 1. Number of Category-based Javanese Cultural Terms
Food
4

Cultural
Material
23

Religion
36

SocioCulture
48

Building

Gesture

Ecology

Habit

5

10

7

3

Cloth
ing
3

Art
2

Concerning translation strategy used to render source text/ST (Javanese
cultural terms) into target text (English-context cultural terms), it is found that
there are single and double (couplet) strategies applied. Of 141 primary data, it
can be identified that as many as 138 data are translated with a single translation
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strategy and 3 data with couplet translation strategy. All in all, there are 8
translation strategies utilized individually or doubly.
Table 2. Frequency of Translation Strategy Application
No.

Translation Strategy

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

pure borrowing
Transposition
synonym
descriptive equivalent
Subtraction
structural addition
componential analysis
cultural equivalent

Variety of Strategy
Single
22
90
7
1
13
2
4

Couplet
2
1
3
-

Total
Number
24
1
90
7
1
15
2
4

Table 2 reveals that there are eight translation strategies applied. They are
pure borrowing (24), transposition (1), synonym (90), descriptive equivalent (7),
subtraction (1), structural addition (15), componential analysis (2), and cultural
equivalent (4).

Discussion
Javanese Cultural Terms
Lontar Yusup Banyuwangi tells about the life of Prophet Yoseph as one of the
most famous Islamic Prophets since he was 12 years old when he dreamt of
seeing 11 stars and moon bowed to him to his being King of Greek after
translating the King’s dream. The story is full of Javanese cultural terms in
socio-culture category (48), religion category (38), and cultural material category
(23) rather than in gesture category (10), ecology category (7), building category
(5), food category (4), habit category (3), clothing category (3), and art category
(2). The fact that socio-culture, religion, and cultural material categories become
dominant to occur is not surprising when consider that Lontar Yusup Banyuwangi
mostly retells Prophet Yoseph’s life story concerning his attitude to God since
childhood to adulthood just as similar with those in the Holy Quran (Katsir, 2018).
Translation Strategies
The most-frequently-used translation strategy focusing on the source culture
and language is synonym (90 times or 62,07%) while the total number of
translation strategies having orientation towards target culture and language are
pure borrowing, transposition, synonym, descriptive equivalent, subtraction,
structural addition, componential analysis, and cultural equivalent (54 times or
37,93%). In the field of translation, synonym is known as a strategy which never
gives a precise translation; the choice of using this strategy usually is based on
the fact that 1) s/he cannot found the same or similar cultural concept in the target
language (unable to use cultural equivalent), 2) s/he is reluctant to use cultural
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equivalent strategy, or 3). The use of componential analysis will bother the
reading smoothness. Therefore, synonym considered as a short cut which is very
useful in bridging differences across cultures (cultural untranslatability) or
linguistic one while it resulted in producing a not too accurate translation.
Examples of the strategy application can be seen in the following table:
Table 3. Examples on the Use of Synonym Strategy
Number of
Data
1
4

Term Category

Source Language

Target Language

Cultural Material
Religion

Sesajen
Bagindha Yusup

Servings
Lord Yusup

The word sesajen in table 3 being translated into servings. The basic concept
truly has been delivered through the translation, but there is additional
information which does not exist. Sesajen is best servings proposed to God/gods
that it is thick with spirituality tone. Then, the best equivalent for sesajen is not
servings, but offerings. The phrase Bagindha Yusup being translated into Lord
Yusup. The term bagindha is translated without using componential analysis
which should render baghinda as lord. In fact, the best way is translating the term
Bagindha as prophet. This term is usually used in Javanese culture as praise or
showing highest respect.
The second most dominant strategy used in the translation is pure borrowing;
a strategy which borrows the original expression without any adjustment in
pronunciation. The fact suggests that Lontar Yusup Banyuwangi is colored much
with deep-rooted cultural terms, e.g., traditional food, clothes, and building which
make translation problem more complicated.

Conclusion
Of 141 Javanese cultural terms found in the data source, they can be
classified into ten categories (food 4, buildings 5, cultural materials 23,
transportation, religion 36, ecology 7, gesture 10, habits 3, clothing 3, and
socio-culture 48). Those terms are translated using eight strategies: pure
borrowing, transposition, synonymy, descriptive equivalents, subtraction,
structural addition, componential analysis, and cultural equivalent. The most
frequently used translation strategy is synonym known as a strategy that does not
give the target readers the precise translation but produces a readable
(easy-to-digest) translation. The strategy bases the fact that Arps’ book is for
international readers.
The analysis result of the translation strategies used by Arps in rewording
Javanese cultural terms of Lontar Yusup Banyuwangi from Javanese into English
can be a useful reference for the other researchers to conduct further researches
on the translation qualities.
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Abstract
This paper presents the contextual meanings of the English terms used by
the staff in Claro Hotel Makassar. The researcher observed three
departments in a hotel; they are Housekeeping, Front Office and Food &
Beverage department. The result of the research shows that there are
many types of the English terms used in hospitality; some of the terms are
categorized as the English special terms due to its contextual meaning.
Furthermore, the researcher found that almost all staffs understand the
terms even though they do not speak English fluently. However, for the new
employer and trainee, most of them are somewhat distressed and said they
did not know the terms because their educational background is not
hospitality and the trainee said that some of the terms are not in their
school textbook. Thus, it is essential for the English for Specific Purposes
practitioners and particularly for the teachers of English for Hotel to
understand and teach the contextual meanings of the English terms used
in the hotel industry.
Keywords: contextual meaning, hotel terms, English for Hotel
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Introduction
Language cannot be separated from the existence of human life. It is a
medium to transmit ideas of inter-human relationship, religion, business,
education, mass communication, law, medicine, hotel, and tourism. Language
can eliminate misunderstanding by using it as an instrument to transfer
communication among people. One of the requirements to communicate in
society or a particular environment is the common understanding and meaning.
The information presented should be equal to be understood, both by speakers
and listeners. A communication will run smoothly if the language used can be
understood so that the message can be received by the speakers' listeners well.
The fact related to the relationships between language and society has long
intrigued linguistic. People influence language and language use, and language
plays a fundamental role in emotion and intercultural communication (Lindquist,
MacCormack, & Shablack, 2015).
Therefore, language can be varied depending on the situation where the
language is used (Blue & Harun, 2003). For example, the English word used in
the hospitality industry may have a different meaning with the general English
words. Luo (2011) writes that word meanings may change from context to context;
some uses are only meaningful in specific contexts, not in others. In line with
Mahdad (2012) writes that language may vary between speakers of different
regions or socio-economic background, and it can also vary within the same
speaker when she/he moves from formal to an informal situation. The use of
words in specific circumstances then called specialized terminology; these words
can have different meanings depending upon what words are around it. In
Cambridge dictionary, “terms” mean the special words or expressions used in
relation to a particular subject or activity, it is a system of words used to name
things in a particular discipline. For instance, in education, we know some
terminologies like "lesson plan," "rubric," and "term paper," while in Medical, there
are special terminologies such as "blood work," "scalpel" and "set." In different
situations, people will shift into different terminology. Thus, knowing the terms is
an essential part of being able to work in a given profession.
Therefore, to understand the meanings of this kind of terminology, people
need to comprehend the context where the words are used or what we called
contextual meanings. Meanings are in people not in words (Adler, Rodman, & du
Pre, 2013; Ruhly, 1982), while Klopf (1998) classified meanings as denotative,
connotative, contextual, and figurative. Words have set meanings, and these
meanings tend to stand independent of the context in which they are used (Adler
et al. 2013; Klopf 1998). Other than that, language and attitude also have a
complicated relationship be, and it is likely to vary according to the social context
(McKenzie, R. M., 2008). In the hotel industry, employees tend to use a formal
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and friendly expression in communicating; it is called hospitality language.
Longman (1992: 275) says that context means the part of speech of words and
the things denoted. While Simon & Schuster (1982:10) say that context is the
interrelated condition in which something exists or occurs. According to Attardo
(2016), context is bounded by the simple requirement that speakers do not try to
optimize their interpretation or calculation, but somewhat satisfied. Contextual
meaning involves the function of a word in sentence formation since different
arrangement of the same word can convey different context, or different situation
may give different meaning in a sentence. According to Crystal (2003), contextual
meaning defined as the information signaled about the kind of use a linguistic unit
has in its social context. Thus, it can be said that contextual meaning is the
meaning of the words according to the situation in which they are used.
Therefore, in this paper, the researcher discussed the contextual meanings of
the special terms used by the staff to communicate with guests and co-workers in
Claro Hotel Makassar. As we currently know, the number of hotel chains in
Indonesia was increasing significantly. The International Hotel Association’s
report on the challenges facing hotels recommends that employers in the industry
ensure adequate training at all levels including improving language tuition Cooper,
Fletcher, Gilbert & Wanhill in Hobson (1998:9). People travel for many reasons,
whether abroad or domestically and hotel staff cannot avoid direct or indirect
interaction with the foreign guest. The staffs are expected to be effective
communicators and offer outstanding service to the guests. In the hospitality
industry, communication skills and competence in using English sufficiently to
communicate with foreign guests is an essential factor in facilitating the financial
success of the tourism and hospitality sectors (Hsu, 2014; Shieh, 2012).
Moreover, the function of English as an international language played a
significant role in the hotel business. In the hospitality industry, English language
commonly used as a second language not only to communicate with the foreign
guests, but it is also used in hotel brochures, room names, hotel facilities, and
other services. The officers of the hotel needed to prepare for English skill usage
during working. For them who work at the back office, they are not actively
involved in oral communication with foreign guests but still need to understand
the terms of hospitality that can be found in almost texts such as hotel brochures
and correspondence. On the other hand, for those who work on the front line,
active English is essential because they often communicate directly with foreign
guests. The need for communication, both passive and active in the world of
hospitality, must begin with an understanding of the vocabulary that they use in
hospitality. Based on the experience of researcher when working at the hotel,
many of the new employees of the hotel especially for them who have an
educational background, not from a hospitality school felt confused about the
English terms used in the hotel, this is because they are always translated the
words according to general dictionary or the lexical meaning.
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Research field on the English terms in a hotel is essential to conduct. Thus,
the research is intended to contribute to the linguistics discipline and as a
guideline that could be used as reference and information for the improvement
material of the English for Hotel subject and the English for Specific Purposes
(ESP) in general.

Method
In order to understand the contextual meanings of the hotel vocabulary, the
researcher applied qualitative method. Therefore, in addition to participant
observation, interview to the hotel staffs and review documents were used to
gather data for the study. The observation was done for three months in three
departments; they are Housekeeping, Front Office and Food & Beverage
Departments. For the interview, the researcher applied a semi-structured
interview. Fifteen staffs who were working as the permanent staff at the Claro
Hotel Makassar both office staff and operational staff were selected as the
participants in this session. As the supporting data, the researcher also gathered
information through document review. The documents review were all kinds of
forms, report or other documents which are used in the hotel such as; lost and
found form, laundry list, reprimand form, equipment checklist, daily hotel event,
and brochures.

Results
The researcher presented at, involved in, and recorded the daily routine
activities of the staff at the research site in order to gain an in-depth overview of
the context in which the English terms were used. Here, the researcher used field
notes; observation checklist and audio recorder to record what occurred and
happened in the field. In order to support the data obtained during the
observation the researcher conducted a semi-structured interview with the staff
and review the documents.
In Housekeeping department, commonly the staff used Bahasa Indonesia in
communicating with co-workers and local guests. Some of the staff, such as the
Room Attendant staff and Room Supervisor who oversee the floors, and contact
the guests directly, used English to communicate with foreign guests. Therefore,
most of the terms used in the Housekeeping department were in English, such as
for equipment name or various types of services and positions. Majority of the
staff used the English terms to mention the name of the services or types of
equipment used in their section only, while Bahasa Indonesia still becomes the
common language at the Claro Hotel. However, for the staff who in charge as the
front liner whose job is to meet the guests, the English language skills must be
possessed.
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In observation, the researcher observed the administration staff first called
Order Taker as the center of all activities in Housekeeping. Order taker is the staff
on duty as operator, administration and received orders and phoned in the
Housekeeping department. Here, the researcher heard and noted same of the
English terms used by Order Taker staff, such as: vacant ready, vacant clean,
vacant dirty, make up room, morning call, high season, low season, check out,
check-in, room supervisor, extension, delivery, amenities, Lost and Found form,
storeroom request, room attendant control sheet and a list of amenities.
“Vacant Dirty,” “Vacant Ready,” & “Vacant Clean”
Vacant Dirty room (VD) generally means an empty and dirty room. In the
hotel, the contextual meaning of ‘Vacant Dirty’ refers to an empty room but cannot
be sold to the guest because the room is not cleaned yet and the amenities for
the room have not been prepared. In the hotel, after the guest checked out the
room status in the computer system of the Housekeeping and Front Office
department automatically VD (Vacant Dirty), when the receptionists want to sell
the room to the guest, they have to check the room in the computer system and
make sure that the room status was VR (Vacant Ready). Before the status of the
room become VR, the room attendant usually changes the status from VD to VC
(Vacant Clean). Vacant Clean means that the room has been cleaned, just
lacking bit completeness. When the receptionist wants to sell the room, they will
ask the room supervisor of Housekeeping to complete the room, after that room
status on Computer System will be VR or Vacant Ready. Thus, the contextual
meaning of ‘Vacant Ready’ in the hotel context means the room that was ready
for sale.
“Make Up Room”
Another term that is frequently used by the staff of Housekeeping is ‘Make up
Room.’ From the observation, the researcher interpreted that the use of this term
in a contextual situation is crucial because when the guest wants their room to be
cleaned, the room attendant must prioritize the room. The supervisor also
instructed to put full amenities when the staff was making up a room. It can be
said that the room will be back neatly, as usual. Usually, make-up room requested
by telephone or by hanging sign “Please Makeup” on the door. Thus, the
contextual meaning of ‘Make-up room’ refers to a term used by the guest when
asking for the room to be cleaned by the Housekeeping staff.
‘Making Bed’ in a contextual situation in the hotel means an activity to tidy up
the bed according to the initial standard of the hotel. Making bed is one of the
duties of the Room Attendant (Room Maid) when makeup the room. The
contextual meaning of ‘Sleep Out’ in hospitality is when the guest decides to
sleep outside the hotel or sometimes in another room. Moreover, the term
‘Occupied No Luggage’ (ONL) used by the Housekeeping and the Front Office
staff to explain the real situation in the occupied room. In this case, the room
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status is occupied, but the guests were not in the room, the staff only found the
guest’s stuff in the room. The term ‘Jumping’ in contextual meaning is when the
staff should be further work on early shift after she/he finished at the end shift.
The Food & Beverage Department
Food & Beverage Department is a department in the hotel which is tasked to
preparing food and drink for hotel guests. There are different skills of chefs in the
hotel who cook and prepare meals for guests. This department has several
outlets, namely Restaurants, Bars & Lounge, Room Service, Kitchen, Banquet
and, Product. The following data were obtained through observation, interview
and review of documents from several sections that exist in the Food & Beverage
(F&B) department, such as; F & B secretary, Order Taker, Room Service
Attendant, Cashier of Café and Restaurant, Banquet staff, and Pastry and
Kitchen staff.
The researcher found some of the English terminologies used by the staff in
Food & Beverage department which derived from the French language, such as
menu names like Salamander, A´la carte, A´la Minutes, or A´la Dente. Here, the
researcher highlighted that English terms that were taken in this research were
the original English terms which were not derived from other languages. In other
words, the special terms taken were the English special terms for F & B in the
hotel which used in daily work activity of the hotel staff.
From the observation in the F & B department, the researcher found several
English terminologies such as follow up, banquet, order taker, clear up, floor man,
captain, and additional items. Some English terms found here also similar to the
terms used by the staff of the Housekeeping and Front Office department, such
as check out, check-in, arrival, departure, cash basis, deposit, and cash.
In the Food & Beverage Department, the staff commonly uttered this verb
‘Follow up’ to take on the guest’s request immediately. Besides, the term ‘clear
up’ has the contextual meaning as to remove all foods, plates, and cutlery from a
table at the end of a meal, clear the table quietly when dessert is finished and
take all items borrowed by guest from room service in the guest room.
Furthermore, the term ‘Order Taker (OT)’ in the F & B department has the same
function as the Order Taker in the Housekeeping department. This term refers to
the staff that has the responsibility to receive orders via telephone by the guests
or the operator of Room Service. This staff also handles the administration of the
Room Service section.
Another term is ‘Captain,’ in the hospitality industry this term has a different
meaning to the general English. In the hotel, the term ‘Captain’ refers to a staff
that is in charge as a supervisor in F & B department, he/she supervised the
performance of the room service attendants, handled orders given by the Order
Taker and sometimes also delivers the meals to the guest. The ‘Floor Man’ is the
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staffs of F & B department who stands by on the floor and wait for the Captain
give task direction, in other words, this staff is the one which immediately follows
up the guest request from the guest room.
From observation in the Food & Beverage department, the researcher found
several documents used by the staff such as Equipment Check List, Guest
Satisfactory Survey, VIP Request Form, Room Service Order Form, Banquet
Event Order, Arrival list, Departure List, Menu List, Receipt Form and several
types of brochures.

Discussion
From the findings, the researcher found that most terms used by the staff in
the Claro Hotel Makassar was in English. There are many variations of English
terms used in the research site which have a similar meaning to the general
English, while some of them can be categorized as special terms due to its
meanings are different to the general English. All hotel around the world have one
thing in common; they use English as their lingua franca.
Additionally, most of the English terminologies of the hotel found were in the
form of a noun. The terms were used as the name of the rooms, types of
equipment, tools, areas, job titles, and services. The verb form was also quite
much found because it was undoubtedly related to the provision of the services
provided by the hotel as a service industry. Based on the observation, the
researcher found that most of the terms used by the staff were brought by the
staff that moving from another hotel, which was subsequently accepted and used
by other staff, there were no settings what terms to use, almost entirely derived
from the terms that brought or spoken by transfer staff from other hotels.
The staffs who have been working for about one year are able to understand
the contextual meanings of the terms, because they are used to listening and
using the terms. Unfortunately, some of them pronounce the terms differently
from standard English pronunciation. Meanwhile, for the new employees who
have been working less than six months and the trainees or intern students from
tourism and hotel vocational high school, they still confused about the contextual
meanings of these terms due to their educational background is not hotel major.
The trainees said that majority of the terms are not in their school textbook.
Moreover, they are also not confident with their English skills.
According to Chang (2009); Tsao (2011); & Tse (2010), the learners who are
obligated to meet the essential, specific and precise needs to respond to the
considerable demands in vocational or academic situations in English are
encouraged to learn English for Specific Purposes. However, the current English
textbook used at vocational high school is the same as senior high school. Then,
it is predicted that the English used in the vocational school textbook is general.
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Therefore, it is essential to prepare students who will work in the hotel
industry with excellent English skills. Learning English in vocational high school is
classified as English for Specific Purposes (ESP), and the purpose of learning
English depends on the department or students’ major. As non-native English
speakers, the students at least understand words and terms used in the hotel
industry. In line with this, Cunningsworth (1995) said that selecting vocabulary is
a hard subject and not as simple as could be hoped. He also stated that ESP
material should meet learners’ needs and that the language taught should match
the language that the students will use. Thus, for teachers who teach in tourism
and hotel vocational school, the researcher hopes that this paper can help them
understand some English terms used in a domestic hotel. Students need to learn
sufficient vocabulary that they will need as hotelier. Hotel vocabularies have
contextual meanings, therefore understanding the situational relationship and
semantic relationship of hotel words is essential to be learned by the students of
hotel major. The learners should be able to use what they have learned to
perform their job effectively. Therefore, in designing English material for hotel
major, the teachers should consider who will be taught in order to give
appropriate materials for them because teaching methods and contents used in
English for Specific Purposes are not the same as in General English.

Conclusion
Based on the research results, it can be concluded that the majority English
terms used in Claro Hotel Makassar have its contextual meanings. However,
some of employees and trainees did not understand the meaning of the terms.
Thus, the researcher thinks that it is essential for the English for Specific
Purposes practitioners and particularly for the teachers of English for Hotel to
understand and teach the contextual meanings of the terms used in the hotel
industry. Moreover, the researcher expected that the result of this research could
be assistance to the ESP practitioners, especially for those who teaching and
designing material related to English for Hotel. Besides, the researcher hopes
that the result of this research can contribute to the development of English for
Hotel textbook which in turn will contribute to the English Language Teaching
(ELT) and Teaching English as a Foreign Language (TEFL).
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